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1. The!heart!

The"heart" is" an" organ" of" unconceivable" complexity," a"wonder" of" nature"with"

contractile,"conductive,"and"vascular"systems"working"together"to"provide"vital"

function."The"myocardium"is"composed"by"a"three?dimensional"(3D)"syncytium"

full" of" cardiac" myocytes" and" support" cells" that" propagates" electrical" signals"

through"specialized" intracellular" junctions" to"produce"mechanical"contractions"

and"pump"the"blood"forward"(Severs,"2000)."

Anatomically,"the"heart"is"a"muscular"organ"divided"into"four"chambers"(left"and"

right" atria," and"ventricles)" and"pumps"blood" through" the"blood"vessels"of" the"

circulatory" system" (Figure" 1)."Blood" will" provide" oxygen" and" nutrients" to" the"

organism," and" will" remove" metabolic" wastes." Blood" from" the" systemic"

circulation"enters" the"right"atrium"from"the"vena"cava"and"passes" to" the"right"

ventricle." Then" it" is"pumped" into" the"pulmonary" circulation" to" receive"oxygen"

and" give" off" carbon" dioxide." Oxygenated" blood" returns" to" the" left" atrium,"

passes" through" the" left" ventricle"and" is"pumped"out" through" the"aorta" to" the"

systemic" circulation," where" the" oxygen" is" used." The" blood" flows" one" way"

through"the"heart"due"to"heart"valves,"which"prevents"backflow"(Hall,"2011)."
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"
Figure!1.!Blood!flow!diagram."Image"from"Brooks/Cole"?"Thomson"learning."

The"heart" is"enclosed" in"a"protective"double?membrane" sac," the"pericardium,"

which"contains"the"pericardial"fluid"that"lubricates"the"surface"of"the"heart,"and"

is"attached"to"the"mediastinum."It"consists"of"two"membranes:"an"inner"serous"

membrane," and" an" outer" fibrous"membrane." All" together" located" behind" the"

breastbone"in"the"chest"(Dorland,"2012)."

The" heart" wall" is" made" up" of" three" layers:" the" inner" endocardium," middle"

myocardium"and"outer" epicardium." The"endocardium" is" formed"by" squamous"

epithelium," covering" heart" chambers" and" valves." It" is" continuous" with" the"

endothelium"of"veins"and"arteries"and"is"joined"to"the"myocardium"with"a"thin"

layer" of" connective" tissue." It" secretes" endothelins," which" may" regulate" the"

contraction"of"the"myocardium."On"the"other"hand,"the"myocardium,"or"cardiac"

muscle," is" a" layer" of" involuntary" striated" muscle" tissue" surrounded" by" a"

framework" of" collagen." It" is" vascularized" and" innervated" through" the"
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epicardium"to"regulate"the"heart"rate."The"cardiac"muscle"has"autorhythmicity"

and"it"is"modulated"by"the"endocrine"and"nervous"systems"(Betts,"2013)."

2. Heart!development,!cardiac!genes!and!proteins!

2.1. Heart)development)

The" heart" originates" from" embryonic" mesoderm" germ?layer" cells" that"

differentiate" after" gastrulation" into" mesothelium," endothelium," and"

myocardium." Mesothelial" pericardium" forms" the" external" part" of" the" heart;"

while" the" inner" part," lymphatic" and" blood" vessels," develops" from" the"

endothelium"(Moorman"et!al,"2003)."Throughout"the"mesoderm,"small"regions"

differentiate" into" "blood" islands""which" contribute" to" both" blood" vessels" and"

foetal" red"blood"cells."These""islands"" join"to"form"the"first"vessels" to"connect"

with" the" heart" tube" (Tortora" and" Derrickson," 2012)." Thus," the" heart" is"

composed"of"cardiomyocytes,"fibroblasts"and"vascular"cells."

The"human!heart!development"begins"with"the" formation"of" two"endocardial"

tubes"that"fuse"to"form"the"tubular"heart"(primitive"heart"tube)"(Figure"2)."The"

tubular"heart"loops"and"divides"into"four"chambers"(2"ventricles"and"2"atria)"and"

paired"arterial" trunks" (pulmonary" and"aorta" arteries)" to" form" the"adult" heart."

The" heart" is" the" first" functional" organ" in" vertebrate" embryos," beats"

spontaneously" at" 22?23" embryonic" days," and"blood" flow"begins" by"week" 4" of"

development"(Moorman"et!al,"2003)."

 
Figure! 2.! The! Human! Heart! from! day! 21! to! 25." Scanning" electron" micrograph"
images"of"the"early"human"embryonic"heart"tube."Images"from"Prof"Kathy"Sulik,"Dr."
Vekemans"and"Tania"Attie?Bitacha."
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The" tubular! heart" quickly" differentiates" into" the" truncus! arteriosus" (future"

ascending" aorta" and" pulmonary" artery)," bulbus" cordis," primitive" ventricle,"

primitive" atrium," and" the" sinus" venosus" (connected" to" the" foetal" circulation)"

(Figure" 3)." The" heart" tube" elongates" on" the" right" side" and" septa" are" formed"

within"the"atria"and"ventricles"to"separate"the"left"and"right"sides"of"the"heart"

(Anderson"et!al,"2003)."

Figure!3.!Outline!of!the!formation!of!the!heart."Illustration"from"Anatomy"&"Physiology"
book."

A"key"aspect"is"the"septation"of"the"heart:"as"the"embryonic/fetal"circulation"is"

different" to" the" neonatal" circulation" (lung/pulmonary" activation)," several"

septation"defects"may"only"become"apparent"on" this" transition." For" example,"

the"foramen!ovale"between"the"2"atria"is"a"septal"defect"when"it"does"not"close"

in"the"neonate."
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2.2. Main)cardiac)genes)and)proteins)

The" study" of" molecular! mechanisms" involved" in" heart" development" has"

focused" on" early" cardiomyocyte" development" including" cardiomyocyte"

progenitors" movement" and" signalling" mechanisms" that" regulate"

cardiomyogenesis" from" the" blastula" to" gastrula," as"well" as" the"morphological"

changes"during"looping"and"septation."

Some" of" the" genes,! transcription! factors! and! signalling!molecules" regulating"

cardiac"development"are"described"in"Figure"4:"

 
Figure!4.!Molecular!Factors!in!Cardiac!Development."Identification"of"the"predominant"
molecular"and"genetic" factors" involved" in"cardiac"development."Diagram"from"MA"Hill"
(2015)"Embryology!Molecular!&!Genetic!Cardiac!Development!Factors."
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The" predominant" molecular! and! genetic! factors" contributing" to" cardiac"

development" are"based" in" the" interaction"of" several" transcription" factors" and"

signalling"molecules" or" pathways." It" is" known" that" the" GATA" family" interacts"

with" the" Nk" family," and" both" are" crucial" for"myocardial" development" and" to"

promote" differentiation" of" cardiomyocytes," smooth" muscle" cells" and"

endoderm." In" addition," T?box" (Tbx)" genes" play" an" important" role" in" cardiac"

morphogenesis,"neural"crest"proliferation"and"function,"chamber"specification,"

and"septation."And"Pitx2"is"a"left?sided"transcription"factor"that"controls"normal"

cardiac"morphogenesis"by"regulating"cell"proliferation."

Wnt"signalling"inhibition"promotes"cardiogenesis"in"the"cardiogenic"mesoderm;"

while"Notch"signalling"has"an"inhibitory"effect"on"myocardial"differentiation"and"

establishes" sub?populations" within" the" cardiogenic" mesoderm" by" regulating"

asymmetric" cell" division." The" bone" morphogenetic" protein" (BMP)" and" the"

fibroblast"growth"factor"(FGF)"are"expressed"in"the"cardiogenic"mesoderm"and"

are" important" for" cardiac" specification" and" myocardial" differentiation."

Moreover," Cripto" mediates" Nodal" signalling" to" induce" myocardial"

differentiation."

The"myocardium" is" the"heart"muscle" (or" cardiac"muscle),"which" forms"a" thick"

middle"layer"between"the"outer"epicardium"and"the"inner"endocardium"layers."

The"cardiac"muscle" is"an" involuntary"striated"muscle" found" in" the"walls"of" the"

heart." It" is" composed" of" cardiomyocytes," specialized" cells" with" organelles"

consisting"of"long"chains"of"sarcomeres"(myofibrils)"(Figure"5)."In"humans,"some"

of" the" cardiomyocytes" are" polyploid," i.e." 25.5–61.9%" binuclear" ventricular"

cardiomyocytes"(Raulf"et!al,"2015)."Cardiomyocytes"show"striations"and"contain"

a"high"mitochondrial"density"to"produce"adenosine"triphosphate"(ATP)"quickly,"

making" them" highly" resistant" to" fatigue." Coordinated" contractions" of"

cardiomyocytes"propel"blood"out"of"the"atria"and"ventricles"to"the"blood"vessels"

of"the"circulatory"systems."
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Figure!5.!A)"Cardiac!muscle."The"specialized" involuntary,"striated,"contractile"tissue"of"
the"heart;"comprising"the"myocardium"in"which"the"cells"are"connected"to"each"other"
by" intercalated" discs." Adapted" from" Pearson" Education" Inc," 2004." B)! Cardiomyocyte!
with! its! mature! sarcomeric! structure." Confocal" z?stack" 3D" reconstruction" of" adult"
mouse"ventricular"cardiomyocyte"stained"against"connexin"43"(blue),"α?actinin"(green),"
and" filamentous" actin" (phalloidin," red)." From" Circulation" Research" cover" March" 30,"
2012;"110"(7)."

Main" cardiac!markers" studied" in" this" project" are" divided" in" 3" categories" and"

briefly"described"according"to"the"Gene"database"(NCBI)"as"follows:"

? Transcription"factors:"

o T?box" transcription" factor" 5" (Tbx5):" A" protein" encoded" by" the"

TBX5" gene," a"member" of" a" phylogenetically" conserved" family"

with" a" DNA?binding" domain" (T?box)." T?box" genes" encode"

transcription" factors" involved" in" the" regulation" of"

developmental"processes,"thus"Tbx5"protein"may"play"a"role"in"

heart"development"and"limb"identity"specification."

o GATA" binding" protein" 4" (GATA94):" A" member" of" the" GATA"

family" of" zinc?finger" transcription" factors." They" recognize" the"

GATA" motif" present" in" the" promoter" of" many" genes." This"

protein"is"thought"to"regulate"genes"involved"in"embryogenesis"

and"in"myocardial"differentiation"and"function."
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o Myocyte" enhancer" factor" 2A" (MEF2A):" A" transcription" factor"

encoded" by" the" MEF2A" gene" that" activates" many" muscle?

specific,"growth" factor?induced,"and"stress?induced"genes."The"

protein" can" act" as" a" homodimer" or" as" a" heterodimer" and" is"

involved" in"muscle"development,"neuronal"differentiation," cell"

growth"control,"and"apoptosis."

? Structural"genes:"

o Cardiac" troponin" I" (cTnI):" Encoded" by" the" TNNI3" gene" and"

exclusively" expressed" in" cardiac" muscle" tissues." cTnI" is" the"

inhibitory" subunit" of" the" troponin" complex" (composed" of"

cardiac"Troponin"I"(cTnI),"cardiac"troponin"T"(cTnT)"and"cardiac"

troponin"C"(cTnC))"of"the"thin"filaments"of"striated"muscle."cTnI"

blocks" actin?myosin" interactions" and" mediates" in" striated"

muscle"relaxation.!

o α9actinin:" Encoded" by" the" ACTN1" gene," is" a" non?muscle,"

cytoskeletal,"alpha"actinin"isoform"that"belongs"to"the"spectrin"

gene" superfamily" of" cytoskeletal" proteins." Alpha" actinin" is" an"

actin?binding"protein"with"multiple"roles"in"different"cell"types."

In"non?muscle"cells," is" found"along"microfilament"bundles"and"

adherens?type"junctions,"where"it"is"involved"in"binding"actin"to"

the" membrane." On" the" other" hand," the" muscle" isoform"

encoded"by" the"ACTN3"gene" is" primarily" expressed" in" skeletal"

muscle" and" functions" as" a" structural" component" of" the"

sarcomeric"Z" line," involved"in"crosslinking"actin"containing"thin"

filaments."

o β?myosin" heavy" chain" (β9MyHC):" Hexameric" protein" encoded"

by" the" MYH7" gene;" contains" 2" heavy" chain" subunits," 2" alkali"
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light"chain"subunits,"and"2"regulatory" light"chain"subunits." It" is"

expressed" predominantly" in" normal" human" heart" ventricles,"

but" also" in" skeletal" muscle" tissues" rich" in" slow?twitch" type" I"

muscle" fibres." The" contractile" velocity" of" cardiac" muscle" is"

correlated" with" the" relative" abundance" of" alpha" and" beta"

subunits"of"cardiac"myosin."

? Calcium"handling"related"genes:"

o Sarco/endoplasmic" reticulum" Ca2+?ATPase" (SERCA2):" Is"

encoded" by" the" ATP2A2" gene." It" is" an" intracellular" pump"

located" in" the" sarcoplasmic"or" endoplasmic" reticula"of"muscle"

cells."SERCA2"catalyses"the"hydrolysis"of"ATP"coupled"with"the"

translocation"of"calcium"from"the"cytosol"into"the"sarcoplasmic"

reticulum" lumen," and" it" is" involved" in" regulation" of" the"

contraction/relaxation"cycle."

o Connexin43" (Cx43):" Encoded" by" the" GJA1" gene," a"member" of"

the" connexin" gene" family." This" protein" is" a" component"of" gap"

junctions,"arrays"of" intercellular" channels" that"provide"a" route"

for" the" diffusion" of" low" molecular" weight" materials" between"

cells." Connexin43" is" the"major" protein" of" gap" junctions" in" the"

heart"and"it"is"thought"to"have"a"crucial"role"in"the"synchronized"

contraction"of"the"heart"and"in"embryonic"development."

3. Cardiovascular!diseases!

Cardiovascular! diseases" (CVDs)" are" the" first" cause" of" death" worldwide,"

especially"in"low?"and"middle?income"countries."According"to"the"World"Health"

Organization,"more"than"17"million"people"were"estimated"to"die"from"CVDs"in"

2012"(7.4"million"due"to"coronary"heart"disease"and"6.7"million"due"to"stroke),"a"

31%"of"all"global"deaths."
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"CVDs"are"heart"and"blood"vessels"disorders"and"they"include:"

? Coronary" heart" disease:" disease" of" the" blood" vessels" supplying" the"

heart" muscle," such" as" ischemic" heart" disease," stroke," and" aortic"

aneurysms."

? Cardiomyopathy:"diseases"of"cardiac"muscle."

? Hypertensive" heart" disease:" diseases" of" the" heart" secondary" to" high"

blood"pressure"or"hypertension."

? Cerebrovascular" disease:" disease" of" the" blood" vessels" supplying" the"

brain."

? Peripheral"arterial"disease:"disease"of"blood"vessels"supplying"the"arms"

and"legs."

? Rheumatic"heart"disease:"damage"to"the"heart"muscle"and"heart"valves"

from"rheumatic"fever,"caused"by"streptococcal"bacteria."

? Congenital" heart"disease:"malformations"of"heart" structure"existing" at"

birth."

? Deep"vein"thrombosis"and"pulmonary"embolism:"blood"clots"in"the"leg"

veins,"which"can"dislodge"and"move"to"the"heart"and"lungs."

? Heart" failure:" also" known" as" congestive" heart" failure" or" chronic" heart"

failure," it" occurs" when" the" heart" is" unable" to" pump" sufficiently" to"

maintain"blood"flow"to"meet"the"body's"needs."

? Pulmonary" heart" disease:" a" failure" at" the" right" side" of" the" heart"with"

respiratory"system"involvement."

? Cardiac" dysrhythmias:" abnormalities" of" heart" rhythm," like" atrial"

fibrillation."
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? Inflammatory"heart"disease:"

o Endocarditis:" inflammation"of" the" inner" layer"of" the"heart," the"

endocardium."The"structures"most"commonly" involved"are"the"

heart"valves."

o Inflammatory"cardiomegaly."

o Myocarditis:" inflammation" of" the" myocardium," the" muscular"

part"of"the"heart."

? Valvular"heart"disease:"is"characterized"by"damage"to"or"a"defect"in"one"

of"the"four"heart"valves"(the"mitral,"aortic,"tricuspid"or"pulmonary)."

Heart! failure" (HF)" is" the" end?stage"of"many"CVDs," one"of" the"most" appealing"

challenges" for" regenerative" medicine" because" of" its" high" incidence" and"

prevalence" (Cowie" et! al," 1999)." Notwithstanding" cardiovascular" research"

advances," cardiac" function" is" only" fully" re?established" after" heart"

transplantation,"although" it" is" limited"by"the"donor"shortage."Among"all"CVDs,"

myocardial"infarction"is"the"first"cause"of"death"and"disability"worldwide,"being"

the"most"frequent"ischaemic"cardiomyopathy."

3.1. )Myocardial)infarction)

The"myocardial! infarction" (MI)," also" known" as"

heart" attack," is" caused" by" a" blockage" that"

prevents"blood"from"flowing"to"the"heart"causing"

irreversible"myocardial" ischemia," loss" of" cardiac"

muscle"cells" (cardiomyocytes),"and" formation"of"

a"non?contractile"scar"(Figure"6)." It"could" induce"

ventricular"remodelling"and"lead"to"heart"failure."

The" most" common" reason" for" myocardial"

 
Figure! 6.! Myocardial!
Infarction.! Image" obtained"
from"the"Medical"Institution. 
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infarction" is" fatty" deposits" on" the" vascular" inner" walls" (atherosclerosis)." An"

atheromatous" plaque" breaks" and" it" leads" to" the" platelet" activation" and"

thrombus"formation."

MI" is"usually"related"with"the"presence"of"risk" factors:" tobacco"use,"unhealthy"

diet" and"obesity," physical" inactivity" and"harmful"use"of" alcohol," hypertension,"

diabetes"and"hyperlipidaemia."This"CVD"is"our"main"focus"of"study."

Despite" the" 30%" decrease" on" the"MI"mortality" rate" in" the" last" 10" years," this"

percentage"is"strongly"dependent"on"the"events"occurred"in"the"first"hour"after"

the" MI," such" as" ventricular" fibrillation" (Braunwald" et! al," 2004)." Additionally,"

routine" surgical" and" clinical" treatments," such" as" bypass" or" percutaneous"

coronary"intervention,"may"fail"on"the"complete"restoration"of"the"myocardium"

perfusion."Then,"cell"necrosis"occurs"leading"to"adverse"ventricular"remodelling,"

cardiac"chambers"dilation,"contractile"dysfunction"and,"eventually,"cardiogenic"

shock." Therefore," new" therapeutic" strategies" are" required" to" promote" rapid"

reconstruction" of" the" affected" tissue" and" efficient" renewal" of" its" contractile"

capacity."

4. Heart!Regeneration!and!Research!Strategies!

First" evidence" of"myocardial! regeneration"was" observed" in" amphibia" in" 1974"

(Oberpriller"and"Oberpriller,"1974;"Becker"et!al,"1974)."Moreover,"1960s"rodent"

studies"reported" low" levels"of"cardiomyocyte"cell?cycle"activity" (Laflamme"and"

Murry,"2011)."And"finally,"it"was"also"demonstrated"in"zebrafish"in"2002"(Poss"et!

al," 2002)." However," the" human" heart" was" described" as" a" terminally"

differentiated" organ" and" has" always" been" a" focus" for" regenerative" medicine"

because" of" its" inability" to" repair" itself," especially" following" injury" or" disease."

Nevertheless,"several"findings"in"this"field"changed"the"old"dogma:"the"presence"

of"resident"cardiac"stem"cells" in"the"heart,"cardiomyocyte"mitosis"and,"cardiac"

chimerism."
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Cardiac! stem! cells" keep" myocardium" homeostasis" throughout" life." Their"

activation"was" demonstrated" in" several" pathological" conditions" such" as" acute"

MI," in" which" cardiac" stem" cells" population" was" increased" 10?" to" 20?fold"

(Urbanek" et! al," 2005)." First," Hierlihy" et! al" described" a" pluripotent" stem" cell"

population" residing" in" the" myocardium" and" contributing" to" its" post?natal"

growth"(Hierlihy"et!al,"2002)."Then,"Oh"and"colleagues"described"an"adult"heart?

derived" cardiac" progenitor" cell" population" Sca?1+" (Stem" cell" antigen?1)" that"

differentiates" to" cardiomyocytes" in! vitro" in" response" to" 5'?azacytidine" (a"

chemical" analogue" of" cytidine," a" nucleoside" present" in" DNA" and" RNA,"

commonly"used"as"a"demethylation"agent)."Moreover,"intravenous"injection"of"

Sca?1+" cells" after" ischemia/reperfusion" evidenced" homing," cardiac"

differentiation"and"fusion"to"the"injured"myocardium"(Oh"et!al,"2003)."

Then" Bergmann" et! al" made" the" first" approach" to" measure" the" rates" of"

cardiomyocyte!DNA!synthesis"in"human"hearts"through"the"worldwide"pulse"of"
14C"during" the"nuclear"bomb"testing" in" the"Cold"War,"which"was" incorporated"

into"the"DNA."Thus,"cardiomyocyte"division"was"proved"and" it"was"possible"to"

establish" their" renewal" rate" and" age," concluding" that" less" than" 50%" of"

cardiomyocytes" are" exchanged" during" a" normal" life" span" (Bergmann" et! al,"

2009)." Most" human" cardiomyocytes" remain" mononucleated" throughout" life,"

and"they"only"reinitiate"DNA"synthesis"without"nuclear"division" in"response"to"

pathological" conditions," such" as" hypertension," valvular" disease" and" post?

infarction" overload" (Adler," 1975)." Accordingly," DNA" replication" is" common" in"

the" adult" human" heart," but" it" cannot" be" associated" to" cardiomyocyte"

proliferation"without"considering"the"polyploidization"phenomenon."

The" limited"endogenous"regenerative"capacity"of"mammalian"hearts" functions"

is"more" dependent" on" the" replenishment" by" cardiac" progenitor" cells" than" on"

replacement" by" cardiomyocyte" proliferation," which" is" the" mechanism" in" the"

zebrafish" model" (Hsieh" et! al," 2007)." Exceptionally" in" early" development," a"
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resection"on" the" left" ventricular" apex"of"one?day?old"neonatal"mice" triggers" a"

regenerative" response" similar" to" that" in" the" adult" zebrafish," which" means"

proliferation" of" pre?existing" cardiomyocytes" (Porrello" et! al," 2011)." Thus,"

zebrafish?like" mechanisms" for" myocardium" regeneration" are" dormant" in"

mammalian"hearts."

And" on" the" other" hand," cardiac! chimerism" consists" on" the" mobilization" of"

extracardiac"progenitor"cells"to"the"myocardium."This"phenomenon"is"especially"

obvious" in" gender?mismatched" heart" transplantation" patients." Chimerism" of"

transplanted"human"heart"was"described" in"2002,"and"demonstrated"receptor"

cell" colonization" into" the" newly" transplanted" heart" (Laflamme" et! al," 2002)." Y"

chromosome" carrying" cells" were" tracked" by" fluorescent" in! situ" hybridization"

(FISH)"techniques,"and"revealed"their"myocardium"colonization."To"find"out"the"

origin"of" these"extracardiac" cells," FISH"analysis"of" female"hearts" that" received"

male"bone"marrow"or"peripheral?blood"stem"cells" transplantation"showed"the"

presence"of"male"cells"on"the"heart"(Bayes?Genis"et!al,"2002"and"2004;"Deb"et!

al," 2003)." Additionally," foetal" microchimerism" in" pregnant" women" with" male"

progeny" was" reported" by" Bayes?Genis" and" collaborators" (Bayes?Genis" et! al,"

2005"and"2007)."Thus,"resident"cardiac"stem"cells"and"extracardiac"progenitors"

are"essential"for"heart"homeostasis."

Taken"together,"these"studies"provide"solid"evidence"for"plasticity" in"the"adult"

human"heart." Its" regenerative"capacity"was"demonstrated,"but"also"proved" to"

be" limited" and" insufficient" after"MI." Therefore," once" heart" regeneration" was"

confirmed;" a" huge"part" of" cardiovascular" research"was" focused"on" study"new"

strategies"to"enhance"this"capacity"and"to"treat"myocardial"injuries."

Firstly," cardiac" cell" therapy" (cellular" cardiomyoplasty)," based" on" the" isolated"

administration"of"cells"with" regenerative"capacity,"has"been" the" focal"point"of"

studies"seeking"heart"regeneration"(Chachques"et!al,"2009;"Suárez"de"Lezo"et!al,"

2010;" Terzic" et! al," 2010;" Bayes?Genis" et! al," 2010)." These" clinical" trials" were"
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proved" to" be" safe" procedures"with"modest" functional" benefits." All" the" same,"

research" has" recently" focused" on" tissue! engineering" approaches:" the"

combination"of"cells"with"regenerative"capacity,"pro?angiogenic"growth"factors,"

biological" matrices," and" biocompatible" synthetic" polymers" (Soler?Botija" et! al,"

2012;" Eschenhagen" et! al," 1997;" Morritt" et! al," 2007;" Vunjak?Novakovic" et! al,"

2011;" Li" et! al," 2010)." And" finally," the" most" advanced" strategy" would" be" the"

generation" of" de! novo! bioartificial! hearts" (Ott" et! al," 2008):" decellularized"

organs" with" preserved" structure" later" repopulated" with" new" contractile" and"

vascular" cells," and" available" for" further" transplantation" to" re?establish" cardiac"

function."

4.1. Cellular)cardiomyoplasty))

Cellular! cardiomyoplasty" consists" on" the" implantation" of" autologous" or"

heterologous"cardiomyogenic"and/or"angiogenic"stem"cells"in"the"dysfunctional"

ventricle," and" its" efficiency" depends" on" the" chosen" cell" type" and" the" delivery"

route" (Figure" 7)." The" implanted" cells" should" substitute" cardiomyocytes" and"

other"cell"types"dead"after"injury,"in"order"to"improve"ventricular"function"and"

to"avoid"MI"progression"towards"heart"failure."

"
Figure!7.!Cellular!cardiomyoplasty!considerations."From"Pavo"et!al,"2014."
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The" ideal" cell" source" should" be" easily" expandable" in! vitro," with" high"

proliferation" rate," nicely" integrated" into" the" myocardium," and" capable" to"

transdifferentiate" to" cardiovascular?like" cells." These" cells" should" not" have"

ethical," legal"or" immunological"concerns"for"their"clinical"application."Different"

cell"types"used"in"cellular"cardiomyoplasty"include:!

Adult! Stem! Cells" (ASCs):" Undifferentiated" cells" with" self?renewal" capacity" to"

maintain"tissue"homeostasis"and"partial"regeneration"after" injury."They"can"be"

obtained" from" adult" tissues," such" as" bone" marrow," adipose" tissue," skeletal"

muscle,"dental"pulp,"peripheral"blood,"amniotic"fluid,"and"synovial"fluid"(Vunjak?

Novakovic"et!al,"2010)."

? Skeletal" Muscle" Satellite" Cells" (myoblasts):" Are" found" in" the" basal"

membrane"of"muscle"fibres."They"are"the"primary"stem"cells"of"skeletal"

muscle"and"contribute"to"growth,"maintenance,"and"muscle"repair"(Kao"

et! al," 2013)." Skeletal" and" cardiac" muscle" similarity" suggests" that"

myoblasts" may" adopt" a" cardiomyogenic" phenotype" once" inside" the"

cardiac" microenvironment;" although" rodent" experimentation" showed"

muscle" fibres" maturation" and" no" cardiac" conversion" of" transplanted"

satellite"cells"(Forte"et!al,"2011)."Satellite"cells"were"the"first"population"

used" for" cellular" cardiomyoplasty" more" than" 20" years" ago" (The"

Myoblast" Autologous" Grafting" in" Ischemic" Cardiomyopathy" (MAGIC)"

trial)" (Menasché" et! al," 2008)." Myoblasts" are" characterized" by" easy"

isolation," high" rate" of" proliferation," hypoxia?induced" apoptosis"

resistance," and," unfortunately," high" incidence" of" arrhythmias"

(Menasché"et!al,"2008"and"2011)."

? Bone"Marrow" derived" Stem" Cells" (BMSCs):" Stem" cells" residing" in" the"

bone"marrow"with" high" plasticity" toward" cardiogenic" and" endothelial"

lineages." They" present" easy" isolation" and" multipotency" and" low"

immune" response;" however," rare" experiments" revealed" bone" and"
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cartilage" formation" in" the"myocardium." Interestingly," Y" chromosome?

positive"BMSCs"have"been"observed"in"transplanted"hearts"from"female"

donors," suggesting" a"physiological" tendency" for" these" cells" to"migrate"

and" engraft" in" the" recipient" heart" (Bayes?Genis" et! al," 2007)." Clinical"

trials"with"BMSCs"intramuscularly"injected"in"the"infarct"area"contribute"

mainly"to"the"formation"of"new"vasculature,"and"not"to"the"generation"

of" new" cardiomyocytes" (Yoon" et! al," 2010);" though"most" clinical" trials"

are"focused"on"the"delivery"of"bone"marrow"mononuclear"cells"by"the"

coronary" circulation." Additionally," injected" BMSCs" secreted" paracrine"

factors" (VEGF?A," FGF?2," IGF?1," and" SDF?1)" with" pro?angiogenic," anti?

apoptotic"and"positive"remodelling"effects"(Gnechi"et!al,"2005;"Kinnaird"

et!al," 2004;"Uemura"et!al," 2006)."However," the"best" current"evidence"

indicates"that"bone"marrow"cells"do"not"work"by"direct"differentiation"

into"new"cardiomyocytes."

o Mesenchymal" Stem"Cells" (MSCs):" They" are" obtained" from" the"

bone"marrow"stroma"and"easily"expanded."Later"on,"they"have"

also"been"isolated"from"other"tissues:"peripheral"blood,"adipose"

tissue,"skin,"trabecular"bone,"umbilical"cord,"exocrine"pancreas"

and" dental" pulp," as" their" presence" was" demonstrated" in" all"

post?natal" organs" and" tissues" (da" Silva"Meirelles" et! al," 2006)."

Caplan" was" the" first" to" demonstrate" MSCs" isolation" (Caplan,"

1991);" though" Pittenger" carried" out" MSCs" expansion,"

phenotype"characterization"and" in!vitro"differentiation" toward"

osteoblasts," chondrocytes" and" adipocytes" (Pittenger" et! al,"

1999)." The" transdifferentiation" capacity" of" MSCs" to" cell"

populations" derived" from" the" 3" embryonic" layers"make" them"

suitable" for" clinical" purposes," especially" for" cardiac"

regeneration" as" cardiomyocytes" derived" from" the"mesoderm."

Pre?clinical" studies" with"MSCs" evidenced" promising" results" as"
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they" differentiated" in! situ" to" the" cardiomyogenic" lineage,"

without"mature"sarcomere"organization"(Shake"et!al,"2002),"but"

they" promoted" functional" benefits" (Toma" et! al," 2002)" and"

revascularization" of" the" infarcted" region," along" with"

neoangiogenesis" promoting" cytokine" secretion" (Tang" et! al,"

2004)." Finally," low" immunogenicity" was" described" for" MSCs,"

which" facilitates" their" autologous" use" in" clinical" purposes."

Several" clinical" trials" proved" clinical" outcome" improvement"

after" MSCs" implantation" (Chen" et! al," 2006)," such" as"

PROMETHEUS"(Prospective"Randomized"Study"of"Mesenchymal"

Stem" Cell" Therapy" in" Patients" Undergoing" Cardiac" Surgery,"

NCT00587990)"(Karantalis"et!al,"2014)."

o Endothelial" Progenitor"Cells" (EPCs):" They"were" first" isolated" in"

1997"by"Asahara"from"peripheral"blood"samples"(Asahara"et!al,"

1997)."They"can"also"be"obtained"from"umbilical"cord"blood"or"

vessel" walls" (Ingram" et! al," 2004" and" 2005)." They" are"

characterized" by" the" expression" of" the" following" surface"

markers:"CD34,"CD133"and"rVEGF?2."They"can"differentiate"into"

functional" endothelial" cells" in! vitro" and" incorporate" on" active"

neovascularization"sites"under"pathological"conditions"(Shintani"

et! al," 2001)." In" the" same" line," Kocher" et! al" proved" MI" scar"

revascularization"by"EPCs;" indeed,"human"EPCs" injected" in" the"

MI" rat" model" incorporated" into" rodent" circulation" and"

improved"cardiac" function" (Kocher"et!al,"2001)."Finally,"clinical"

trials"with"EPCs"proved"safety"and"functional" improvements" in"

treated" patients" (Transplantation" Of" Progenitor" Cells" And"

Regeneration" Enhancement" in" Acute" Myocardial" Infarction,"

TOPCARE?AMI;"NCT"not"available)."
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o Hematopoietic" Stem" Cells" (HSCs):" They" are" mainly" located" in"

the"red"bone"marrow,"but"they"are"also"found"in"umbilical"cord"

blood"and,"occasionally," in"peripheral" blood." They"are"derived"

from" the" mesoderm" and" give" rise" to" both" the" myeloid" and"

lymphoid" lineages" of" blood" cells." Different" research" groups"

reported" the" transdifferentiation" of"HSCs" into" cardiomyocytes"

(Orlic" et! al," 2001)" or" mature" blood" cells" (Balsam" et! al," 2004;"

Murry" et! al," 2004)." However," preclinical" studies" with" HSCs"

administration" after" infarction" showed" improvements" in"

ventricular"function"by"means"of"paracrine"signalling."

? Adipose" Tissue"Derived" Progenitor" Cells" (ATDPCs):" The"most" used" are"

subcutaneous"ATDPCs" (Gimble"et!al,"2007)," from"which"you"can"easily"

obtain"large"number"of"cells"and"have"been"applied"in"clinical"trials"with"

promising" results" (Houtgraaf" et! al," 2012)." Furthermore," ATDPCs" from"

epicardial" fat" (cardiac" ATDPCs)" present" high" cardiomyogenic" and"

vasculogenic" potential," a" part" from" improving" heart" function" and"

reducing" scar" size" in" rodent" models" (Bayes?Genis" et! al," 2010)." Thus,"

ATDPCs" are" more" easily" available," multipotent," with" low" immune"

response"and"survival."

? Cardiac" Stem"Cells" (CSCs):" The" self?regenerating" capacity" of" the" heart"

has"been"supported"by"the"presence"of"resident"cardiac"stem"cells,"also"

included" in" the" ASCs" group." CSCs" are" self?replicating" and" capable" of"

generating" cardiomyocytes," endothelial" cells" and" cardiac" fibroblasts"

(Oh"et!al,"2003;"Martin"et!al,"2004)."CSCs"have"been"isolated,"described"

and" classified" by" the" ability" to" efflux" fluorescent" dye" or" form"

multicellular" spheroids," and" also" through" the" expression" of" the"

following"surface"markers:"Sca?1"(also"known"as"LY6A),"c?kit,"ABCG2"and"

Islet?1" (Oh" et! al," 2003;" Martin" et! al," 2004;" Messina" et! al," 2004)."
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Additionally," the" formation"of"cardiospheres" from"myocardial"explants"

facilitates" their" isolation," though" it" yields" a"mixture" of" cells" c?kit+" and"

cells" from" the" stromal?vascular" compartment" (Bock?Marquette" et! al,"

2004)."Several"strategies"are"trying"to"obtain"cardiomyocytes"from"CSCs"

activating"them"through"growth"factors"that"enhance"their"survival"and"

migration" (Bock?Marquette" et! al," 2004)." However," some" studies" have"

described"CSCs"fusion"with"host"cardiomyocytes"when"implanted"in"MI"

animal" models" (Oh" et! al," 2003)." In" 2009," a" clinical" trial" started" to"

demonstrate" the"safety"of"autologous"cardiosphere?derived"stem"cells"

administered" by" intra?coronary" infusion" in" patients"with" ischemic" left"

ventricular" dysfunction" and" a" recent" myocardial" infarction"

(CArdiosphere?Derived" aUtologous" stem" CElls" to" reverse" ventricUlar"

dySfunction" (CADUCEUS);" NCT00893360)." Though" CSCs" field" is" an"

exciting" new" area" to" study," it" is" also" one" of" the" most" controversial"

because" of" the" unknown" endogenous" behaviour" of" CSCs" in"

development," homeostasis," ageing" and" reaction" to" injury" (Laflamme"

and"Murry,"2011).!

Embryonic! Stem! Cells" (ESCs):" Cells" obtained" from" the" inner" cell" mass" of"

preimplantation?stage"blastocysts."They"have"strong"capacity"for"expansion"and"

differentiation" into" cardiomyocytes," endothelial" cells" and" cardiac" fibroblasts"

(Caspi" et! al," 2007;" Yang" et! al," 2008)." ESCs" are" non?autologous" cells," so"

immunosuppression" therapy" is" needed." Unfortunately," they" have" been"

described" to" be" teratogenic" and" imply" ethical" concerns" regarding" their"

availability" and" isolation." Human" ESC?derived" cardiomyocytes" express" early"

cardiac"transcription"factors,"sarcomeric"proteins," ion"channels,"connexins"and"

calcium?handling" proteins;" however," their" functional" properties" are" similar" to"

those"described"for"cardiomyocytes"in"the"developing"heart"(Kehat"et!al,"2001;"

He"et!al,"2003).!
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induced! Pluripotent! Stem! Cells" (iPS" cells):" Are" easily" obtained" from" somatic"

human"tissue"(Takahashi"et!al,"2007;"Yu"et!al,"2007)"with"limited"replication"and"

wide" capacity" for" differentiation." However," some" oncogenic" and" teratogenic"

issues"have"been"associated"with"iPS"cells"production"by"the"use"of"viruses."To"

avoid" this" limitation," new" strategies" with" episomal" gene" delivery," excisable"

transgenes,"cell?permeable"recombinant"proteins"and"synthetic"messenger"RNA"

are"under"development"(Warren"et!al,"2010)."Cardiomyocytes"derived"from"iPS"

cells,"like"the"ones"derived"from"ESCs,"present"an"immature"phenotype,"so"lack"

the" expression" profile," morphology" and" function" of" adult" ventricular"

cardiomyocytes" (Zhang" et! al," 2009)."Moreover," human" cells" in! vitro" pacing" is"

50–150"beats"per"minute"(bpm),"so"they"may"not"keep"rodent"rate"(400"bpm"in"

rats"or"600"bpm"in"mice);"therefore,"the"functional"benefits"observed"in"animal"

studies"may"result"from"paracrine"mechanisms.!

Cardiomyocytes!directly!obtained!from!somatic!cells:"It"is"the"most"recent"cell"

population" for" cardiomyoplasty" and" still" under" scrutiny." In" 1996," researchers"

showed" that" fibroblasts" were" transdifferentiated" into" skeletal" muscle" by"

overexpressing" the" myogenic" transcription" factor" MyoD" (Murry" et! al," 1996);"

unfortunately,"no"comparable"results"were"obtained"with"other"genes"and"the"

experiments"were"abandoned."Then,"iPS"cells"were"discovered"and"researchers"

started" using" combinations" of" transcription" factors" to" reactivate" core"

transcriptional" networks" of" desired" cell" types," such" as" GATA?4," MEF2C" and"

Tbx5,"with"modest" success" (Ieda"et! al," 2010)." Recently," Efe" and" collaborators"

published"a"transdifferentiation"protocol,"which"consists"on"cell"reprogramming"

by"the"Yamanaka"factors,"followed"by"the"JAK?STAT"pathway"blockage,"and"the"

addition"of" the" cardiogenic" factor"BMP4" to"obtain"beating" colonies" and"∼40%"

cTnT+"cells"(Efe"et!al,"2011)."Thus,"reprogramming"the"scar?forming"fibroblast"to"

a"cardiomyocyte"is"appealing,"mostly"if"it"can"be"done"directly"in"the"infarct."So,"

the" obtained" cardiomyocytes" should" be" fully" characterized," and" the" process"

nicely"optimized"with"transgene?free"components"before"clinical"translation."
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Different"ways" to"deliver" the" cells" into" the"myocardium"have" been"described"

(Figure"8)." The"most"used" is" the" intramyocardial" injection"using" the"epicardial"

approach" via" sternotomy" (Mathiasen" et! al," 2012)," the" endomyocardial" route"

(Hashemi" et! al," 2008)," and" the" intracoronary" route" (Revilla" et! al," 2011);"

however,"any"of"them"achieved"a"15%"cell"retention."Several"studies"compared"

different" delivery" routes" in" the" swine"model" and" reported" a" modest" success"

(Freyman"et!al,"2006;"Hou"et!al,"2005)."

The" intracoronary" and" the" endocardial" administrations" reported" better"MSCs"

engraftment" in" the" porcine" infarcted" myocardium" than" the" intravenous"

injection."Even" though" the" intracoronary"delivery"was"more"efficient" than" the"

endocardial"one;"the"second"was"safer,"well"tolerated"and"reported"decreased"

remote"organ" engraftment" compared"with" the" intracoronary" and" intravenous"

strategies"(Freyman"et!al,"2006)."

Another" study" demonstrated" a" 10%" peripheral" blood" mononuclear" cells"

retention" with" intramyocardial" cardiomyoplasty," yet" most" of" the" cells" die" or"

nest" other" organs," such" as" lung," liver," spleen" or" kidney" (Hou" et! al," 2005)."

Basically," two"main" factors" difficult" cell" survival" and" prevent" cell" therapeutic"

effect:"contractile"mechanical"forces"and"tissue"hypoxia."

"

!
Figure!8.!Cell!delivery!routes."From"the"book"chapter"Biomaterials!for!Cardiac!

Tissue!Engineering."
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However," cardiomyoplasty" has" its" own" limitations." First," the" regenerated"

muscle" tissue" after" treatment" has" been" demonstrated" to" be" dysfunctional"

because"of"the"low"rate"of"cell"differentiation"into"new"cardiomyocytes,"and"the"

lack" of" electromechanical" properties." For" example," the" use" of" myoblasts" in"

cardiac"dysfunction"patients"caused"arrhythmias"because"therapeutic"cells"were"

not" electromechanically" coupled" (Menasché" et! al," 2008)." And" second," cell"

pluripotency" status" could" exert" negative" side" effects," such" as" teratoma"

generation" by" ESCs" (Cao" et! al," 2007)" or" possible" formation" of" undesired"

oncogenic" activity" by" induced" pluripotent" stem" cells" obtained" from" viral"

infections"(Takahashi"et!al,"2007)."

Summing"up,"cardiomyoplasty"is"a"feasible,"safe"and"beneficial"technique,"with"

modest"improvements"in"cardiac"function,"and"limited"survival"and"retention"of"

cells"in"the"fibrous"myocardium."Thus,"new"therapeutic"strategies"to"overcome"

these"difficulties"are"being"developed,"such"as"tissue"engineering."

4.2. Cardiac)tissue)engineering)

Tissue! engineering" is" the" application" of" principles" and" methods" to" develop"

biological"substitutes"to"restore,"maintain,"or"improve"tissue"and"organ"function"

(Vunjak?Novakovic"et!al,"2011)."Specifically,"cardiac"tissue"engineering"is"based"

on" the" use" of" different" cell" populations"with" regenerative" capacity," biological"

and/or"synthetic"materials,"and"growth"factors,"differentiation"factors"and"pro?

angiogenic"factors"to"the"organ"or"tissue"restoration."The"main"objectives"are"to"

generate" cell" matrices," establish" electromechanical" coupling," and" validate"

tissue" function" and" vascularization." Bioreactors" are" frequently" used" in" tissue"

engineering" to" provide" electrical" and" mechanical" conditioning" or" to" deliver"

nutrients"to"the"tissue"by"perfusion"systems."

The" heart" has" a" sophisticated" tissue" architecture" defined" by" the" helicoidally"

myocardial" band" (Buckberg," 2002)" and" the" electromechanical" role" of" the"
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extracellular"matrix"(ECM)"(Lunkenheimer"et!al,"2006)."Thus,"the"ideal"artificial"

cardiac" tissue" should" replicate" this" architecture" and" electrophysiological"

properties,"to"maintain"therapeutic"cells"and"enhance"neovascularization."

The"aim"of"tissue"engineering"is"to"build"biologically"relevant"models"for"in!vitro"

study"or"tissues"for"in!vivo"regenerative"therapy."

The"key"components"of"the"cardiac"tissue"engineering"discipline"are"going"to"be"

discussed" on" the" following" sections," except" for" therapeutic" cells," which" have"

already"been"described."

4.2.1. Hydrogels"

Hydrogels" are" considered" in" cardiac" tissue" engineering" because" of" their"

viscoelastic" nature" and" amenability" to" chemical" and" physical" modifications"

(Slaughter"et!al,"2009)."Hydrogels"are"water?insoluble"polymers"pre?formed"by"

chemical" or" physical" cross?linking" of" water?soluble" precursors," constituted" of"

either"natural"or"synthetic"polymers"(Radhakrishnan"et!al,"2014)."Additionally,"it"

has" been" described" that" embedding" cells" in" a" hydrogel" reduces" anoikis" and"

improves" cell" survival," apart" from" offering" a" 3D" substrate" for" cell" anchorage,"

ECM" remodelling" and" cell" migration," besides" limiting" inflammation" and"

activation"of" immune"responses"(Sart"et!al,"2014)." It"could"be"related"with"the"

fact" that" hydrogels" absorb" considerable" amount" of" water" or" biofluids," which"

makes" them" more" similar" to" soft" tissues" (Wu" et! al," 2009)." Furthermore,"

hydrogel"porosity"allows" free"diffusion"of"metabolites,"water"and"exchange"of"

oxygen,"nutrients,"and"other"water?soluble"metabolites,"a"part"from"restricting"

cell"migration"(Wang"et!al,"2009)."

Each" hydrogel" scaffold" has" its" own" properties" depending" on" the" biomaterial,"

but" all" of" them" exhibit" a" cross" talk" with" the" cells." The" hydrogel" guides" the"

cellular" growth," differentiation," maturation" and" organization" in" tissue?

engineered"constructs;"but"it"also"provides"physical"support,"and"topographical,"
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chemical" and" biological" cues" for" efficient" formation" of" functional" tissues."

Importantly,"the"biomaterials"and"their"degradation"products"must"not"be"toxic"

and"immunogenic,"and"their"degradation"rate"should"be"balanced"with"the"rate"

of"new"tissue"formation."Thus,"the"inherent"physical"and"chemical"properties"of"

the"polymer"and"the"ultimate"application"are"crucial"to"choose"the"appropriate"

polymer"among"the"naturally"derived"or"synthetic"polymers"(Leor"et!al,"2005).!

Natural! polymers" may" be" of" polysaccharides," proteins" and" their" derivatives,"

such" as" collagen," fibrin," alginate," and" hyaluronic" acid." They" possess" biological"

activities" that" include" cell" recruitment," modulation" of" the" inflammatory"

microenvironment" and" promoting" neovascularization;" though" there" is"

incomplete" control" on" their" physicochemical" properties" and" degradation," and"

they"are"difficult" to"sterilize"and"purify" (Dawson"et!al,"2008;"Radhakrishnan"et!

al,"2014)."

Fortunately," these" handicaps" were" minimized" with" the" development" of"

synthetic!hydrogels,"such"as"polyethylene"glycol,"polylactic"acid,"polylactic"acid?

co?glycolic" acid," polycaprolactone," polyacrylamide" and" polyurethane" (Li" and"

Guan," 2011);" though," most" of" them" are" under" cytotoxic" evaluation" previous"

clinical" application." Interestingly," synthetic" polymers" are" tailored" to" meet"

specific" applications," but" also" to" be" biocompatible" and" biodegradable." They"

have"predictable,"tuneable"and"reproducible"mechanical,"chemical"and"physical"

properties" with" great" precision;" which" can" be" modulated" to" enhance"

cardiomyogenic" differentiation" of" implanted" cells" (Kraehenbuehl" et! al," 2008)."

Therefore," the" combination" of" natural" and" synthetic" hydrogels" would" also"

provide"the"advantages"of"both"(Li"and"Guan,"2011)."

Different"hydrogels"or"combinations"have"already"been"tested"in"the"literature,"

such"as"MatrigelTM" (Zimmermann"et!al,"2002a)," collagen,"agarose" (Mayfield"et!

al," 2014)," gelatin/laminin" (Sarnowska" et! al," 2013)," PGE2?functionaized"

biodegradable" scaffold" (Dhingra" et! al," 2013)," Hyaluronic" acid/gelatin/PEGDA"
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(Liang"et!al,"2013),"Hyaluronan/heparin"sulphate/collagen" (Zhong"et!al,"2010),"

or"fibrin"(Wendel"et!al,"2014;"Vollert"et!al,"2014;"Bagó"et!al,"2013),"extensively"

used"in"clinical"applications.""

Brief"explanation"of"some"of"them:!

• Fibrin"is"an"adhesive"biopolymer"formed"from"fibrinogen,"which"results"

in"a"clot"of" insoluble" fibrin"gel"under" the"presence"of" thrombin."Fibrin"

has" been" extensively" used" as" a" tissue?engineered" scaffold" and" a" cell"

carrier"to"protect"cells"from"the"strength"forces"during"application"and"

delivery." Fibrin" hydrogel" has" numerous" benefits" over" synthetic"

materials," such" as" biocompatibility," biodegradability," high" cell" seeding"

efficiency," homogeneous" distribution," improved" cellular" interaction,"

and" enhancement" of" cell" attachment," migration" and" viability" to"

promote" tissue" restoration." Additionally," fibrin" hydrogel" morphology,"

mechanical"properties,"and"stability"can"be"easily"fine?tuned"controlling"

concentration"and"ionic"strength"(Li"et!al,"2015).!

• Collagen" exhibits" good" cell" and" tissue" compatibility," as" it" is" the"major"

protein" component" of" the" ECM." It" is" viscoelastic," but" both" collagen"

fibrillar" or" on?fibrillar" solutions" are" available," and" can" be" mixed" with"

therapeutic" proteins" and" drugs" (Wallace" and" Rosenblatt," 2003)." It"

promotes" cell" attachment" and" proliferation" and" favours" cell" viability"

(Chiu"and"Radisic," 2011)."However," its"hydrophilicity" and" low"viscosity"

at"room"temperature"render"poor"processability"(Ahn"et!al,"2011).!

• Hyaluronic!acid"(HA,"hyaluronan)"is"a"non?sulfated,"unbranched,"linear"

glycosaminoglycan" with" repeating" units" of" the" disaccharide." It" is" a"

highly"hydrated"polyanion"broadly"spread"throughout"the"ECM"of"most"

connective" tissues." It" mediates" cellular" signalling," wound" repair,"

morphogenesis," matrix" organization," cell" proliferation" and"
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differentiation," promotes" angiogenesis" and" suppresses" fibrous" tissue"

formation" (Prestwich," 2011)." It" is" a" promising" material" for" tissue"

regeneration" due" to" its" viscous" properties," ability" to" retain" water,"

biocompatibility" and" biodegradability" (Yoon" et! al," 2009);" and" more"

recently," new" thermosensitive" and" photopolymerizable" injectable" HA"

are"capable"of"normalizing"myocardial"stress"(Ifkovits"et!al,"2010).!

• Alginate" derives" from" brown" algae" and" it" is" a" negatively" charged"

polysaccharide" composed" of" β?D?mannuronic" acid" and" α?L?guluronic"

acid" units." It" is" biocompatible," mucoadhesive" and" non?immunogenic,"

and" it" could" form" an" ionotropic" gel" rapidly," being" suitable" for" cardiac"

tissue"engineering"applications"(Ye"et!al,"2011).!

• Chitosan" is" a" cationic" polysaccharide," hydrophilic," biocompatible" and"

non?toxic" extensively" used" for" therapeutic" applications" such" as" tissue"

engineering,"drug"delivery,"wound"healing"and"surgical"adhesives." It" is"

obtained"as"partially"deacetylated"derivative"of"chitin"from"the"shells"of"

crabs"and"shrimps"(Vlierberghe"et!al,"2011).!

• Matrigel" is" a" basement" membrane" protein" mixture" secreted" by" a"

mouse" sarcoma," similar" to" the" native" ECM" (Li" and" Guan," 2011)." Its"

complete" chemical" composition" remains" unknown," but" it" will" include"

collagen"IV,"laminin,"entactin,"heparan"sulfate"proteoglycan"and"growth"

factors" (Ou"et! al," 2011)." It" benefits" cell" adhesion," differentiation," and"

proliferation"and"promotes"angiogenesis.!

• Poly(ethylene! glycol)" (PEG)" is" a" synthetic" polymer" of" ethylene" glycol"

used"for" the"preparation"of" injectable"hydrogels," is"biocompatible"and"

aids"in"the"controlled"release"of"growth"factors."PEG"has"also"combined"

with" polylactic" acid" (PLA)" or" polyglycolic" acid" (PGA)" to" obtain"

biodegradable" co?polymers," yet" its" hydrophilicity" controls" protein" and"
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peptide" adsorption,"which" regulates" cellular" behaviour"on" the" surface"

of"the"polymer"(Slaughter"et!al,"2009).!

• Polyvinyl!alcohol"(PVA)"is"a"unique"material"that"lacks"stereo?regularity"

and"exhibits"semi?crystallinity."PVA"is"a"hydrophilic"polymer"obtained"by"

polymerization"of"vinyl"alcohol"formed"through"the"partial"hydrolysis"of"

vinyl"acetate"(Seif?Naraghi"et!al,"2012)."

4.2.2. Matrices"or"Scaffolds"

The" matrix" could" be" synthetic" or" biological," but" in" any" case" it" must" be"

biocompatible," so" the" cells" are" nicely" accommodated" and" the" cellular"

therapeutic" effect" takes" place." The" role" of" the" scaffold" is" to" provide" not" only"

mechanical"support"but"also"the"physical"and"biological"cues"necessary"to"direct"

engraftment," differentiation" and" maturation" of" cells" and" to" guide" proper"

alignment"to"produce"a"functional"tissue."Then,"the"matrix"should"support"cell"

migration," proliferation," survival" and" retention;" but" also"maintain" a" sufficient"

flow" of" nutrients" and" oxygen." Additionally," the" perfect" matrix" would" be"

biodegradable,"nontoxic,"absorbable"and"able" to"be" replaced"with" the"cardiac"

extracellular" matrix" secreted" by" stromal" cells/fibroblasts," which" equates" to"

viable"new"tissue."

Up"to"date,"different"matrices"have"been"studied:!

? Degradable! synthetic!polymers:" They"are"advantageous"because" they"

provide" initial" biomechanical" integrity" as" cells" adhere," mature" and"

secrete" natural" ECM;" thus," their" goal" is" to" be" replaced" by" new" tissue"

through"biodegradation"and"bioreabsorption."However," the" release"of"

acidic"degradation"products"due" to" in! situ" hydrolysis" can"be" toxic" and"

cause"adverse"local"and"systemic"reactions"that"could"result"in"implant"

rejection." Their" composition," porosity," biodegradation" rate" and"

architecture" can" be" precisely" controlled," but" they" often" do" not"
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recapitulate"native"tissue"properties"and"can"be"poor"substrates"for"cell"

attachment" and" growth" (Lee" et! al," 2014)." Some" examples:" PLA," PGA,"

poly?E?caprolactone" (PCL)," poly(caprolactone" 2?(methacryloyloxy)ethyl"

ester)" (PCLMA)," poly[ester" urethane]urea)," poly?glycerol" sebacate"

(PGS),"and"PEG,"among"others.!

? Biologic! materials:" They" include" polymers" derived" typically" from" the"

ECM," providing" natural" cues" for" cell" migration," proliferation" and"

differentiation." However," these" scaffolds" often" lack" the" sophistication"

to" develop" into" a" functional" tissue" when" composed" of" single" ECM"

components." The" ECM" is" an" ideal" scaffold" because" it" is" inherently"

biocompatible," bioreabsorbable," and" non?immunogenic," and" it" also"

promotes"cellular"adhesion,"proliferation,"and"differentiation."The"ECM"

components"are"used"in"2"ways:"the"individual"proteins"are"isolated"and"

used" in" gel" form" or" the" whole" ECM" is" decellularized" and" used" as" a"

matrix"(Lee"et!al,"2014)."Examples"of"biologically"derived"matrices"are:"

fibrin"(Conradi"et!al,"2015;"Kim"et!al,"2015;"Schaaf"et!al,"2014),"collagen"

(Eschenhagen" et! al," 1997;" Zimmermann" et! al," 2006;" Chachques" et! al,"

2008;"Tulloch"et!al,"2011)"or"decellularized"matrices" (Prat?Vidal,"2014;"

Williams"et!al,"2014;"Syedain"et!al,"2015)"(tissue"ECM).!

? Hybrid! scaffolds:" They" are" the" combination" of" synthetic" and" biologic"

materials"to"use"the"advantages"of"both."They"can"be"made"by"coating"

biologic"material"onto"a"synthetic"scaffold,"electrospinning"biologic"and"

synthetic"materials"together,"or"combining"biologic"microspheres"with"a"

synthetic" patch." Several" examples" have" already" been" tested" in" the"

literature:"cell"free"collagen"microsponge"with"a"PGA/PLA"knitted"patch"

(Iwai"et! al," 2004)," cell?free" hybrid" PGA/PLA" and" collagen"microsphere"

patches" (Takahashi" et! al," 2009)," or" a" fibrin" gel"with" a" synthetic"mesh"

(Koch"et!al,"2010)."
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4.2.3. Cardiac"Tissue"Engineering"Approaches"

Different" strategies" have" been" conducted" to" study" the" beneficial" effect" of"

cardiac"tissue"engineering"(Figure"9):"

? Monolayer! cell! constructs:" It" is" based" on" temperature?sensitive"

polymer"plaques"developed"by"Okano"and"collaborators"in"1995"(Okano"

et!al,"1995)."Cells"are"cultured"on"these"plaques"and"are"easily"detached"

as"cell"monolayers"without"the"need"for"enzymatic"intervention."Then,"

this"construct"composed"of"different"cell"monolayers"can"be"implanted"

to" the" ischemic" zone" with" promising" results." The" implantation" of"

various"monolayers" of" adipose" tissue" derived"mesenchymal" cells" in" a"

murine"model"of"chronic"myocardial"infarction"enhanced"the"formation"

of" new"blood" vessels" and" cardiac" function" improvement" (Miyahara"et!

al,"2006)."Additionally," implanted"neonatal" cardiomyocyte"monolayers"

produced" intercellular" communication," which" triggered" contractile"

function"and"propagated" signals" throughout" the" construct" (Shimizu"et!

al," 2002)." Moreover," constructs" with" intercalated" endothelial" cell"

monolayers" or" endothelial" cells" alone," promoted" neoangiogenesis" in"

the" ischaemic" tissue" (Haraguchi" et! al," 2012)." Despite" the" benefits"

observed"with" the" implantation"of" cell"monolayers," thicker" constructs"

are" required" for" human" purposes;" so" novel" strategies" with" vascular"

beds" are" being" developed" (Sakaguchi" et! al," 2014)" based" on" previous"

findings"(Shimizu"et!al,"2006).!

? Intramyocardial! injection! of! cells! in! hydrogel:" Therapeutic" cells" are"

embedded" in" injectable" biomaterial" scaffolds" or" hydrogels," such" as"

MatrigelTM" (Kofidis" et! al," 2005)," collagen" (Zhang" et! al," 2008)," fibrin"

(Zhang"et!al,"2010),"or"myocardial"matrix"(Singelyn"et!al,"2009),"before"

the" implantation."They"can"be"delivered"via"endocardial,"epicardial,"or"

intracoronary" injections;" using" in" some" cases" current" catheter"
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technology." This" strategy" improved" cell" retention," but" cell" mortality"

increased"due"to"high"injection"pressure."Once"injected"into"the"wall"of"

the"heart," these"hydrogels"create"a"scaffold" that"provides"biochemical"

and" structural" cues," and" allow" cellular" infiltration" and" remodelling" of"

the" local" environment." Animal" studies" reported" significant"

improvement" in"wall" thickness,"vascularization"of" the" ischemic" region,"

left"ventricular"volumes"and"cardiac" function" (Johnson"and"Christman,"

2013).)

? Ex) vivo! tissue! in! hydrogel:" To" avoid" injection" drawbacks," cells" with"

cardiovascular"potential"have"been"embedded"in"hydrogels"to"create"an"

ex!vivo"tissue,"which"has"been"implanted"on"the"infarcted"myocardium."

This" alternative" creates" a" 3D" environment" suitable" for" cell"

communication," anoikis" prevention" (Munoz" et! al," 2010)," and"

extracellular"matrix"formation"(Eschenhagen"et!al,"2012)."Some"studies"

reported" the" in! vitro" contractile" capacity" of" constructs" composed" of"

embryonic" cardiomyocytes" (Eschenhagen" et! al," 1997)" or" neonatal" rat"

cardiomyocytes" (Morritt" et! al," 2007)." Moreover," hydrogel" constructs"

can"also" confer" a" comfortable"environment" for" cell" survival," retention"

and"differentiation"(Bagó"et!al,"2013).!

? Artificial!cardiac!tissue:"3D"cardiac"tissue"is"based"on"regenerative"cells"

seeded" on" matrices" with" physiological" properties," in" which" cells" will"

form" their" ECM" to" maintain" basic" properties" and" function." Matrices"

already"developed"have"physiochemical"properties"similar"to"the"ECM."

They" used" natural" materials," such" as" alginate" (Dvir" et! al," 2011)" or"

collagen" (Eschenhagen! et! al," 1997);" or" synthetic" materials," such" as"

polylactic" acid" (Behfar" et! al," 2010)" or" polyglycolic" acid" (Stout" et! al,"

2011);" all" of" them" highly" malleable" (shape" and" size)." The" MAGNUM"

(Myocardial" Assistance" by" Grafting" a" New" Bioartificial" Upgraded"
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Myocardium)" clinical" trial" used" a" type" I" collagen"matrix" to" completely"

cover" the" myocardial" scar" and" concluded" that" the" combination" of"

cardiomyoplasty"and"tissue"engineering"offers"better"functional"results"

(Chachques" et! al," 2008)," however," implanted" cells" only" colonize" the"

surface"or"just"a"few"micrometers"of"the"myocardium"(Eschenhagen"et!

al," 2012)." Another" approach" was" conducted" by" the" RECATABI"

consortium" (REgeneration" of" CArdiac" Tissue" Assisted" by" Bioactive"

Implants)," whose" results" demonstrated" a" certain" degree" of"

cardiomyogenic" differentiation" of" implanted" cells" and" vascular"

connections"between"constructs"and" the"adjacent"myocardium"(Soler?

Botija"et!al,"2014).!

? Extracellular! matrix! derived! from! natural! tissues:" The" ECM" is"

composed" of" functional" and" structural" proteins" (collagen," elastin,"

laminin," fibronectin," proteoglycans" and" glycoproteins)," combined" and"

spatially" organized" by" tissue" type" (Laurie" et! al," 1989;" Baldwin," 1996)."

The"ECM"participates"in"cell"proliferation,"differentiation"and"migration"

(Midwood"et!al,"2004);"which"makes" it"suitable"to"contain"cells"and"to"

substitute" the"damaged" tissue"and"ECM."The"ECM" laminae"have"been"

successfully" obtained" from" native" cardiac" valves" (Bader" et! al," 1998;"

Korossis"et!al,"2002;"Booth"et!al,"2002),"blood"vessels"(Dahl"et!al,"2003;"

Schmidt" and" Baier," 2000)," skeletal" muscle" (Borschel" et! al," 2004),"

pericardium" (Prat?Vidal" et! al," 2014)" or" myocardium" (Perea?Gil" et! al,"

2015)," among" others." This" lamina" is" separated" from" native" tissue,"

decellularized,"disinfected," lyophilised"and"sterilized"before"application"

(Badylak" et! al," 2009)." Human" origin" samples" are" desired," but" at" the"

same" time" scarce;" then" animal" source," such" as" porcine," are" being"

considered" (Ekser" and" Cooper," 2010)." The" decellularization" protocol"

combines" physical," chemical" and" enzymatic" treatments" (Chen" et! al,"

1999;" Borschel"et! al," 2004;" Badylak," 2004;" Lichtenberg"et! al," 2006)" to"
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remove" allogenic" and" xenogenic" antigens," and" tissue" cell" and" nuclear"

content;" while" preserving" its" composition," physiological" properties,"

mechanical"integrity"and"vascular"structure"(Choi"et!al,"2012;"Gilbert"et!

al," 2006)." It" has" been" reported" that" the" implantation" of" ECM" seeded"

with" cardiac" and" endothelial" cell" populations" facilitates" reverse"

remodelling" in"animal"models"and"in"the"clinic"(Badylak,"2004;"Harper,"

2001;" Dellgren" et! al," 1999;" Chang" et! al," 2005;" Robinson" et! al," 2005)."

Moreover," cardiac" origin" ECM" provides" regional" mechanical" function"

(Kochupura" et! al," 2005)." Recently," it" has" been" shown" that" ECM"with"

preserved"3D"architecture"is"crucial"for"cardiac"regeneration"(Sarig"and"

Machluf,"2011;"Wang"et!al,"2010;"Weymann"et!al,"2011)."
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"

4.2.4. Electromechanical"cellular"coupling"

A" functional" myocardium" is" able" to" propagate" electrical" impulses" and" to"

respond" to" them" by" synchronized" contractions" that" generate" forces" for"

pumping" blood." Thus," it" is" vital" that" tissue?engineering" techniques" guarantee"

electromechanical" cellular" coupling" and" adequate" contractile" function" within"

the" constructs." Then," an" engineered" cardiac" construct" should" connect" to" the"

 
Figure!9.!Cardiac!Tissue!Engineering."Drawing"outlining"different"approaches"
taken" in"the"field"of"cardiac"tissue"engineering." Image"obtained"from"Gálvez?
Montón,"et"al"2013."
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electrical" syncytium"of" the"host"myocardium," rather" than"having" spontaneous"

contractile"activity."

Several"strategies"based"on"electric"field"stimulation"or"mechanical"stretch"have"

been"carried"out"to"achieve"this"goal:"

? Annular" collagen" and" MatrigelTM" structure" colonized" by" neonatal" rat"

cardiomyocytes" and" subjected" to" mechanical" stimulation" were"

implanted" into" ischemic" rat" myocardium;" where" they" remained"

autonomously" contractile," increased" the" infarcted" ventricle" wall"

thickness,"and"improved"heart"function"(Eschenhagen"et!al,"1997)."

? Constructs" of" engineered" heart" tissue" from" neonatal" rat"

cardiomyocytes" submitted" to" cyclic" stretching" improved" contractile"

function"and"conduction"velocities"across"the"infarct,"probably"because"

the" grafts" had" electrically" connected" to" the" surrounding" viable"

myocardium"(Zimmermann"et!al,"2006)."

? Electrical" stimuli" applied" on" cellular" matrices" to" induce" synchronized"

contractions"were" also" responsible" of" ultrastructural" organization" and"

cellular"coupling"of"cardiomyocytes"residing"in"the"matrix"(Radisic"et!al,"

2004a)."

? External" electrical" stimuli" applied" to" the" constructs" help" to" recover"

spontaneous" cell" contractions" diminished" during" cell" culture" and" to"

develop"contractile"function"in"response"to"the"electrical"signals"(Bursac"

et!al,"2007)."

Thus," engineered" cardiac" constructs" with" electrical" field" stimulation" or"

mechanical" stretch" exhibited" phenotypic" features" approaching" those" in" the"

native"heart."
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The" development" of" contractile" function" after" mechanical" and" electrical"

stimulation"was"associated"with"cell"elongation"and"orientation,"organization"of"

Connexin?43," and" ultrastructural" characteristics" from" well?differentiated"

striated" myocardium." Additionally," cell" coculture" of" cardiac" myocytes" with"

supporting" cells" (fibroblasts" and" vascular" cells)" or" using" unsorted" heart" cells"

further"improved"the"contractile"function"(Vunjak?Novakovic!et!al,"2010)."

4.2.5. Vascularization"

Cardiac" tissue" engineering" also" aims" to" promote" vascularization" within" the"

bioartificial"matrix"to"allow"continuous"diffusion"of"nutrients"and"oxygen"to"the"

interior" of" the" matrix;" and" also" to" possibly" favour" cell" migration" into" the"

damaged" tissue."This" is"especially" critical"when"matrix" thickness" is" superior" to"

100"μm"because"the"oxygen"and"nutrient"supply"is"limited"and"cellular"cytotoxic"

waste" subproducts" accumulate" (Kaully" et! al," 2009)." Several" strategies" have"

been"tested:!

? Growth!factors,"such"as"VEGF"(Shen"et!al,"2008)"or"basic"FGF"(Lai"et!al,"

2006)," or"mobilizing! cytokines" included" in" the" construct" to" stimulate"

the"neoangiogenesis"from"the"mesenchymal"stem"cells"(Jin"et!al,"2009)"

and/or"endothelial"progenitor"cells" (Sales"et!al,"2007)"of" the"construct"

(Lisi"et!al,"2012;"Zachman"et!al,"2013)."

? The" use" of" bioreactors" in! vitro" to" improve" oxygen! perfusion" in" a"

canalized" matrix" to" facilitate" endothelial" progenitor" cell" migration"

inside"the"construct"(Vunjak?Novakovic!et!al,"2010)."

? The" inclusion" of" vascular! cells,! vessel! and/or! connective! tissue!

elements" in" the" engineered" construct." It" has" been" described" that"

endothelial" cells" form" networks" that" will" connect" to" the" host"

circulation,"while"stromal"cells"form"a"provisional"matrix"that"enhances"

mechanical" integrity" (Caspi" et! al," 2007;" Stevens" et! al," 2009)." Hence,"
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prevascularized" human" myocardial" constructs" with" vascular" and"

stromal"elements"showed"improved"survival"compared"with"constructs"

containing"cardiomyocytes"alone"(Dvir"et!al,"2009)."

4.2.6. Clinical"Trials"based"on"cardiac"tissue"engineering"

The"previously"mentioned"strategies"report"promising"results"in"rodent"models,"

but"the"major"difficulty"is"to"extrapolate"to"large"animal"models"and,"hopefully,"

to" human" patients." The" human" heart" requires" large" size" (10?50" cm2)" and"

thickness"(several"mm)"for"therapeutic"matrices,"which"needs"their"integration"

into"the"host"vascular"supply"(Vunjak?Novakovic!et!al,"2010)."

An" important" aim" is" to" improve" the" host" response" to" biomaterials."

Unexpectedly,"their"chemical"composition"does"not"have"a"major" influence"on"

the"body"response."Whether"materials"are"organic"or"metallic,"hydrophobic"or"

hydrophilic," or"positively"or"negatively" charged," they"all" cause" similar" foreign?

body"reactions."Instead,"the"key"aspect"is"the"surface"topography"of"a"material"

(Ratner" and" Bryant," 2004)." Smooth" surfaces" cause" intense" inflammation" and"

scarring,"creating"a"fibrotic"capsule"around"the"implant."On"the"contrary,"more"

complex" topographies" (by" creating" pores" or" grooves)" produce" less"

inflammation," smaller" scar" and" blood" vessels" sprouting" into" the" implant."

Therefore,"systematic"variation"in"the"topology"can"modify"the"host"response."

Because" bioengineered" products" may" include" new" devices," biologics,"

pharmaceuticals"and/or"surgical"techniques"alone"or"in"combination,"they"could"

potentially" be" reviewed" by" the" Center" for" Drug" Evaluation" and" Research," the"

Center" for"Biologicals" Evaluation"and"Research,"or" the"Center" for"Devices" and"

Radiologic"Health."Thus,"not"all"bioengineered"products"are"subject"to"the"same"

regulatory" guidelines" for" market" approval." Therefore," in" 2002" the" Office" for"

Combination" Products"was" created" to" classify" each" combination" product" as" a"

device," biologic" or" pharmaceutical" based" on" the" product’s" primary" mode" of"
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action"and"then"assigns" it" to" the"appropriate"centre" for" review."Usually," some"

bioengineered" products" are" initially" approved" for" first?in?human" use" as"

treatments" in" ‘‘compassionate?use’’" cases," although" this" is" not" applied" in"

bioengineered"cardiovascular"products"(Taylor"et!al,"2014)."

Nonetheless," few"clinical" trials"have"been"based"on" the"application"of" cardiac"

tissue" engineering." Two" current" clinical" trials" are" investigating" the"

intramyocardial" injection" of" alginate" (NCT01311791)" or" the" intracoronary"

administration" of" sodium" alginate" combined" with" calcium" gluconate"

(NCT01226563)" to" generate" a" new" extracellular"matrix" in" the" cardiac" scar" to"

enhance" resident" cardiac"progenitor" cells"migration"and" repopulation."On" the"

other" hand," Bayes?Genis" et! al" started" a" clinical" trial" (NCT01473433)" to"

determine" the" safety" and"effectiveness" of" a" new" surgical" technique"based"on"

the" transposition" of" an" autologous" pericardial" pedicle" onto" the" ischemic"

myocardial" surface," which" established" vascular" connections" and" improved"

cardiac"function"when"tested"on"the"porcine"model"of"MI"(Gálvez?Montón"et!al,"

2011)."

The"MAGNUM"Trial" evaluated" the" feasibility" and" safety" of" a" collagen" scaffold"

seeded" with" bone" marrow" cells" grafted" onto" infarcted" ventricles" during" the"

coronary" artery" bypass" surgery" in" 20" patients." The" construct" increased" the"

thickness"of"the"scar"with"viable"tissue"and"normalized"the"cardiac"wall"stress"in"

infarcted"regions,"thus" limiting"ventricular"remodelling"and"improving"diastolic"

function"(Chachques"et!al,"2008)."

CorMatrix"ECM"is"a"vascular"patch"based"on"the"work"of"Lantz"and"collaborators"

(Lantz" et! al," 1993)" and" has" several" cardiovascular" applications," such" as" the"

CorMatrix"ECM" for"Carotid"Repair," the"CorMatrix"ECM" for"Pericardial"Closure,"

and" the" CorMatrix" ECM" for" Cardiac" Tissue" Repair" and" suture" line" buttressing"

applied" in"different"clinical" trials" (RECON"NCT02073331;"P?ECM"NCT02139189;"

SECURE" NCT02530970)." Quarti" et! al" described" their" preliminary" experience"
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using"the"CorMatrix"patch"in"both"cardiac"tissue"repair"and"pericardial"closure;"

with"encouraging"results,"no"patch?related"complications,"and"no"cases"of"patch"

failure"or"calcification"(Quarti"et!al,"2011)."

Regarding"vascular"grafts," in"2001"Shin’oka"published"the"first"clinical"use"of"a"

biodegradable" PCL?PLA" scaffold" seeded" with" autologous" cells" (cells" from" the"

peripheral" vein"wall)," in"a"4–year?old"girl"who"had" total"occlusion"of" the" right"

intermediate" pulmonary" artery" (Shin’oka" et! al," 2001)." After" seven" months,"

there"was"no"evidence"of"occlusion,"and"it"drove"to"a"pilot"clinical"trial"in"Japan"

with" woven" PGA" and" e?caprolactone" or" L?lactide" seeded" with" bone" marrow"

derived" mononuclear" cells" (Hibino" et! al," 2010)." In" 2011," the" Food" and" Drug"

Administration" approved" a" clinical" trial" in" the" US" to" prove" its" safety" for"

treatment"of"single"ventricle"cardiac"anomaly"(NCT01034007)"(Udelsman"et!al,"

2013)." Furthermore,"Niklason’s" group"were" the" first" to" decellularize" and" then"

recellularize"with"allogeneic"cells"an" in!vitro"grown"highly"degradable"scaffold,"

later" replaced" by" vascular" neotissue." Such" tissue?engineered" vascular" grafts"

were" tested" in"pre?clinical"models" (baboon"model"of" arteriovenous"access" for"

hemodialysis"and"dog"model"of"peripheral"and"coronary"artery"bypass)"and"may"

provide" a" readily" available" option" for" patients" without" suitable" autologous"

tissue" or" for" those" who" are" not" candidates" for" synthetic" grafts" (Dahl" et! al,"

2011)."

The" Synergraft" valve" is" a" decellularized" porcine" valve" that" experienced" initial"

short?term"success"in"an"adult"human"trial"(Elkins"et!al,"2001),"but"failed"when"

implanted"into"4"paediatric"patients"for"long?term"function"evaluation"because"

the"grafts"were"not"repopulated"in!situ"and"triggered"an"immune"response"that"

led" to" fibrosis" and" death" in" 3" patients" (Simon" et! al," 2003)." This" application"

exemplifies" the" importance" of" assessing" quality" control" and" assurance" before"

introducing"products"to"the"clinical"setting."This"control"will"avoid"complications"
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that"come"with"the"ex!vivo"seeding"while"provides"homologous"ECM"optimal"for"

in!situ"host"repopulation."

And"the"last"and"more"recent"example"of"cardiac"tissue"engineering"translated"

to" the" clinics" is" led" by" Dr." Menasché" (Transplantation" of" Human" Embryonic"

Stem" Cell?derived" Progenitors" in" Severe" Heart" Failure," NCT02057900)," which"

preliminary" results" were" published" this" summer." The" Isl?1+" SSEA?1+" cardiac"

progenitors"derived" from"ESCs"were"embedded" into"a" fibrin" scaffold" that"was"

surgically"delivered"onto" the" infarct" area" in" a"68?year?old" severe"heart" failure"

patient."First"results"indicated"a"symptomatic"and"functional"improvement,"and"

they" did" not" report" arrhythmias," tumour" formation," or" immunosuppression?

related"adverse"events"(Menasché"et!al,"2015)."

4.3. Bioartifical)heart)

The" bioartificial! heart" is" a" 3D" organ?line" scaffold," without" cells" and"

debridement,"not"negatively"affecting"the"mechanical"and"biological"integrity"of"

the"extracellular"matrix."Decellularized"scaffolds"retain"their"composition"(such"

as"glycoproteins,"proteoglycans"and"growth"factors)"and"ultrastructure"(such"as"

topology," fibre" orientation" and" ligand" presentation)." Thus," they" are" able" to"

provide" biomechanical" support" and" important" microenvironmental" cues"

(biochemical"signals"and"expressing"factors)"for"the"transplanted"cells,"to"allow"

regeneration"and"reverse"remodelling"(Ott"et!al,"2008)."The"ultimate"goal"of"the"

bioartifical"heart" is"to"satisfy"clinical"requirements"to"become"a"suitable"organ"

for"transplantation."

Decellularization"should"be"smooth"and"sparing,"while"recellularization"requires"

a" large" number" of" different" cell" types" (endothelial" cells," fibroblasts," smooth"

muscle" cells," and" cardiomyocytes)." After" obtaining" the"desired" cell" number," a"

bioreactor"is"required"to"facilitate"cell"growing"into"the"scaffold"and"endothelial"

colonization"of"the"inner"surface"of"the"cavities"and"the"vessel"trunk."Moreover,"
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the"bioartificial"heart"should"improve"functionality"within"the"bioreactor"and"be"

supported"until"transplantation"into"the"recipient"(Smit"and"Dohmen,"2014)."

In" 2008,"Ott"et! al" introduced" the" first" bio?artificial" heart" in" a" rat"model." They"

reported" the"coronary"perfusion"with"detergents"as" the"most"efficient"way" to"

decellularize" a" whole" rat" heart," and" to" get" a" complex" extracellular" cardiac"

matrix" with" preserved" vascular" tree," competent" valves" and" intact" atrial" and"

ventricular"geometry."This"matrix"was"then"recellularized"with"endothelial"cells"

and" neonatal" cardiac" cells" using" coronary" perfusion" in" pseudophysiological"

environment" to" promote" the" maturation" of" the" organ" (Figure" 10)." After"

physiological" incubation" and" electrical" stimulation," macroscopic" contractions"

were"observed"at"day"8"(Ott"et!al,"2008)."

 
Figure! 10.! Neo9organogenesis:! bioartificial! heart." Schematic" representation" of" the"
different" stages" in" the" decellularization" and" recellularization" of" a" heart." Initially,"
physical," chemical" and" enzymatic" decellularization" is" intended" to" preserve" the"
extracellular" cardiac" matrix" and" vascular" tree." Next," autologous" vascularization" is"
induced" followed" by" heterologous" parenchymal" recellularization" in" order" to" finally"
generate"a"new"functional"heart."Image"obtained"from"Gálvez?Montón,"et!al"2013."
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Lu" et! al" recently" described" a"mouse"model" in"which" a" decellularized" scaffold"

was"reseeded"with"human"iPS?derived"progenitor"cells."After"20"days"in"culture,"

that"heart"was"contracting"and"drug?responsive"(Lu"et!al,"2013)."

Moreover," Weymann" and" colleagues" evaluated" the" decellularization" of" a"

porcine" heart," with" similar" proportions" to" the" human" heart" (Weymann" et! al,"

2011)." Porcine" scaffolds" have" the" potential" risk" for" immunogenic" reactions"

when" DNA" residues" remained," but" also" for" the" transmission" of" porcine"

endogenous" retroviruses" (Walles" et! al," 2003)" or" α?Gal" epitopes" (Bloch" et! al,"

2012)."

In"this"tissue?engineered"strategy,"the"vascularization"of"the"tissue"is"crucial,"so"

the" vascularized" myocardial" tissue" should" be" perfectly" mimicked" and"

repopulated" through" the" preserved" vascular" structures" (Ott" et! al," 2008;"

Wainwright"et!al,"2010;"Weymann"et!al,"2011)."

On" the" other" hand," the" most" important" limitations" to" generate" bioartificial"

hearts" are:" the" large?scale" expansion" of" cells" required," especially"

cardiomyocytes"(Badylak!et!al,"2011),"the"recellularization"techniques,"defining"

the"most" appropriate" cell" types" to" be" used," and" keeping" the" organ" safe" and"

sterile"during"this"process"(Taylor"et!al,"2014)."

Additionally,"the"electrical"and"mechanical"stimuli,"which"are"important"for"cell"

differentiation," should" be" applied" once" the" bioartificial" heart" presents" the"

characteristics"of"a"working"complex"organ."Then,"a"combined"transplant"with"

left" ventricular" assist" devices" should" be" considered" (Patel" et! al," 2014);" yet" it"

could"lead"to"the"transplantation"of"a"partially"recellularized"organ,"leaving"the"

completion" of" recellularization" to" the" potential" recruitment" of" endogenous"

stem"cells"(Reilly"and"Engler,"2010)."Instead,"electrical"stimuli"could"be"provided"

by" concomitantly" implanting" a" multichamber" pacemaker" (Santangeli" et! al,"

2011)."
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Research"groups"studied"the"heart"decellularization"from"several"animal"species"

(Tao" et! al," 2015;" Lu" et! al," 2013;" Guyette" et! al," 2014;" Robertson" et! al," 2014),"

especially"notorious"in"porcine"hearts"(Momtahan"et!al,"2015;"Wainwright"et!al,"

2010;"Remlinger"et!al,"2012;"Weymann"et!al,"2011),"though"the"most"important"

achievement" was" the" recent" human" heart" decellularization" (Sanchez! et! al,"

2015)." This" group" is" the" first" to"develop"a"bioartificial" heart"by"decellularizing"

human"hearts"and"subsequently"recellularizing"them"with"human"mesenchymal"

cells"and"murine"cardiomyocytes."

"

5. Physical!Conditioning!in!cardiac!tissue!engineering!

Cardiac" cells" are" constantly" submitted" to" physical" stimuli," such" as" electrical"

pulses" and" cyclic" mechanical" stretch." These" biophysical" signals" can" affect" a"

variety" of" cellular" functions," like" cell" proliferation," differentiation," and"

migration;"and"consequently"biological,"mechanical,"and"other"properties"of"the"

cardiac"construct"(Vogel"and"Sheetz,"2006)."In"fact,"physical"stimulation"is"being"

used"to"generate"3D"engineered"constructs"with"functional"properties"similar"to"

native"tissues"(Godier?Furnémont"et!al,"2015)."

The" cardiomyocytes" used" in" tissue" engineering" have" an" immature" phenotype"

and"the"debate"is"focused"on"whether"this"maturation"should"take"place"before"

or" after" implantation." On" one" side," electrical" (Radisic" et! al," 2004a)" and"

mechanical"(Zimmermann"et!al,"2006)"stimulation" in!vitro"enhanced"functional"

properties" of" engineered" constructs;" but" on" the" other" side," greater" cell"

differentiation"is"associated"with"worse"survival"after"implantation"(Reinecke"et!

al," 1999)."Nevertheless," cell" conditioning"previous" implantation"demonstrated"

beneficial"effects"on"MI"animal"models."

"
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5.1. Electrical)Conditioning)

Electrical" signals" are" crucial" for" synchronized" contraction" of" cardiac" muscle"

tissue." It" is" known" that" electrical" stimulation" enhances" electrical" impulse"

propagation," induces" ultrastructural" organization" and" alignment" of" the"

engineered"cardiac"tissue,"upregulates"muscle"contraction"genes,"increases"gap"

junction" formation" and" localization;" and" promotes" survival," proliferation,"

hypertrophy,"excitability,"and"electrical"coupling"(Llucià?Valldeperas"et!al,"2013"

and"2014;"Tandon"et!al,"2013;"Rangarajan"et!al,"2014;"Morgan"and"Black,"2014)."

Thus," the"application"of"electrical" stimuli"may" facilitate" long?term"survival"and"

continued" in!vitro"differentiation"of"muscle"cells,"as"well"as"engineered"muscle"

tissues" preparation" for" electromechanical" integration" into" the" recipient"

myocardium"(Llucià?Valldeperas"et!al,"2013"and"2014;"Rangarajan"et!al,"2014)."

In"the"literature,"electrical"stimulation"has"been"used"to"stimulate"constructs"to"

induce" synchronous" contractions" of" engineered" cardiac" tissue." Radisic" et! al"

initially" demonstrated" that" electrical" stimulation" induces" synchronous"

contractions,"which"enhances"the"conductive"and"contractile"properties"of"the"

construct" (Radisic"et!al,"2004a)."Then,"because"of"the" improvements"observed"

in"construct"development,"electrical"stimulation"has"been"used"as"a"method"of"

developing"functional"engineered"cardiac"constructs" (Hsiao"et!al,"2013;"Lasher"

et!al,"2012)."

"

"

"

"

"
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5.2. Mechanical)Conditioning)

The" cell" response" to"mechanical" stimuli" is"mediated" by"mechanotransduction"

pathways,"which"can"either"promote"tissue"development"and"function"or" lead"

to" pathological" changes" (Rangarajan"et! al," 2014)." Zimmermann"demonstrated"

that"mechanical" stimulation"of" tissue?engineered" constructs" improved" cellular"

functionality" by" improving" their" organization" and" contraction" force"

(Zimmermann!et!al,"2002b)."Later"on,"other"groups"evidenced"that"mechanical"

stretching" improved" contractility" (Kensah" et! al," 2011)," but" also" facilitated"

growth" factors" secretion" and" calcium?handling" properties" in" cardiomyocytes,"

activated"FAK"and"RhoA"to"initiate"myotube"formation"(Zhang"et!al,"2007),"and"

modified"extracellular"matrix"proteins"production"in"cardiac"fibroblasts"(Lu"et!al,"

2013)."

In"general,"mechanical"stretching"seems"to"improve"engineered"muscle"survival,"

alignment," elongation," hypertrophy," and" differentiation" (Rangarajan" et! al,"

2014)."Because"of"that,"many"groups"have"used"stretch"as"a"regular"technique"

to" condition" engineered" myocardium" in! vitro! (Shimko" and" Claycomb," 2008;"

Birla"et!al,"2007;"Wille"et!al,"2006;"Kensah"et!al,"2011;"Hollweck"et!al,"2011)."

Despite" these" results," the" optimal" stimulation" protocol" for" structural" and"

functional"maturation"of" engineered" construct" ought" to"be"designed" for" each"

muscle"type,"scaffold"and"media"formulation."

"

"

"

"

"
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5.3. State)of)the)art:)Electromechanical)Conditioning)

Electrical" stimulation," even" without" contractile" activity," promotes" the"

establishment" of" functional" gap" junctions," yet" the" amount" of" Cx43" is"

maintained." Comparably," mechanical" stimulation" resulted" in" functional"

coupling"of" cardiac" cells" (Vunjak?Novakovic"et!al," 2010)." Then," it" is" difficult" to"

directly"compare" the" two"regimes" to"assess" functional"performance:"electrical"

excitability!versus"force"of"contraction."Phasic"stretch"and"electrical"stimulation"

enhance" the" differentiation" of" cardiomyocytes," thus" it" seems" reasonable" that"

the" combination" of" both" could" benefit" engineered" cardiac" constructs"

properties."

Electromechanical"conditioning"still" remains"as"an"unexploited"technology"and"

just" few" groups" are" working" on" it," despite" the" fact" that" developing" an"

electromechanical" stimulator" is" not" an" easy" task." Feng" et! al"were" the" first" to"

design"a"bioreactor"capable"of"submitting"electrical"and"mechanical"stimulation"

to" engineered" cardiac" tissue," which" enhanced" cardiomyocyte" size" and"

contractile"properties"after"the"stimulation"(Feng"et!al,"2005)."Then,"Wang"et!al"

preliminary" results" submitting" 5?azacytidine" pre?treated" mesenchymal" stem"

cells"to"simultaneous"electrical"and"mechanical"conditioning"showed"improved"

recellularization," cell" viability," cardiac" differentiation" and" tissue" remodelling"

(Wang"et!al,"2013)."Moreover,"Morgan"and"Black"tested"and"compared"several"

combinations"of"electrical"and"mechanical"stimuli"to"claim"that"timing"between"

electrical"and"mechanical"stimuli"administration"was"crucial."Indeed,"they"found"

out" that" better" results" were" obtained" with" delayed" combined"

electromechanical" stimulation" (Morgan" and" Black," 2014)." And" finally," Godier?

Furnémont" and" collaborators" optimized" an" electromechanical" stimulation"

protocol" for"engineered"heart"muscle"constructs" from"neonatal" rat"heart"cells"

and"achieved"a"positive" force?frequency"relationship" (Godier?Furnémont"et!al,"

2015)."To"wrap"up,"most"of"the"publications"try"to"design"a"stimulation"protocol"
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to" produce" a" pseudophysiological" cardiac" engineered" construct" suitable" for"

disease" modelling." On" the" contrary," our" aim" is" to" obtain" an" engineered"

construct"suitable"for"clinical"application."
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The"optimal"cell" lineage" for"cardiac" regeneration" remains"elusive;"and"current"

treatments," with" the" exception" of" heart" transplantation," are" not" enough" to"

restore" myocardial" function." Thus," new" strategies," such" as" cardiac" tissue"

engineering," are" now" emerging" as" a" new" therapeutic"modality." On" the" other"

hand," cardiac" cells" are"normally" subjected" to"electrical" and"mechanical" forces"

that"regulate"gene"expression"and"cellular"function."

Therefore," our" hypothesis" claims" that" in! vitro" individual" or" combined"

synchronous" electromechanical" stimuli" mimicking" the" cardiac" environment,"

could"mature" or" induce" cardiac" differentiation" on" therapeutic" cells" to" benefit"

further"retention"and"integration"into"the"myocardium."

This"thesis"proposal"had"several"goals:"

1. Design" an" adGhoc" device" to" supply" electrical" and" mechanical" stimuli,"

individually"or"synchronously,"to"a"monolayer"cell"culture."

2. Design" a" protocol" for" electrical," mechanical" and" electromechanical"

conditioning."

3. Analyze" the" cardiomyogenic" effect" of" electrical," mechanical" and"

electromechanical" conditioning" on" adipose" tissue?derived" progenitor"

cells"(ATDPCs)"and"cardiomyocyte"progenitor"cells"(CMPCs)."

4. Study" the" feasibility" of" a" tissue" engineered" construct" with" trained"

cardiac"adipose"tissue?derived"progenitor"cells"(cardiac"ATDPCs)."

5. Examine" the" regenerative" capacity"of"electromechanically" conditioned"

cardiac"ATDPCs"within"a"myocardial"infarction"murine"model."
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La" Tesi" doctoral" titulada" “Physiological! conditioning! of! adult! progenitor! cells!

boosts!cardiac!regeneration”"es"presenta"com"a"recull"de"quatre"articles" i"una"

patent" internacional" (WO" 2013/185818" A1)." Dos" d’aquests" articles" estan"

publicats" en" revistes"de" renom," com" són"el" Journal! of! Tissue! Engineering!and!

Regenerative! Medicine! i! Stem! Cell! Research! and! Theraphy," pertanyents" al"

primer" tercil" de" l’àrea" corresponent." Un" altre" està" en" revisió" a" la" revista"

Euroepan!Journal!of!Heart!Failure"i"un"darrer"en"preparació."Els"índex"d’impacte"

i"la"categorització"de"les"revistes,"així"com"la"participació"de"la"doctoranda"Aida"

Llucià"Valldeperas"en"els"treballs"en"coautoria"es"detalla"a"continuació:"

• PRIMER!ARTICLE!

Llucià?Valldeperas"A*,"Sanchez"B*,"Soler?Botija"C,"Gálvez?Montón"C,"Prat?Vidal"

C," Roura" S," Rosell?Ferrer" J," Bragos" R," Bayes?Genis" A." Electrical" stimulation" of"

cardiac" adipose" tissue?derived" progenitor" cells"modulates" cell" phenotype" and"

genetic" machinery.! J! Tissue! Eng! Regen! Med." 2015" Nov;9(11):E76?83." doi:"

10.1002/term.1710."

Índexs!de!qualitat:"Factor"d’impacte"(IF)"2013"="4.428;"IF"2014:"5.199."

Categorització! 2014:" Primer" quartil" i" tercil" (Q1," T1)" en" les" categories"

BIOTECHNOLOGY! &! APPLIED! MICROBIOLOGY,! CELL! &! TISSUE! ENGINEERING,!

CELL!BIOLOGY!i!ENGINEERING,!BIOMEDICAL."

En" aquesta" publicació," la" doctoranda" es" presenta" com" a" coautora," essent" la"

seva" implicació" exhaustiva." L’Aida" ha" recopilat" minuciosament" teixit" adipós"

epicàrdic" i" subcutani" procedent" de" pacients" sotmesos" a" cirurgia" cardíaca" a"

l’Hospital"Universitari"Germans"Trias"i"Pujol"i,"posteriorment,"ha"aïllat"i"cultivat"

ATDPCs" contingudes" en" aquests" teixits." Ha" dut" a" terme" les" estimulacions"

elèctriques"de" les"cèlálules" i"ha"analitzat" les"variacions"genètiques" i"proteiques"

després" de" l’estímul." L’Aida" també" ha" realitzat" les" anàlisis" estadístiques" i" la"
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interpretació"dels"resultats."Finalment,"sota"la"nostra"supervisió,"ha"redactat"el"

manuscrit"i"les"seves"correccions"així"com"el"muntatge"de"les"figures.""

• SEGON!ARTICLE!

Llucià?Valldeperas"A,"Sanchez"B,"Soler?Botija"C,"Gálvez?Montón"C,"Roura"S,"Prat?

Vidal" C," Perea?Gil" I," Rosell?Ferrer" J," Bragos" R," Bayes?Genis" A." Physiological"

conditioning" by" electric" field" stimulation" promotes" cardiomyogenic" gene"

expression" in"human"cardiomyocyte"progenitor"cells."Stem!Cell!Res!Ther."2014"

Aug"4;5(4):93."doi:"10.1186/scrt482"

Índexs!de!qualitat:"Factor"d’impacte"(IF)"2014"="3.368.""

Categorització! 2014:! Segon" quartil" (Q2)" en" les" categories" CELL! BIOLOGY" i"

MEDICINE,! RESEARCH! &! EXPERIMENTAL." Primer" tercil" (T1)" en" la" categoria"

MEDICINE,"RESEARCH"&"EXPERIMENTAL."

• TERCER!ARTICLE!

A."Llucià?Valldeperas,"C."Soler?Botija,"C."Gálvez?Montón,"S."Roura,"C."Prat?Vidal,"

I." Perea?Gil," R." Bragos" and" A." Bayes?Genis." Mechanical" physiological" pre?

conditioning" upregulates" sarcomere?related" genes" of" cardiac" adipose"

progenitors."2015."Manuscrit"en"preparació."

• QUART!ARTICLE!

A." Llucià?Valldeperas*," C." Soler?Botija*," C." Gálvez?Montón," S." Roura," C." Prat?

Vidal," I." Perea?Gil," B." Sanchez," R." Bragos," G." Vunjak?Novakovic" and" A." Bayes?

Genis." Electro?mechanical" Conditioning" of" Adult" Progenitor" Cells" Improves"

Recovery"of"Cardiac"Function"After"Myocardial"Infarction."Article"en"revisió"a"la"

revista"European!Journal!of!Heart!Failure."2015."

Índexs!de!qualitat:"Factor"d’impacte"(IF)"2014"="6.526."
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Categorització!2014:"Primer"quartil" i" tercil" (Q1,"T1)"en" la"categoria"CARDIAC!&!

CARDIOVASCULAR!SYSTEMS."

En" aquest" article" també" es" comparteix" la" primera" autoria," en" la" que" la"

doctoranda" ha" tingut" plena" dedicació." Concretament," s’ha" encarregat" de" la"

recolálecció" de" les" mostres" de" greix" humà" d’origen" epicàrdic" i" subcutani," i"

l’aïllament" i" cultiu" de" les" ATDPCs." Posteriorment" ha" realitzat"

l’electromecanostimulació"de"les"mateixes"i"la"seva"anàlisi"in!vitro"i"construcció"

dels"pegats"de"fibrina"per"a"la"implantació"en"el"model"d’infart"de"miocardi"en"

ratolí."De"la"part"in!vivo,"ha"dut"a"terme"tota"la"histologia,"des"de"la"fixació"de"les"

mostres" fins" a" la" última" captació" d’imatge," quantificació" i" anàlisi" estadística."

Finalment," sota" la" nostra" supervisió," ha" redactat" el" manuscrit" i" les" seves"

revisions,"i"n’ha"editat"les"figures.""

Cap" dels" treballs"mostrats" han" estat" utilitzats," implícitament" o" explícitament,"

per" elaborar" una" tesi" doctoral" que" no" sigui" la" que" presenta" l’Aida" Llucià"

Valldeperas,"i"tampoc"estan"pendents"d’utilitzar?se"en"un"futur."

• PATENT!

Títol:" Mètodes" i" aparells" per" a" l’estimulació" mecànica" i" elèctrica" d’una"

monocapa" de" cèlálules" mare" i" de" cultius" 3D" per" a" aplicacions" d’enginyeria"

tissular.!

Inventors:! Francesc" Xavier" Rosell" Ferrer," Benjamín" Sánchez" Terrones," Ramón"

Bragós"Bardia,"Antonio"Bayés"Genís"i"Aida"Llucià"Valldeperas."

International!Publication!Number:"WO"2013/185818"A1"

Dr."Antoni"Bayés"Genís" " " " Dra."Carolina"Soler"Botija"

"

Director"de"Tesi"" " " " Co?directora"de"Tesi"
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La" finalitat" d’aquest" projecte" de" tesi" és" desenvolupar" un" nou" protocol" de"

condicionament" celálular" previ" a" la" teràpia" celálular" cardíaca."Un" protocol" que"

maduri" les" cèlálules" i" les" prepari" per" a" l’hostil" entorn" cardíac" i," principalment,"

estigui"basat"en"estímuls"biofísics" i" fisiològics."En"aquest"cas,"s’ha"dissenyat"un"

protocol" on" s’apliquen" estímuls" elèctrics" i" mecànics," que" prèviament" s’han"

optimitzat" a" nivell" individual" per" a" després" combinar?los." En" definitiva," s’han"

optimitzat"3"protocols"diferents:"elèctric,"mecànic"i"electromecànic."

1. Estimulador!electromecànic!

En"el"moment"d’iniciar"el"projecte"de"tesi,"no"existia"al"mercat"cap"aparell"que"

permetés" portar" a" terme" aquests" 3" tipus" de" condicionaments," per" això" es" va"

decidir"desenvolupar?ne"un,"en"colálaboració"amb" la"Universitat"Politècnica"de"

Catalunya,"que"cobrís"aquestes"necessitats."

L’aparell" es" va" anar" refinant" a" mesura" que" s’utilitzava" i" la" versió" final" del"

prototip" és" la" que" es" va" patentar" a" nivell" internacional." Primerament" es" va"

començar"amb"el"protocol"d’estimulació"elèctrica,"posteriorment"la"mecànica"i,"

finalment," la" combinació" d’ambdues" després" d’haver?les" optimitzat"

individualment."

Actualment,"empreses"del"sector"industrial"i"farmacèutic"estan"interessades"en"

aquesta"patent"i"s’està"treballant"en"la"tramitació"de"llicències."
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PATENT!

“Mètodes! i!aparells!per!a! l’estimulació!mecànica! i!elèctrica!d’una!monocapa!

de!cèlllules!mare!i!de!cultius!3D!per!a!aplicacions!d’enginyeria!tissular”!

Número"de"Publicació:"WO"2013185818"A1"

Número"de"Solálicitud"Internacional:"PCT/EP2012/061224"

Solálicitants:" Universitat" Politècnica" de" Catalunya," Fundació" Institut"

d'Investigació" en" Ciències" de" la" Salut" Germans" Trias" i" Pujol," Francesc" Xavier"

Rosell"Ferrer,"Benjamín"Sánchez"Terrones,"Ramón"Bragós"Bardia,"Antonio"Bayés"

Genís"i"Aida"Llucià"Valldeperas."

Inventors:" Francesc" Xavier" Rosell" Ferrer," Benjamín" Sánchez" Terrones," Ramón"

Bragós"Bardia,"Antonio"Bayés"Genís"i"Aida"Llucià"Valldeperas."

Agent:" ZBM"Patents?"Zea,"Barlocci"&"Markvardsen."

Classificació:! internacional" (C12M3/00)" i" cooperativa" (C12M35/02;"

C12M35/04).!

!

Aquesta" patent" inclou" els" dispositius" i" mètodes" per" estimular" elèctrica,"

mecànica" o" electromecànicament" monocapes" celálulars" i" cultius" 3D" per" a"

aplicacions" d'enginyeria" de" teixits." S’ha" utilitzat" un" constructe" de" silicona" de"

polidimetilsiloxà"(PDMS)"que"acomoda"una"zona"flexible"on"cultivar"les"cèlálules."

El"constructe"de"PDMS"s’estira,"mitjançant"atracció"magnètica,"per"a"permetre"

l’estimulació" mecànica." A" més," dos" elèctrodes" es" coláloquen" en" els" costats"

oposats" de" la" zona" flexible" per" a" generar" el" camp" elèctric" i" així" induir"

l'estimulació"elèctrica."En"definitiva,"la"patent"proposa"un"mètode"per"estimular"

electromecànicament"un"cultiu"celálular."
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2. Condicionament!Elèctric!

S’ha" dissenyat" un" protocol" d’estimulació" elèctrica" per" a" tres" poblacions"

celálulars"humanes"diferents:"ATDPCs"(cèlálules"humanes"progenitores"derivades"

de" teixit" adipós)" d’origen" subcutani" (ATDPCs" subcutànies)" o" cardíac" (ATDPCs"

cardíaques),"i"CMPCs"(cèlálules"humanes"progenitores"de"cardiomiòcits)."És"una"

bona" tècnica" per" entrenar" els" cultius" celálulars" a" l’ambient" cardíac," ja" que"

afavoreix" l’expressió" de" factors" de" transcripció" claus" de" la" diferenciació"

cardiomiogènica." Els" resultats" obtinguts" s’han" publicat" en" revistes"

internacionals"d’Enginyeria"Tissular:"

? Electrical! stimulation! of! cardiac! adipose! tissue9derived! progenitor!

cells! modulates! cell! phenotype! and! genetic! machinery." Llucià?

Valldeperas"A,"Sanchez"B,"Soler?Botija"C,"Gálvez?Montón"C,"Prat?Vidal"C,"

Roura" S," Rosell?Ferrer" J," Bragos" R," Bayes?Genis" A." J! Tissue! Eng! Regen"

Med."2015"Nov;9(11):E76?83."doi:"10.1002/term.1710."

"

"
"

"
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? Physiological! conditioning! by! electric! field! stimulation! promotes!

cardiomyogenic!gene!expression!in!human!cardiomyocyte!progenitor!

cells."Llucià?Valldeperas"A,"Sanchez"B,"Soler?Botija"C,"Gálvez?Montón"C,"

Roura"S,"Prat?Vidal"C,"Perea?Gil"I,"Rosell?Ferrer"J,"Bragos"R,"Bayes?Genis"

A."Stem!Cell!Res!Ther."2014"Aug"4;5(4):93."doi:"10.1186/scrt482."

"

"
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PRIMER!ARTICLE!

“Electrical! stimulation! of! cardiac! adipose! tissue9derived! progenitor! cells!
modulates!cell!phenotype!and!genetic!machinery”"

A." Llucià?Valldeperas" 1,*," B." Sanchez2,*," C." Soler?Botija1," C."Gálvez?Montón1," C."
Prat?Vidal1,"S."Roura1,"J."Rosell?Ferrer2,"R."Bragos2"and"A."Bayes?Genis1,3,4,5,6."
"
1ICREC"Research"Programme,"Health"Science"Research"Institute"Germans"Trias"i"
Pujol,"Badalona,"Spain"
2Electronic" and" Biomedical" Instrumentation" Group," Departament" d’Enginyeria"
Electrònica,"Universitat"Politècnica"de"Catalunya,"Barcelona,"Spain"
3Cardiology"Service,"Hospital"Universitari"Germans"Trias"i"Pujol,"Badalona,"Spain"
4Department" of" Medicine," Universitat" Autònoma" de" Barcelona," Barcelona,"
Spain"
5Networking"Biomedical" Research"Centre"on"Bioengineering," Biomaterials" and"
Nanomedicine"(CIBER?BBN),"Barcelona,"Spain"
6Red"de"Terapia"Celular"(TerCel),"ISCIII,"Spain"
*"Ambdós"autors"han"contribuït"de"manera"equivalent"en"aquest"estudi."

El"principal"objectiu"d’aquesta"publicació"fou"examinar"l’efecte"de"l’estimulació"

elèctrica" en" el" potencial" de" cardiodiferenciació" de" les" ATDPCS" cardíaques." En"

primer"lloc,"es"va"dissenyar"i"optimitzar"un"protocol"d’estimulació"elèctrica,"que"

consistí"en:"polsos"monofàsics"de"2"ms"de"durada,"de"50"mV/cm"d’intensitat," i"

d’1" Hz" de" freqüència" durant" 14" dies," mentre" les" cèlálules" es" cultivaven" en"

superfícies" biocompatibles" amb" un" patró" impremtat." Posteriorment," la"

diferenciació"cardiomiogènica"es"va"analitzar"a"nivell"genètic"i"proteic."

Els"resultats"obtinguts"mostren"un"increment"significatiu"de"MEF2A"(P"="0.05)"i"

GATA?4"(P"="0.03)"en"les"ATDPCs"cardíaques"després"de"14"dies"d’estimulació."A"

més" a"més," les" cardiac" ATDPCs" s’elonguen" un" 11.3%" (P"  =" 0.013)," i" ambdues"

ATDPCs"cardíaques"i"subcutànies"electrostimulades"s’alineen"millor"al"patró"de"

la"superfície,"quan"aquest"és"perpendicular"al"camp"elèctric."

L’estimulació"elèctrica"de"les"ATDPCs"cardíaques"modifica"el"fenotip"celálular"i"la"

maquinària"genètica,"fent?les"així"més"adequades"per"a"la"regeneració"cardíaca."
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Per"tant,"sembla"aconsellable"l’ús"del"condicionament"elèctric"abans"de"la"seva"

implantació"mitjançant"suspensió"celálular"o"en"un"teixit"d’enginyeria."
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SEGON!ARTICLE!

“Physiological! conditioning! by! electric! field! stimulation! promotes!

cardiomyogenic!gene!expression!in!human!cardiomyocyte!progenitor!cells”"

A."Llucià?Valldeperas"1,"B."Sanchez2,"C."Soler?Botija1,"C."Gálvez?Montón1,"C."Prat?
Vidal1,"S."Roura1,"I."Perea?Gil,"J."Rosell?Ferrer3,"R."Bragos3"and"A."Bayes?Genis1,4,5."
"
1ICREC"Research"Programme,"Health"Science"Research"Institute"Germans"Trias"i"
Pujol,"Badalona,"Spain"
2" Department" of" Neurology," Division" of" Neuromuscular" Diseases," Beth" Israel"
Deaconess"Medical"Center,"Harvard"Medical"School,"Boston,"USA"
3Electronic" and" Biomedical" Instrumentation" Group," Departament" d’Enginyeria"
Electrònica,"Universitat"Politècnica"de"Catalunya,"Barcelona,"Spain"
4Cardiology"Service,"Hospital"Universitari"Germans"Trias"i"Pujol,"Badalona,"Spain"
5Department" of" Medicine," Universitat" Autònoma" de" Barcelona," Barcelona,"
Spain"
"

La"hipòtesi"d’aquest"manuscrit"fou"que"el"condicionament"elèctric"de"les"CMPCs"

podria" millorar" el" seu" potencial" cardiovascular." Les" CMPCs" es" varen" aillar"

d’apèndixs" atrials" d’humans" adults" i" es" varen" caracteritzar" fenotípicament."

Després," es" va" adaptar" un" protocol" d’estimulació" elèctrica" per" a" aquesta"

població"el"qual"consistí"en"polsos"monofàsics"de"2"ms"de"durada,"de"25"mV/cm"

d’intensitat,"i"d’1"Hz"de"freqüència"durant"7"i"14"dies."Es"va"analitzar"l’expressió"

genètica" i" proteica" després" de" 7" i" 14" dies" d’estimulació" en" CMPCs" control"

estimulades."

L’estimulació" elèctrica" modulà" l’expressió" gènica" i" proteica," augmentant"

determinats" marcadors" cardíacs." De" fet," el" factor" de" transcripció" primerenc"

GATA?4" se" sobreexpressà" de" manera" significativa" (P" =" 0.008)," però" també"

s’observà"una"tendència"en"l’increment"d’expressió"del"seu"coactivador"MEF2A"

(P"="0.073)"després"de"l’electrostimulació.""

Així"doncs,"la"capacitat"de"regeneració"cardíaca"de"les"CMPCs"es"veu"millorada"

després" de" l’estimulació" per" camp" elèctric." En" conseqüència," les" CMPCs"

electrostimulades" estan" millor" preparades" per" a" la" integració" miocàrdica"
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després" de" la" seva" implantació." Per" tant," el" condicionament" elèctric" a" curt"

termini" podria" ser"una"estratègia"biofísica"efectiva"per" encaminar" les" cèlálules"

progenitores" cardíaques" cap" un" fenotip" cardiovascular," i" es" podria" incorporar"

en"protocols"de"transdiferenciació"celálular.""
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3. Condicionament!Mecànic!

Posteriorment,"es"va"dissenyar"un"protocol"de"mecanostimulació"per"provar"en"

monocapes" celálulars." L’objectiu" fou" estimular" física" i" fisiològicament" les"

cèlálules" i"analitzar"els"efectes"de" l’estimulació,"però" també"el"paper"del"patró"

de"la"superfície"de"cultiu"sobre"les"cèlálules,"en"presència"o"absència"d’estímuls"

mecànics." Els" resultats" obtinguts" de" l’estimulació" mecànica" en" ATDPCs" es"

recullen"en"un"manuscrit"en"preparació."

Per" a" realitzar" l’estimulació" mecànica" es" va" dissenyar" un" aparell" únic" en"

colálaboració" amb" la" Universitat" Politècnica" de" Catalunya," el" qual" fou"

recentment"patentat" (WO"2013185818"A1)" i"que"es"valida"en"el" corresponent"

article."
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TERCER!ARTICLE!

“Mechanical! physiological! pre9conditioning! upregulates! sarcomere9related!

genes!of!cardiac!adipose!progenitors”!

A." Llucià?Valldeperas" 1," C." Soler?Botija1," C." Gálvez?Montón1," C." Prat?Vidal1," S."
Roura1,"I."Perea?Gil1,"R."Bragos2"and"A."Bayes?Genis1,3,4."
 
1ICREC"Research"Programme,"Health"Science"Research"Institute"Germans"Trias"i"
Pujol,"Badalona,"Spain"
2Electronic" and" Biomedical" Instrumentation" Group," Departament" d’Enginyeria"
Electrònica,"Universitat"Politècnica"de"Catalunya,"Barcelona,"Spain"
3Cardiology"Service,"Hospital"Universitari"Germans"Trias"i"Pujol,"Badalona,"Spain"
4Department" of" Medicine," Universitat" Autònoma" de" Barcelona," Barcelona,"
Spain"

L’entorn"cardíac"es"caracteritza"per"una"contractilitat"inevitable"que"dificulta"la"

implantació" celálular." A" més" a" més," les" cèlálules" cardíaques" ajusten" el" seu"

rendiment"segons"els"estímuls"mecànics"rebuts."Per"tant,"la"hipòtesi"formulada"

exposa" que" el" condicionament" mecànic" de" les" cèlálules" terapèutiques" podria"

millorar?ne" el" potencial" cardiovascular" i" la" seva" retenció" al" miocardi" on"

s’implanten.""

Les"ATDPCs"cardíaques"i"subcutànies"s’estimularen"mecànicament"durant"7"dies"

amb"un"estirament"del"10%"en"3"patrons"de"superfícies"diferents"(patró"vertical,"

horitzontal" o" llis)." Es" portaren" a" terme" anàlisis" genètiques" i" proteiques" per" a"

cadascuna"de"les"poblacions"celálulars"i"condicions"de"cultiu."

L’anàlisi" genètica" revelà" que" les" ATDPCs" cardíaques" mecanostimulades"

incrementaven"l’expressió"de"factors"de"transcripció"cardíacs"(GATA?4"i"Tbx5)"i"

gens" estructurals" (cTnI" i" α?actinin)," segons" la" superfície" de" cultiu," després" de"

rebre"estímuls"mecànics"durant"7"dies."A"més,"l’expressió"genètica"es"corroborà"

a"nivell"proteic"mitjançant"immunotincions."

L’estimulació" mecànica" en" les" cèlálules" progenitores" afectà" l’expressió" de"

marcadors" cardíacs" primerencs" i" tardans," fortament" relacionats" amb" la"
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contracció" cardíaca." Així" doncs," és" possible" que" el" condicionament" mecànic"

actuï"en"els" factors"de"transcripció,"els"quals"activarien"posteriors"dianes,"com"

són" les" proteïnes" contràctils," per" adaptar" el" seu" fenotip" a" l’entorn" en"

estirament."

En" conclusió," el" precondicionament" mecànic" de" les" ATDPCs" cardíaques"

incrementa" l’expressió" de" gens" cardíacs" primerencs" i" tardans" de" la"

cardiodiferenciació," altament" relacionats" amb" el" sarcòmer" cardíac," i" aquesta"

modulació"genètica"també"depèn"del"patró"de"la"superfície."
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4. Condicionament!Electromecànic!

Seqüencialment," els" resultats" preliminars" d’ambdues" estimulacions" elèctrica" i"

mecànica" han" permès" dissenyar" un" protocol" d’electromecanostimulació" que"

combina" i" sincronitza" ambdós" estímuls." Per" a" realitzar" l’estimulació"

electromecànica"es"va"emprar"el"mecanostimulador"anteriorment"descrit" (WO"

2013185818"A1),"ja"que"també"té"un"mòdul"d’estimulació"elèctrica"incorporat."

A"més,"les"cèlálules"així"estimulades"es"van"implantar"en"el"model"murí"d’infart"

de"miocardi"per"estudiar?ne"els"efectes"in!vivo."

Part" dels" resultats" s’aconseguiren" al" Laboratory! for! Stem! Cells! and! Tissue!

Engineering,"de"la"Universitat"de"Columbia"a"la"ciutat"de"Nova"York,"durant"una"

estada" al" 2014." Els" resultats" obtinguts" del" condicionament" electromecànic" in!

vitro"de"les"ATDPCs"i"la"seva"posterior"implantació"en"el"model"murí"d’infart"de"

miocardi"s’han"recollit"en"un"manuscrit"que"s’ha"enviat"a" revista" internacional"

revisada"per"experts"científics"de"l’àmbit"European!Journal!of!Heart!Failure."
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QUART!ARTICLE!

“Electro9mechanical!Conditioning!of!Adult!Progenitor!Cells!Drives!Recovery!of!

Cardiac!Function!After!Myocardial!Infarction”"

A."Llucià?Valldeperas1,*,"C."Soler?Botija1,*,"C."Gálvez?Montón1,"S."Roura1,"C."Prat?
Vidal1,"I."Perea?Gil,"B."Sanchez2,3,"R."Bragos3,"G."Vunjak?Novakovic4"and"A."Bayes?
Genis1,5,6."
 
1ICREC"Research"Programme,"Health"Science"Research"Institute"Germans"Trias"i"
Pujol,"Badalona,"Spain"
2 Department" of" Neurology," Division" of" Neuromuscular" Diseases," Beth" Israel"
Deaconess"Medical"Center,"Harvard"Medical"School,"Boston,"USA"
3Electronic" and" Biomedical" Instrumentation" Group," Departament" d’Enginyeria"
Electrònica,"Universitat"Politècnica"de"Catalunya,"Barcelona,"Spain"
4 Department" of" Biomedical" Engineering" and" Department" of" Medicine,"
Columbia"University,"10032"New"York,"USA""

5Cardiology"Service,"Hospital"Universitari"Germans"Trias"i"Pujol,"Badalona,"Spain"
6Department" of" Medicine," Universitat" Autònoma" de" Barcelona," Barcelona,"
Spain"
*"Ambdós"autors"han"contribuït"de"manera"equivalent"en"aquest"estudi."

Se" sap" que" les" cèlálules" cardíaques" estan" sotmeses" a" forces" elèctriques" i"

mecàniques" que" regulen" l’expressió" genètica" i" la" funció" celálular." Per" tant," la"

hipòtesi" d’aquest" treball" és" que" el" precondicionament" electromecànic" podria"

ajudar" en" la" posterior" integració" de" les" cèlálules" terapèutiques" al" miocardi"

hoste."Els"objectius"d’aquest"projecte"són:"estudiar"la"viabilitat"d’un"constructe"

tissular" d’enginyeria," i" examinar" els" efectes" in! vitro" i" in! vivo" de" les" cèlálules"

estimulades"incloses"en"un"constructe."

Les"ATDPCs"cardíaques"s’estimularen"mitjançant"polsos"elèctrics"monofàsics"de"

2ms" i" 50mV/cm"a" freqüència"d’1Hz" aplicats" quan" les" cèlálules" es" troben"en"el"

seu"punt"màxim"d’estirament"(10%),"durant"7"dies."Tot"seguit,"es"recolliren"les"

cèlálules," es" marcaren" amb" un" fluoròfor" i" s’incorporaren" en" un" hidrogel" de"

fibrina,"per"a"posteriorment"implantar?les"sobre"l’àrea"infartada"del"cor"murí."Es"

portaren"a"terme"anàlisis"genètiques,"proteiques"i"ecocardiogràfiques."
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Les" ATDPCs" electromecanostimulades" augmentaren" l’expressió" dels" principals"

marcadors"cardíacs! in!vitro"(Tbx5,"GATA?4,"β?MyHC,"Cx43"i"SERCA2)."A"nivell" in!

vivo," la" funció" cardíaca" incrementà" d’un" 5%" ?" 12%" respecte" al" grup" d’animals"

tractats" amb" cèlálules" no?estimulades" i" al" grup" d’animals" no?tractats,"

respectivament." La" vascularització" i" integració" funcional" amb" els" vasos" de"

l’hoste" comportà" un" creixement" de" la" densitat" vascular" a" la" regió" límit" de" la"

cicatriu"de"l’infart."A"més,"les"cèlálules"condicionades"expressaren"els"marcadors"

cardíacs" adquirits" in! vitro" observant?se" també" una" escassa" migració" cap" al"

miocardi"murí."

Per" tant," el" precondicionament" electromecànic" emergeix" com" a" una" eina"

terapèutica"esperançadora"per"tractar"l’infart"de"miocardi."
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Report'on'the'PhD'student’s'
participation)in)the)articles)

presented(in(the(thesis!
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The"doctoral"thesis"entitled"“Physiological"conditioning"of"adult"progenitor"cells"

boosts"cardiac"regeneration”"is"presented"as"a"compilation"of"four"articles"and"

one" international" patent" (WO" 2013/185818" A1)." Two" of" these" articles" have"

been"published"in"peer?reviewed"journals,"such"as"Journal!of!Tissue!Engineering!

and!Regenerative!Medicine"and"Stem!Cell!Research!and!Therapy,"belonging"to"

the"first"tercile"of"each"area."A"third"one"has"been"submitted"for"publication"in"

the"European! Journal! of!Heart! Failure" and" the" last" one" is" in" preparation." The"

impact"factors"and"categorization"of"each"journal"as"well"as"the"PhD"candidate"

Aida"Llucià"Valldeperas"participation" in"the"work"presented"as"a"co?author"are"

detailed"bellow:"

• FIRST!ARTICLE!

Llucià?Valldeperas"A,"Sanchez"B,"Soler?Botija"C,"Gálvez?Montón"C,"Prat?Vidal"C,"

Roura" S," Rosell?Ferrer" J," Bragos" R," Bayes?Genis" A." Electrical" stimulation" of"

cardiac" adipose" tissue?derived" progenitor" cells"modulates" cell" phenotype" and"

genetic" machinery." J! Tissue! Eng! Regen! Med." 2015" Nov;9(11):E76?83." doi:"

10.1002/term.1710."

Quality!index:"Impact"factor"(IF)"2013"="4.428;"IF"2014:"5.199."

Ranking! of! the! journal! 2014:" First" quartile" and" tercile" (Q1," T1)" in" the"

BIOTECHNOLOGY! &! APPLIED! MICROBIOLOGY,! CELL! &! TISSUE! ENGINEERING,!

CELL!BIOLOGY"and"ENGINEERING,!BIOMEDICAL!categories."

In" this" publication," the" PhD" student" is" presented" as" a" co?author," being" her"

implication"extensive."Aida"thoroughly"collected"epicardic"and"subcutaneous"fat"

tissue" from" patients" undergoing" cardiac" surgery" in" the" Hospital" Universitari"

Germans" Trias" i" Pujol" and," subsequently" isolated" and" cultured" ATDPCs"

contained"in"these"tissues."She"then"performed"the"electrical"stimulation"of"the"

cells"and"analysed"the"genetic"and"protein"variations"after"the"stimuli."Aida"also"
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did"all"the"statistical"analysis"and"interpretation"of"the"results."Finally,"she"wrote"

the"manuscript"and"their"reviews"and"figure"editing"under"our"supervision.""

• SECOND!ARTICLE!

Llucià?Valldeperas"A,"Sanchez"B,"Soler?Botija"C,"Gálvez?Montón"C,"Roura"S,"Prat?

Vidal" C," Perea?Gil" I," Rosell?Ferrer" J," Bragos" R," Bayes?Genis" A." Physiological"

conditioning" by" electric" field" stimulation" promotes" cardiomyogenic" gene"

expression" in"human"cardiomyocyte"progenitor"cells."Stem!Cell!Res!Ther."2014"

Aug"4;5(4):93."doi:"10.1186/scrt482"

Quality!index:"Impact"factor"(IF)"2014"="3.368.""

Ranking! of! the! journal! 2014:! Second" quartile" (Q2)" in" CELL! BIOLOGY! and!

MEDICINE," RESEARCH! &! EXPERIMENTAL" categories." First" tercile" (T1)" in"

MEDICINE,!RESEARCH!&!EXPERIMENTAL"category."

• THIRD!ARTICLE!

A."Llucià?Valldeperas,"C."Soler?Botija,"C."Gálvez?Montón,"S."Roura,"C."Prat?Vidal,"

I." Perea?Gil," R." Bragos" and" A." Bayes?Genis." Mechanical" physiological" pre?

conditioning" upregulates" sarcomere?related" genes" of" cardiac" adipose"

progenitors."2015."Article"in"preparation."

• FOURTH!ARTICLE!

A." Llucià?Valldeperas*," C." Soler?Botija*," C." Gálvez?Montón," S." Roura," C." Prat?

Vidal," I." Perea?Gil," B." Sanchez," R." Bragos," G." Vunjak?Novakovic" and" A." Bayes?

Genis." Electro?mechanical" Conditioning" of" Adult" Progenitor" Cells" Improves"

Recovery"of"Cardiac"Function"After"Myocardial"Infarction."Article"submitted"for"

publication"in"the!European!Journal!of!Heart!Failure."2015."

Quality!index:"Impact"factor"(IF)"2014"="6.526.""
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Ranking!of! the! journal! 2014:" First" quartile" and" tercile" (Q1," T1)" in"CARDIAC!&!

CARDIOVASCULAR!SYSTEMS!category."

This"article"is"also"presented"as"a"co?author"publication,"and"the"implication"of"

the"doctoral"student"in"this"project"have"been"complete."Specifically,"Aida"was"

in"charge"of"human"fat"tissue"from"epicardic"and"subcutaneous"origin"collection"

and" the" isolation" and" culture" of" ATDPCs." Subsequently," she" performed" their"

electromechanical"stimulation"and"in!vitro"analysis"and"fibrin"constructs"for"the"

posterior"implantation"in"the"murine"model"of"myocardial"infarction."Regarding"

the" in! vivo! experiments," Aida" executed" all" the" histology" procedure," from"

fixation"of" the" sample" to" the" last" image" capture,"quantification"and" statistical"

analysis."Finally,"she"wrote"the"manuscript"and"their"reviews"and"figure"editing"

under"our"supervision."

Any"of"the"articles"exposed"in"this"thesis"have"implicitly"or"explicitly"been"used"

to" prepare" a" doctoral" thesis" different" form" the" one" presented" by" Aida" Llucià"

Valldeperas"or"they"are"planning"to"do"so"in"the"future."

• PATENT!

Title:"Methods" and" devices" for"mechanical" and" electrical" stimulation" of" stem"

cell"monolayer"and"3D"cultures"for"tissue"engineering"applications.!

Inventors:! Benjamí" Sánchez" Terrones," Ramón" Bragós" Bardia," Antonio" Bayés"

Genís,"Aida"Llucià"Valldeperas."

International!Publication!Number:"WO"2013/185818"A1"

Dr."Antoni"Bayés"Genís""" " " Dra."Carolina"Soler"Botija"

"

Thesis"Director" " "" " " Thesis"co?director""
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The"aim"of"this"thesis"is"to"develop"a"new"protocol"of"cell"conditioning"prior"to"

cardiac"cell"therapy," i.e."a"protocol"to"mature"and"prepare"cells"for"the"hostile"

cardiac" environment." In" our" case," the" designed" pre?conditioning" is" based" on"

biophysical"and"physiological"stimuli."

In"this"case,"a"protocol"has"been"designed"to"submit"electrical"and"mechanical"

stimuli"to"a"cell"culture."However,"individual"electrical"and"mechanical"protocols"

were" previously" optimized" to" be" later" combined." Therefore," 3" different"

protocols"were"optimized:"electrical,"mechanical"and"electromechanical."

"

1. Electromechanical!stimulator!

Whenever"we" started" the" thesis" project," there"was" no" device" on" the"market"

suitable"to"perform"these"three"kinds"of"conditinings,"so"we"decided"to"develop"

one," in" collaboration" with" the" Universitat" Politècnica" de" Catalunya," to" cover"

these"needs."

The"apparatus"was"refined"according"to"the"user"experience"and"the"prototype"

final" version" was" internationally" patented" (WO" 2013185818" A1)." Firstly" we"

designed" the" electrical" stimulation" protocol," then" the" mechanical" one," and"

eventually"the"combination"of"both"after"their"individual"optimization."

Currently," industrial" and" pharmaceutical" companies" are" interested" in" this"

patent"and"we"are"working"on"its"license."
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PATENT!

“Methods!and!devices! for!mechanical!and!electrical! stimulation!of! stem!cell!

monolayer!and!3D!cultures!for!tissue!engineering!applications”!

Publication"Number:"WO"2013185818"A1!

International"Application"Number:"PCT/EP2012/061224"

Applicants:"Universitat"Politècnica"de"Catalunya,"Fundació"Institut"d'Investigació"

en" Ciències" de" la" Salut" Germans" Trias" i" Pujol," Francesc" Xavier" Rosell" Ferrer,"

Benjamín" Sánchez" Terrones," Ramón" Bragós" Bardia," Antonio" Bayés" Genís" and"

Aida"Llucià"Valldeperas."

Inventors:" Francesc" Xavier" Rosell" Ferrer," Benjamín" Sánchez" Terrones," Ramón"

Bragós"Bardia,"Antonio"Bayés"Genís"and"Aida"Llucià"Valldeperas."

Agent:" ZBM"Patents?"Zea,"Barlocci"&"Markvardsen."

Classification:! international" (C12M3/00)" and" cooperative" (C12M35/02;"

C12M35/04).!

!

This" patent" comprises" devices" and" methods" for" stimulating" electrically,"

mechanically"or"electromechanically"cell"monolayers"and"3D"cultures"for"tissue"

engineering"applications."A"polydimethylsiloxane"(PDMS)"silicone"construct"was"

used"in"a"disposable"stimulation"device"and"accommodates"a"cell"culture"in"the"

flexible" area." The" PDMS" construct" was" mechanically" extended" by" magnetic"

attraction" to" allow" the" stretching." Additionally," two" electrodes" are" placed" at"

two" opposing" sides" of" the" flexible" area" to" create" the" electric" field" to" induce"

electrical"stimulation."Accordingly,"a"method"to"electromechanically"stimulate"a"

cell"culture"is"proposed."
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2. Electrical!Conditioning!

A"protocol" for" electrostimulation"has" been"designed" for" two" cell" populations:"

cardiac"and"subcutaneous"adipose"tissue?derived"progenitor"cells"(ATDPCs),"and"

cardiomyocyte"progenitor"cells"(CMPCs)."

The" obtained" results" were" published" in" two" international" peer?reviewed"

journals:"

? Electrical"stimulation"of"cardiac"adipose"tissue?derived"progenitor"cells"

modulates"cell"phenotype"and"genetic"machinery."Llucià?Valldeperas"A,"

Sanchez" B," Soler?Botija" C," Gálvez?Montón" C," Prat?Vidal" C," Roura" S,"

Rosell?Ferrer"J,"Bragos"R,"Bayes?Genis"A."J!Tissue!Eng!Regen"Med."2015"

Nov;9(11):E76?83."doi:"10.1002/term.1710."

"

"

 "
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? Physiological" conditioning" by" electric" field" stimulation" promotes"

cardiomyogenic" gene" expression" in" human" cardiomyocyte" progenitor"

cells."Llucià?Valldeperas"A,"Sanchez"B,"Soler?Botija"C,"Gálvez?Montón"C,"

Roura"S,"Prat?Vidal"C,"Perea?Gil"I,"Rosell?Ferrer"J,"Bragos"R,"Bayes?Genis"

A."Stem!Cell!Res!Ther."2014"Aug"4;5(4):93."doi:"10.1186/scrt482."

"

"

"
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FIRST!ARTICLE!

“Electrical! stimulation! of! cardiac! adipose! tissue9derived! progenitor! cells!
modulates!cell!phenotype!and!genetic!machinery”"

A." Llucià?Valldeperas" 1,*," B." Sanchez2,*," C." Soler?Botija1," C."Gálvez?Montón1," C."
Prat?Vidal1,"S."Roura1,"J."Rosell?Ferrer2,"R."Bragos2"and"A."Bayes?Genis1,3,4,5,6."
"
1ICREC"Research"Programme,"Health"Science"Research"Institute"Germans"Trias"i"
Pujol,"Badalona,"Spain"
2Electronic" and" Biomedical" Instrumentation" Group," Departament" d’Enginyeria"
Electrònica,"Universitat"Politècnica"de"Catalunya,"Barcelona,"Spain"
3Cardiology"Service,"Hospital"Universitari"Germans"Trias"i"Pujol,"Badalona,"Spain"
4Department" of" Medicine," Universitat" Autònoma" de" Barcelona," Barcelona,"
Spain"
5Networking"Biomedical" Research"Centre"on"Bioengineering," Biomaterials" and"
Nanomedicine"(CIBER?BBN),"Barcelona,"Spain"
6Red"de"Terapia"Celular"(TerCel),"ISCIII,"Spain"
*"Both"authors"contributed"equally"to"this"study."

The" main" goal" of" this" publication" was" to" examine" the" effect" of" electrical"

stimulation"on"the"cardiodifferentiation"potential"of"cardiac"ATDPCs."First"of"all,"

an" electrical" stimulation" protocol" was" designed" and" optimized" for" this" cell"

population," which" consisted" in:" 2" ms" monophasic" square?wave" pulses" of" 50!
mV/cm" at" 1 Hz" over" 14 days," while" cells" were" cultured" on" biocompatible"

patterned" surfaces."Afterwards," cardiomyogenic" differentiation"was" examined"

at"gene"and"protein"levels."

The"results"obtained"showed"a"significant"upregulation"of"MEF2A"(P"="0.05)"and"

GATA?4" (P" =" 0.03)" in" cardiac" ATDPCs" after" 14" days" of" stimulation."Moreover,"

cardiac" ATDPCs" elongated" by" 11.3%" (P!  =! 0.013)," and" both" electrically"
stimulated"cardiac"and"subcutaneous"ATDPCs"were"better"aligned"to"the"linear"

surface"pattern"of"the"construct,"when"it"was"perpendicular"to"the"electric"field."

Electrical" stimulation" of" cardiac" ATDPCs"modified" cell" phenotype" and" genetic"

machinery," making" them" more" suitable" for" cardiac" regeneration" purposes."
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Hence,"it"seems"advisable"to"use"electrical"cell"training"before"delivery"as"a"cell"

suspension"or"within"engineered"tissue."

" "



Electrical stimulation of cardiac adipose
tissue-derived progenitor cells modulates cell
phenotype and genetic machinery
A. Llucià-Valldeperas1†, B. Sanchez2†, C. Soler-Botija1, C. Gálvez-Montón1, C. Prat-Vidal1, S. Roura1,
J. Rosell-Ferrer2, R. Bragos2 and A. Bayes-Genis1,3,4,5,6*
1ICREC Research Programme, Health Science Research Institute Germans Trias i Pujol, Badalona, Spain
2Electronic and Biomedical Instrumentation Group, Departament d’Enginyeria Electrònica, Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya,
Barcelona, Spain
3Cardiology Service, Hospital Universitari Germans Trias i Pujol, Badalona, Spain
4Department of Medicine, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
5Networking Biomedical Research Centre on Bioengineering, Biomaterials and Nanomedicine (CIBER-BBN), Barcelona, Spain
6Red de Terapia Celular (TerCel), ISCIII, Spain

Abstract

A major challenge of cardiac tissue engineering is directing cells to establish the physiological struc-
ture and function of the myocardium being replaced. Our aim was to examine the effect of electrical
stimulation on the cardiodifferentiation potential of cardiac adipose tissue-derived progenitor cells
(cardiac ATDPCs). Three different electrical stimulation protocols were tested; the selected protocol
consisted of 2ms monophasic square-wave pulses of 50mV/cm at 1Hz over 14days. Cardiac and sub-
cutaneous ATDPCs were grown on biocompatible patterned surfaces. Cardiomyogenic differentiation
was examined by real-time PCR and immunocytofluorescence. In cardiac ATDPCs, MEF2A and GATA-4
were significantly upregulated at day 14 after stimulation, while subcutaneous ATDPCs only exhibited
increased Cx43 expression. In response to electrical stimulation, cardiac ATDPCs elongated, and both
cardiac and subcutaneous ATDPCs became aligned following the linear surface pattern of the construct.
Cardiac ATDPC length increased by 11.3%, while subcutaneous ATDPC length diminished by 11.2%
(p=0.013 and p=0.030 vs unstimulated controls, respectively). Compared to controls, electrostimulated
cells became aligned better to the patterned surfaces when the pattern was perpendicular to the electric
field (89.71! 28.47º for cardiac ATDPCs and 92.15! 15.21º for subcutaneous ATDPCs). Electrical stimula-
tion of cardiac ATDPCs caused changes in cell phenotype and genetic machinery, making them more
suitable for cardiac regeneration approaches. Thus, it seems advisable to use electrical cell training before
delivery as a cell suspension or within engineered tissue. Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Received 20 February 2012; Revised 20 November 2012; Accepted 20 December 2012

Supporting information may be found in the online version of this article.

Keywords electrical stimulation; progenitor cells; cardiac adipose tissue; cardiac regeneration; cardiac
tissue engineering; cardiac differentiation

1. Introduction

Twenty-one days after conception, the human heart starts
beating, a complex process that involves perfect syn-
chrony between contractile, conductive and vascular sys-
tems (Vunjak-Novakovic et al., 2011). Cardiomyocytes
propagate electrical stimulus through intercellular junc-
tions and across the syncytium to produce mechanical

*Correspondence to: A. Bayes-Genis, ICREC (Heart Failure and
Cardiac Regeneration) Research Programme, Cardiology Service,
Hospital Universitari Germans Trias i Pujol, Crta. Canyet, s/n,
08916 Badalona, Barcelona, Spain. E-mail: abayes.germanstrias
@gencat.cat
†These authors contributed equally to this study.

Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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contractions and pump blood to the whole body within
the vascular system. Spontaneous depolarization in pace-
maker cells of the sinoatrial node induces electrical im-
pulse propagation by electrical coupling. Direct currents
are reportedly the main electrical currents that direct cell
migration in embryonic cardiac development, while pul-
satile signals are involved in cardiac syncytium develop-
ment (Nuccitelli, 1992; Ypey et al., 1979). The influence
of electric fields on cell behaviour has been widely demon-
strated in wound healing, electrotaxis (Rabaey and
Rozendal, 2010), neural stimulation (Logothetis et al.,
2010) and stem cell differentiation (Serena et al., 2009).

Cardiac regeneration holds promise for repairing in-
jured myocardium, using methods that combine engineer-
ing, cell biology and medicine. Ultimately, the hope is to
produce functional cardiac-like tissue constructs exhibit-
ing the properties of native cardiac tissue, including
syncytium with contractile and electrophysiological func-
tionality (Tandon et al., 2011). Tissue engineering
involves the application of physiologically relevant chem-
ical and physical stimuli to cultured cells, emulating the
conditions of the in vivo environment (Tandon et al.,
2009a). Thus, preconditioning of a chosen cell type could
be a valuable tool for future regenerative medicine appli-
cations, e.g. a functional construct could combine trained
cells within a scaffold. Numerous groups have attempted
to make adult progenitor cells differentiate into cardio-
myocytes by means of chemical (Fukuda, 2001) or electri-
cal (Genovese et al., 2008) stimulation; however, a
definitive progenitor cell-derived cardiomyocyte-like cell
has not yet been realized.

We recently reported the identification of a novel cell
source with cardiac regeneration potential – human
cardiac adipose tissue-derived progenitor cells (cardiac
ATDPCs). These cells exhibit an inherent cardiac-like
phenotype under basal culture conditions; they express
de novo myocardial and endothelial markers, markedly
reduced infarct area and improved contractility when
transplanted into myocardial infarction rodent models
(Bayes-Genis et al., 2010).

In the present study, our aim was to assess the effects of
electrical stimulation on progenitor cells derived from
adipose tissue. Our approach involved electrical field
simulation of cells cultured on patterned surfaces, which
are known biophysical cues for cell differentiation
(Ghafar-Zadeh et al., 2011). The responses of cardiac
ATDPCs were compared to those of subcutaneous ATDPCs
that lack the inherent cardiomyogenic traits reported in
cardiac ATDPCs (Bayes-Genis et al., 2010).

2. Methods

2.1. Adipose tissue-derived progenitor cell
(ATDPC) isolation and culture

ATDPCs were isolated from cardiac and subcutaneous
adipose tissues obtained from patients undergoing cardiac

surgery. Cardiac adipose tissue biopsy samples were
obtained from fat pads surrounding the cardiac groove,
near the base of the heart and around the aortic root. Sub-
cutaneous samples were taken from fat pads between skin
and sternum from the same patients (Bayes-Genis et al.,
2010).

Adipose tissue biopsy samples were processed as previ-
ously described (Bayes-Genis et al., 2010; Martinez-
Estrada et al., 2005). Briefly, samples were rinsed with
phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and cut into small pieces,
removing visible blood vessels; thereafter, cells were
isolated by collagenase II digestion. Adhered cells were
grown in a-MEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum (FBS) and 1% penicillin–streptomycin, and cultured
under standard conditions (37 !C and 5% CO2). This proto-
col was approved by the local Ethics Committee and
informed consent was obtained from all patients. The study
protocol conformed to the principles outlined in the
Declaration of Helsinki.

2.2. Electrical stimulation set-up

The stimulation unit set-up used in this study was custom
made and consisted of a combination of a monophasic
programmable electrical device, a printed circuit board
(PCB; FR-4 plastic laminate, designed using Ultiboard,
National Instruments) that enabled electrical stimulation
of up to six culture plates, and a biocompatible polydi-
methylsiloxane (PDMS; Sylgard, 184, Dow Corning) sili-
cone construct designed to provide structural support to
cells and electrodes (Figure 1).

The PDMS constructs were built using a custom mould
that was designed with commercial CAD software
(Solidworks), fabricated with poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) and constructed by the assembly of three different
layers. Once the mould was disassembled, the PDMS con-
struct included a cell pool (1 cm" 1 cm" 2mm) where
cells were seeded and cultured. The cell pool surface area
was imprinted with a regular pattern that could be perpen-
dicular or parallel to the direction of the electric field, to
support cell alignment. The regular pattern was imprinted
into the PDMS using a planed, ruled diffraction grating
(1250 grooves/mm; 05RG150-1250-2, Newport) using a
high-precision and consistent polyvinylsiloxane (Affinis,
Coltène Whaledent). The structure also had dedicated
’rooms’ to accommodate the stimulation electrodes. These
electrodes were made of a Teflon core (PTFE; 2mm height
" 1 cm length), which was the structure for the twisted
platinum wire (0.5mm diameter, 30 cm length; PTP201;
World Precision Instruments).

The PDMS compounds were made by mixing two liquid
components in a ratio of 10 parts base:one part curing
agent in a liquid state (10:1 by weight; Sylgard, 184,
Dow Corning). Air introduced into the mixture during stir-
ring was removed using a vacuum chamber at 700mbar
for 30min. Then, the mixture was smoothly poured into
the PMMA mould. To shorten the curing time, the mixture
was cured in an oven (70 !C, 2.5–3h). Once the mixture
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was cured, the mould was removed carefully to avoid
damaging the structures. PDMS constructs were sterilized
by autoclave prior to cell culture.

2.3. Electrical stimulation equipment and
protocol

The applied electric field was intended to mimic the
electrophysiological heart environment. For a given elec-
tric field amplitude, applied to the cells using two stimula-
tion electrodes, a fraction of the applied electric field was
located near the electrodes, due to the electrode imped-
ance resulting from the medium–electrode interface. Con-
sequently, the effective electric field applied to the cells
was variable, depending on the electrode material and
the medium volume. To verify the effective electric field
applied to the cells, we conducted a set of experimental
validation measurements using a four-electrode measure-
ment technique. These measurements were carried out as
follows: the high (HCUR) and low (LCUR) current elec-
trodes were connected to the PCB electrode connector,
while the high (HPOT) and low (LPOT) potential record-
ing electrodes were connected to a digital oscilloscope
(DSO6034A; Agilent Technologies). The distance
between HPOT and LPOT electrodes was fixed at 1 cm.

Then, the amplitude of the monophasic current pulses
generated by the electrical stimulator was modified
according to the electric field recorded (Figure 1).

We tested three different electrical stimulation protocols,
modified from those described in the literature (Tandon
et al., 2009a, 2009b, 2010). At day 0, 3 ! 104 cells were
seeded on the silicone-patterned surface, previously coated
with 0.1% gelatin, and the medium was refreshed three
times/week for 14days.

2.4. Quantitative real-time PCR

Total RNA was isolated from cardiac and subcutaneous
ATDPCs using the AllPrep RNA/Protein Kit (Qiagen).
cDNA was synthesized using random hexamers (Qiagen)
and the iScriptTM One-Step RT–PCR Kit (BioRad Labora-
tories) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. cDNA
was preamplified with the TaqManW PreAmp Master
Mix Kit (Applied Biosystems) and then diluted 1:5 with
RNAse-free water.

Real-time PCR amplifications were performed with
2.5ml cDNA in a final volume of 10ml, containing
5ml TaqMan2! Universal PCR Master Mix, 2ml RNAse-
free water and 0.5ml FAM-labelled primer/probe
(Applied Biosystems), including glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate

Figure 1. Electrical stimulation set-up. (A) Detail of the PDMS-biocompatible construct, supporting the platinum–PTFE electrical
stimulation electrodes connected to the PCB. (B) Experimental set-up for the electrical stimulation of six wells of culture; the electri-
cal stimulator is connected to the PCB through an isolator stage. (C) Schematic of the four-electrode measurement to verify the effec-
tive electric field applied to the cultured cells. The electrical stimulator is connected to the external injection electrodes, HCUR and
LCUR, respectively. The inner detection electrodes, HPOT and LPOT, are separated by 1 cm and connected to an oscilloscope. The
amplitude (A) of the monophasic alternating current pulses generated by the electrical stimulator were modified until the desired
electric field amplitude (E) (5V/cm or 50mV/cm) was observed in the oscilloscope
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dehydrogenase (GAPDH; Hs99999905_m1), myocyte-
specific enhancer factor 2A (MEF2A; Hs01050409_m1),
GATA-binding protein 4 (GATA-4; Hs00171403_m1),
sarcomeric a-actinin (Hs00241650_m1), cardiac Tro-
ponin I (cTnI; Hs00165957_m1), connexin43 (Cx43;
Hs00748445_s1) and sarco/endoplasmic reticulum
Ca2+-ATPase (SERCA2; Hs00544877_m1). Data were
collected and analysed on the LightCyclerW 480 Real-
Time PCR System (Roche); each sample was analysed
in duplicate. The Livak method (2–ΔΔCT) (Livak and
Schmittgen, 2001) was used to quantify absolute and
relative expressions of each gene between electrostimu-
lated and control samples, using GAPDH as an endoge-
nous reference, as previously described (Prat-Vidal
et al., 2007).

2.5. Immunocytofluorescence

Cells were fixed with 10% formalin, permeabilized,
blocked in 10% normal horse serum for 2 h and incubated
for 1 h at room temperature with primary antibodies
against Cx43 (1:100; Sigma), sarcomeric a-actinin
(1:100; Sigma), GATA-4 (1:50; R&D), MEF2 (1:25; Santa
Cruz) and SERCA2 (1:50; Santa Cruz). Secondary antibo-
dies conjugated with Cy2 and Cy3 (1:200; Jackson
ImmunoResearch), and actin fibres were stained with
Phalloidin Alexa 568 (1:40; Invitrogen). Nuclei were
counterstained with Hoechst 33342 (1:104; Sigma).
Images were acquired using an Axio Observer Z1 inverted
microscope (Zeiss).

2.6. Measurement of cell elongation and
alignment

Phalloidin-stained images were randomly acquired at
!200 magnification, and cells with clearly defined out-
lines were manually traced using NIH ImageJ software
(see Supporting information, Figure S1). The cell major
axis was measured, and the cell orientation angle was cal-
culated as the angle between the cell major axis and the
direction of the electric field (perpendicular to the surface
pattern alignment). A minimum of 90 cells/group were
examined from four independent experiments.

2.7. Statistical analysis

Relative fold expressions of cardiac and subcutaneous
ATDPCs were compared using Student’s t-test, and the
statistical difference was determined for the samples from
six separate experiments. The results are presented as
mean" SEM. Statistical analyses of the cellular length
and angle measurements in all groups were performed
using ANOVA followed by Tukey’s tests. Results are shown
as mean" SEM. p< 0.05 was considered significant. All
analyses were performed with SPSS (v 15.0.1, SPSS).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Electrical protocol performance

After an exhaustive search, we adapted three different
electrical stimulation protocols from the literature:
(a) direct current of 5V/cm over 2h (Tandon et al.,
2009a); (b) alternating current of 2msmonophasic square-
wave pulses of 5V/cm at 1Hz over 14days (Tandon et al.,
2009b); and (c) alternating current of 2ms monophasic
square-wave pulses of 50mV/cm at 1Hz over 14days
(Tandon et al., 2010). The electrical parameters were
adapted to our device requirements, and protocols were
tested consecutively according to the results obtained.

The first and second protocols induced cell growth
arrest and cell death in a repetitive and reproducible
manner (not shown). Use of protocol (c) achieved normal
cell appearance and growth, and this protocol was chosen
for further experiments and used to collect the data
reported in this manuscript.

3.2. Effects of electrical stimulation on cardiac
and subcutaneous ATDPCs

At baseline, cardiac ATDPCs exhibited significantly higher
constitutive expression of cardiac markers, such as Cx43,
sarcomeric a-actinin, SERCA2 and GATA-4, compared to
subcutaneous ATDPCs (data not shown) (Bayes-Genis
et al., 2010).

Preliminary experiments with cardiac ATDPCs and
patterned surfaces (parallel and perpendicular) were
executed to obtain information about their effect on
electrical stimulation. Studies were performed compar-
ing cardiac gene expression profiles in both surfaces.
Analysis of cardiomyogenic marker expression showed
no significantly differences in gene expression between
the two groups (all p> 0.05). Accordingly, we decided
to develop all subsequent experiments with perpendic-
ular surfaces because, as previously described (Tandon
et al., 2009b), the electric field gradient across the cell
is minimized with a perpendicular cell disposition to
the electric field.

Electrical stimulation on perpendicular patterned
surfaces modulated gene expression in cardiac and subcu-
taneous ATDPCs, as shown by real-time PCR results in
Figure 2. Data are presented as relative fold expression
(electrostimulated vs non-electrostimulated control) as
measured through real-time PCR analysis, following the
Livak method (Livak and Schmittgen, 2001).

After 14 days of electrical stimulation, cardiac ATDPCs
expressions of MEF2A and GATA-4 transcription factors
were upregulated by more than 4.5- and 2-fold, respec-
tively (Figure 2). Student’s t-test revealed MEF2A upregu-
lation (p= 0.05) and a very significant increase of GATA-4
expression (p=0.03) in cardiac ATDPCs with respect to
subcutaneous ATDPCs. In contrast, the electrostimulated
subcutaneous progenitors only exhibited higher expression
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of Cx43 (2-fold), the major protein involved in cardiomyo-
cyte gap junction structures.

Protein expressions with and without electrical stimula-
tion are shown in Figure 3 (see also Supporting informa-
tion, Figure S2). Control and electrically stimulated
cultures of cardiac ATDPCs expressed similar distribution
of Cx43 protein (Figure 3A; see also Supporting informa-
tion, Figure S2A). Expressions of GATA-4, sarcomeric
a-actinin, MEF2A and SERCA2 were also confirmed by
immunocytofluorescence in electrostimulated cardiac
ATDPCs (Figure 3C, E). As for subcutaneous ATDPCs,
analysis of Cx43 and sarcomeric a-actinin protein expres-
sions in control and treated cells confirmed gene expres-
sion observations (Figure 3B; see also Supporting
information, Figure S2B). Absence of GATA-4 and mini-
mal MEF2A expression observed by real-time PCR were
verified at the protein level (Figure 3D, F).

According to the results shown in Figure 2, electrical
stimulation on cardiac ATDPCs caused relevant genetic
changes in main cardiac transcription factors, such as
MEF2A and GATA-4, involved in heart development and
early cardiac differentiation (Heikinheimo et al., 1994).
MEF2 is a MADS-box transcription factor involved in
several biological processes, including cardiac conduction,
ventricular cardiac myofibril and vascular development
and muscle cell differentiation; specifically,MEF2 controls
the differentiation of cardiomyoblasts into cardiomyo-
cytes (Karamboulas et al., 2006). Its downstream targets
include ventricular myosin light chain, cardiac troponin
T, cTnI, a-myosin heavy chain, desmin and ANF, with
other targets and mechanisms yet to be elucidated

(Morin et al., 2000). GATA-4, on the other hand, is a
zinc-finger transcription factor that is essential for proper
endodermal differentiation and ventral morphogenesis;
like MEF2, GATA-4 is one of the earliest transcription
factors expressed in the developing heart (Heikinheimo
et al., 1994). GATA-binding motifs are present in enhancer
regions of cardiac genes, including sarcomeric proteins,
cardiac-specific enzymes, ANP, BNP and several others
(Pikkarainen et al., 2004). Evidence of direct physical
interaction between MEF2 and GATA-4 through their
DNA binding domains indicates that MEF2 proteins are
recruited by GATA-4 transcription factors to activate car-
diac promoters. The synergy between GATA-4 and MEF2
means that MEF2 proteins are GATA co-activators in car-
diac myogenesis, and both could displace co-repressors
of either or both factors (Morin et al., 2000). Therefore,
increased levels of those important markers could induce
further cardiac differentiation of treated cells, as de-
scribed by Alexander and Bruneau (2010), yet a combina-
tion of cardiogenic transcription factors, such as GATA-4
and MEF2, could induce direct transdifferentiation of
adult cell types into functional cardiomyocytes.

Furthermore, the slight increase of sarcomeric a-actinin af-
ter 14-day electrical stimulation in both cell types could be
correlated with a better cellular predisposition for contractile
function (Bennett, 2012). Nevertheless, the small amount of
sarcomeric a-actinin protein and the lack of sarcomeric struc-
tures and cTnI expression prevent cell contraction.

On the other hand, connexins are transmembrane pro-
teins that oligomerize to form connexons or hemichannels,
called gap junctions, to connect with neighbouring cells

Figure 2. Real-time PCR of cardiomyogenic genes in cardiac and subcutaneous ATDPCs. Relative fold expressions of cardiomyogenic
markers in electrostimulated vs non-treated controls are shown in both cardiac and subcutaneous ATDPCs. Cardiac Troponin I (cTnI)
transcripts were not detected in either cell type. Values were normalized to GAPDH expression and are shown as mean ! SEM for six
independent experiments, performed in duplicate; *p ≤0.05 vs subcutaneous ATDPCs group
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(Morel and Kwak, 2012). In cardiac electrophysiology, gap
junctions promote cell connections through a hydrophilic
pathway, and contribute to electrical signal transference
during action potential propagation, facilitating cell con-
traction synchronization (Delmar et al., 2004). Thus, in-
creased Cx43 expression is directly related to the electrical
field stimulation and its involvement in electrical charge
transference, and suggests that a cell is able to adapt to
the electrical environment.

With regard to cell phenotype and organization, cardiac
ATDPCs elongated and both cardiac and subcutaneous
ATDPCs became aligned following the linear surface
pattern of the construct (parallel or perpendicular) when
electrical stimulationwas applied. Figure 4 shows that actin
filaments at baseline already showed a certain alignment,
following the direction of the surface pattern. Cellular
organization of electrically stimulated cultures expressed a
remarkably more pronounced cell alignment (Figure 4).
Measurements of cell elongation and angulation were per-
formed. Indeed, after 14days of stimulation, the length of
cardiac ATDPCs increased by 11.3%, while the length of
subcutaneous ATDPCs diminished by 11.2% (p=0.013
and p=0.030 vs unstimulated controls, respectively).
Although no statistically significant differences were
detected in cell alignment, measurements showed that
when the pattern was perpendicular to the electric field,
electrostimulated cells aligned better to the patterned sur-
faces than controls (89.71! 28.47º for cardiac ATDPCs
and 92.15! 15.21º for subcutaneous ATDPCs).

This phenomenon was previously described by Tandon
et al. (2009b), who suggested that cell disposition perpen-
dicular to the electric fieldminimizes the electric field gradi-
ent across the cell. However, cells aligned parallel to the
electric field when they were cultured on parallel-patterned
surfaces, suggesting that the surface pattern is a strong
modulator of cell orientation; similar results were previ-
ously described (Tandon et al., 2009a). In addition, our
present data verify that electrical field stimulation enhances
this alignment. On perpendicular patterned surfaces, car-
diac ATDPCs significantly elongated and adapted in a more
organizedway as a response to electrical field stimulation. It
is plausible that this morphology may facilitate cell connec-
tions and thus allow electrical signal propagation. In fact,
myocardium is formed by parallel fibres with perpendicu-
larly intercalated discs (adherens junctions, desmosomes
and gap junctions) that connect single cardiomyocytes to
an electrochemical syncytium. Following electrostimula-
tion, subcutaneous ATDPCs shortened and adopted a more
random organization, rendering this cell source less suitable
for cardiac regeneration purposes than cardiac ATDPCs.

In summary, the present results indicate that electrosti-
mulation contributes to enhancing the expression of
several cardiac-specific genes that are of great value for
achieving a certain degree of cardiodifferentiation. This
phenomenon is particularly relevant in cardiac ATDPCs,
since upregulation of the early cardiomyogenic transcrip-
tion factors MEF2A and GATA-4 could result in a further
cascade of cardiac proteins. We also found that cell

Figure 3. Protein expression in cardiac and subcutaneous ATDPCs on a vertical patterned surface. Phalloidin staining (red) and Cx43
expression (green) in cardiac (A) and subcutaneous (B) ATDPCs. Sarcomeric a-actinin (red) and GATA-4 (green) expressions in
cardiac (C) and subcutaneous (D) ATDPCs. SERCA2 (red) and MEF2 (green) expression in cardiac (E) and subcutaneous (F) ATDPCs.
Nuclei were counterstained with Hoechst 33342 (blue; A,B, D, F). Scale bars=50mm
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disposition was based on the surface pattern and empha-
sized by the electrical stimulation (particularly in cardiac
ATDPCs). Interestingly, we were able to enhance cell ori-
entation with perpendicular patterned surfaces, diminish-
ing cell opposition to the electrical current flow.

It is widely known that the electrical activity present in
the heart is a physical phenomenon that plays a key role
in the contractile behaviour of the myocardium. Efforts
towards cardiac regeneration have focused on finding a
cardiomyocyte-like cell with electromechanical activity, a
cell attribute required for cardiac regeneration approaches.
Electrostimulation is likely a useful tool for cell training for
further cardiac applications, e.g. enhancing functional
assembly of cardiomyocyte-like cells into a synchronously
contracting cardiac bioimplant suitable for cardiac regener-
ation purposes. These modifications exert an adaptation to
a hostile heart environment and the selection of well-
trained cells. Moreover, electrical stimulation has the
advantages of being a simple and reproducible method of
mimicking part of the cardiac physiology in vitro.

Further investigation in this field is necessary. Changes in
the expression of ion channels in ATDPCsmust be studied, as
they have been reported in baseline conditions (Bayes-Genis
et al., 2010). Additionally, cell phenotype modulation should
be detected at different time points after electrical stimula-
tion; longer experiments could reveal intercellular commu-
nications and cell reorganization. Finally, the contractile
function in electrically stimulated culture could be modified;
further research should investigate the effects of changes in
contractile function as well as electrical signal transduction.
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Figure S1. Cardiac ATDPCs cell lengthmeasurements. Rep-
resentative immunocytofluorescence images with phalloi-
din staining (red) in control (left) and electrostimulated

Figure 4. Cells elongated and aligned following the patterned surface. Phalloidin staining (red) in control and electrostimulated cultures
of cardiac (left) and subcutaneous (right) ATDPCs on perpendicular (upper panel) and parallel (lower panel) patterned surfaces. Nuclei
were counterstained with Hoechst 33342. Scale bars=50mm
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(right) cardiac ATDPCs. Nuclei were counterstained
with Hoechst 33342 (blue).
Figure S2. Connexin43 distribution in cardiac and
subcutaneous ATDPCs magnified images. Phalloidin

staining (red) and Cx43 expression (green) in cardiac
(A) and subcutaneous (B) ATDPCs. Nuclei were coun-
terstained with Hoechst 33342 (blue; A, B). Scale
bars= 25 mm.
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cardiomyogenic!gene!expression!in!human!cardiomyocyte!progenitor!cells”"

A."Llucià?Valldeperas"1,"B."Sanchez2,"C."Soler?Botija1,"C."Gálvez?Montón1,"C."Prat?
Vidal1,"S."Roura1,"I."Perea?Gil,"J."Rosell?Ferrer3,"R."Bragos3"and"A."Bayes?Genis1,4,5."
 
1ICREC"Research"Programme,"Health"Science"Research"Institute"Germans"Trias"i"
Pujol,"Badalona,"Spain"
2 Department" of" Neurology," Division" of" Neuromuscular" Diseases," Beth" Israel"
Deaconess"Medical"Center,"Harvard"Medical"School,"Boston,"USA"
3Electronic" and" Biomedical" Instrumentation" Group," Departament" d’Enginyeria"
Electrònica,"Universitat"Politècnica"de"Catalunya,"Barcelona,"Spain"
4Cardiology"Service,"Hospital"Universitari"Germans"Trias"i"Pujol,"Badalona,"Spain"
5Department" of" Medicine," Universitat" Autònoma" de" Barcelona," Barcelona,"
Spain"
"
The"hypothesis"of"this"manuscript"was"that"CMPCs"electrical"conditioning"could"

improve"their"cardiovascular"potential."CMPCs"were"isolated"from"human"adult"

atrial" appendages" and" phenotypically" characterized." Then," an" electrical"

stimulation"protocol"was"adapted"for"them"and"consisted"in"2?ms"monophasic"

square?wave" pulses" of" 25" mV/cm" at" 1" Hz" (alternating" current)" for" 7" and" 14"

days." Gene" and" protein" expression" after" 7" and" 14" days" were" analysed" for"

control"and"stimulated"CMPCs."

Electrical" stimulation" modulated" gene" and" protein" expression," increasing" all"

cardiac" markers." Indeed," GATA?4" early" transcription" factor" was" significantly"

upregulated" (P"="0.008),"but"also" its"coactivator"MEF2A"was" incremented" (P"="

0.073)"after"electrical"stimulation."Additionally,"structural"proteins"and"calcium"

handling?related"genes,"such"as"cTnI,"Cx43"and"SERCA2,"were"overexpressed.""

Accordingly," the" cardiac" restoration" capability" of" CMPCs" was" improved" by"

electric" field" stimulation." Thus," electrostimulated" CMPCs" are" better" prepared"

cells" for" myocardial" integration" after" implantation." Consequently," short?term"

electrical" conditioning" could" be" an" effective" biophysical" approach" to" adapt"
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cardiac"progenitor" cells" to" a" cardiovascular"phenotype"and"be" integrated" into"

transdifferentiation"protocols."

"
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stimulation promotes cardiomyogenic gene
expression in human cardiomyocyte progenitor
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Abstract

The optimal cell lineage for cardiac-regeneration approaches remains mysterious. Additionally, electrical
stimulation promotes cardiomyogenic differentiation of stimulated cells. Therefore, we hypothesized that
electrical conditioning of cardiomyocyte progenitor cells (CMPCs) might enrich their cardiovascular potential.
CMPCs were isolated from human adult atrial appendages, characterized, and electrically stimulated for 7 and
14 days. Electrical stimulation modulated CMPCs gene and protein expression, increasing all cardiac markers.
GATA-binding protein 4 (GATA4) early transcription factor was significantly overexpressed (P = 0.008), but also
its coactivator myocyte enhancer factor 2A (MEF2A) was upregulated (P = 0.073) under electrical stimulation.
Moreover, important structural proteins and calcium handling-related genes were enhanced. The cardioregeneration
capability of CMPCs is improved by electrical field stimulation. Consequently, short-term electrical stimulation
should be a valid biophysical approach to modify cardiac progenitor cells toward a cardiogenic phenotype, and
can be incorporated into transdifferentiation protocols. Electrostimulated CMPCs may be best-equipped cells for
myocardial integration after implantation.

Introduction
Cardiovascular diseases remain the leading cause of death
in Western countries. Alternative strategies beyond current
guidelines are actively sought to repair injured cardiac tis-
sue, and stem cell-based therapies provide a promising path
toward achieving this goal. In the past decade, progenitors
from different origins have been studied for cardiac-
regeneration purposes; however, the optimal cell lineage
remains elusive. Despite the existence of resident cardiac
stem cells, such as human cardiomyocyte progenitor cells
(CMPCs), the regenerative capacity of the heart is limited.
The therapeutic potential of CMPCs was outlined in a

pivotal report by Smits et al. [1], who demonstrated that

CMPCs exhibit a certain degree of in situ differentiation
into cardiomyocytes, smooth muscle cells, and endothe-
lial cells after intramyocardial injection in a postinfarcted
model in mice. Cardiomyogenic differentiation has also
been promoted in a cardiac-mimetic electrical stimula-
tion model in vitro [2]. Accordingly, we hypothesized
that the biophysical conditioning of CMPCs by electrical
stimuli might enhance their cardiovascular potential and
render them (once electrostimulated) fitting candidates
for cardiac cell-therapy strategies.
In this study, we reported CMPCs isolation and

characterization; we designed an electrostimulation proto-
col based on 2-millisecond pulses of 25 mV/cm alternat-
ing current, and evidenced gene and protein modulations
after electric-field stimulation.

Results
CMPCs were precisely isolated from human adult atrial
appendages after the clonogenic method, as previously
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described [3]. Cell-collection procedure was approved
by the local Ethics Committee (Germans Trias i Pujol
University Hospital Ethics Committee), and informed
consent was obtained from all patients. The study protocol
conformed to the principles outlined in the Declaration of
Helsinki.
Subsequent characterization of CMPCs demonstrated

a spindle-shaped, highly proliferating (duplication time:
1.5 ± 0.3 days) population of cells showing high Sca-1
and CD105, low CD34, and undetectable CD14, CD45,
and CD133 expressions (Figure 1A-C). A representative
CMPC cardiac gene-expression pattern was also found
under basal conditions (Figure 1D). In particular, MEF2A
and GATA4 transcription factors were expressed, as well
as α-actinin, cardiac troponin I (cTnI), the calcium handling-
related protein, sarcoplasmic endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+

ATPase 2 (SERCA2), and the cell-connection protein,
connexin43 (Cx43). Baseline expression of the endothelial
marker CD31 was also confirmed in control CMPCs at both
gene and protein levels (Figure 1D,E). See Additional file 1
for detailed explanation of materials and methods.
Next, CMPCs were electrostimulated by using a custom-

made stimulation-unit setup, which comprised a monophasic
programmable electrical device, an electrical isolation

stage, two printed circuit boards, which enable the fast
and robust connection of the electrodes, and a biocompatible
polydimethylsiloxane silicone-patterned construct, de-
signed to provide structural support to cells and elec-
trodes (Figure 2A). Although pulses produced by the
stimulator are monophasic, the transformer-based isolator
creates a negative low-level exponential pulse after each
square positive pulse, which ensures zero direct-current
average voltage to avoid electrolysis.
The electrical-stimulation protocol consisted of submit-

ting 30,000 seeded cells to 2-ms monophasic square-wave
pulses of 25 mV/cm at 1 Hz (alternating current) for 7
and 14 days [4].
Electrical stimulation modulated CMPC gene and pro-

tein expression (Figure 2B,C). Figure 2B shows the fold
change of the studied cardiac markers at 7 and 14 days.
All cardiac markers increased their expression after 14
days of stimulation.
A statistically significant overexpression of GATA4 was

observed (P = 0.008), but also MEF2A (P = 0.073) was
upregulated under electrical stimulation. MEF2 proteins
are recruited through their DNA-binding domains by
the early transcription factor GATA4 to activate cardiac
promoters. Both transcription factors are expressed in

Figure 1 Baseline characterization of CMPCs. (A) Bright-field image of CMPCs under standard culture conditions. (B) Sca-1 expression (green)
in control CMPCs. (C) CD31 expression (green) in control CMPCs. (D) CMPC surface-marker expression profile under basal conditions. (E) Real-time
RT-PCR, showing fold expression (2-ΔCT) of cardiomyogenic and angiogenic genes in control CMPCs.
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the developing heart and have similar genetic expression
patterns after electrical stimulation.
The presence of early transcription factors might con-

ceivably enhance cardiac protein expression to achieve fur-
ther a cardiomyocyte-like phenotype (for example, gap
junctions for electrical coupling, and sarcomeric proteins
for mechanical contraction) (Figure 2Ca-f). Cx43 proteins
form gap junctions, which are key elements for impulse
propagation throughout the heart syncytium. Cx43 protein
was observed in the cytoplasm, as well as at the plasma
membrane, particularly in stimulated cells (Figure 2Ca,b),
in which its expression was improved. Main structural
proteins for the contractile apparatus, such as cTnI and
α–actinin, were also augmented (P = 0.093 and P > 0.1,
respectively), although they do not show a striated pattern
(Figure 2Cc,d). The absence of sarcomeres could suggest
an early stage in the cardiomyogenic differentiation [5].
Additionally, SERCA2 protein was expressed in both

conditions (Figure 2Ce,f ), and was also slightly enhanced
after 14 days of electrical stimulation (P > 0.1). SERCA2
proteins are intracellular pumps, which are located in
the sarcoplasmic or endoplasmic reticula of muscle cells
that are involved in the regulation of the cardiac con-
traction/relaxation cycle.

Conclusions
In sum, these data demonstrate that electric-field stimula-
tion of CMPCs enhances cardiac gene expression. Gene
modulation is translated to the protein level to promote
CMPC phenotype differentiation. Short-term electrical
stimulation appears to be a valid biophysical method to
modify cardiac progenitor cells toward a cardiogenic
phenotype, and can be included in transdifferentiation
protocols. Electrostimulated CMPCs may be best-equipped
for myocardial integration after transplantation.

Additional file

Additional file 1: Detailed description of materials and methods
used in this study in the additional file.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 

Cell isolation and culture 

CMPCs were processed from human adult atrial appendages and cultured as 

previously described [1]. Briefly, samples were rinsed with cold M-buffer, cut 

into small clumps removing any fat or scar tissue; then, cells were washed twice 

in cold PBS and isolated by collagenase A digestion. Thereafter, the cell solution 

was ground through the 40µm cell strainer on ice, centrifuged resuspended in 

PBS and the supernatant was collected and seeded on a 0.1% gelatine coated 

plate with growth medium plus bFGF. The growth medium was composed of 

EGM-2+M199 (1:3), 10% FBS, 1%Penicillin/streptomycin, 1% α-MEM non-

essential aminoacids and 5µg/mL plasmocyn. Cell collection procedure was 

approved by the local Ethics Committee, and informed consent was obtained 

from all patients. The study protocol conformed to the principles outlined in the 

Declaration of Helsinki.  

Electrical stimulation setup 

The biocompatible polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS; Sylgard, 184, Dow Corning 

Corp.) silicone constructs were built using a custom mould that was designed 

with commercial CAD software (Solidworks), fabricated with poly(methyl 

methacrylate) (PMMA), and constructed by the assembly of three different 

layers. The cell pool surface area was imprinted with a regular pattern 

perpendicular to the direction of the electric field to support cell alignment [2]. 

The PDMS structure also had dedicated rooms to accommodate the stimulation 

electrodes. These electrodes were made of a Teflon core (PTFE) (2 mm height, 1 
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cm length), which was the structure for the twisted platinum wire (0.5 mm, 30 

cm; PTP201; World Precision Instruments).  

The PDMS compounds were made by mixing two liquid components in a ratio 

of 10 parts base to one part curing agent in a liquid state (10:1, by weight) 

(Sylgard, 184, Dow Corning Corp.). Air introduced into the mixture during 

stirring was removed by using a vacuum chamber at 700 mbar for 30 minutes. 

Then, the mixture was smoothly poured into the PMMA mould and cured in an 

oven (70°C, 2.5-3h). Once the mixture was cured, the mould was carefully 

removed. PDMS constructs were sterilised by autoclave prior to cell culturing. 

Quantitative real-time PCR 

Total RNA was isolated from CMPCs using the AllPrep RNA/Protein Kit 

(Qiagen). cDNA was synthesized using random hexamers (Qiagen) and the 

iScriptTM One-Step RT-PCR Kit (BioRad Laboratories) according to the 

manufacturer's protocol. cDNA was preamplified with the TaqMan® PreAmp 

Master Mix Kit (Applied Biosystems) and then diluted 1:5 with RNAse-free 

water. 

Real-time PCR amplifications were performed with 2.5 µL of cDNA in a final 

volume of 10 µL, containing 5 µL TaqMan 2× Universal PCR Master Mix, 2 µL 

RNAse-free water, and 0.5 µL of FAM-labelled primer/probe purchased from 

Applied Biosystems (Foster City), including glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase (GAPDH) (Hs99999905_m1), myocyte-specific enhancer factor 

2A (MEF2A) (Hs01050409_m1), GATA-binding protein 4 (GATA4) 

(Hs00171403_m1), sarcomeric α-actinin (Hs00241650_m1), cardiac Troponin I 
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(cTnI) (Hs00165957_m1), connexin43 (Cx43) (Hs00748445_s1), 

sarco/endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+-ATPase (SERCA2) (Hs00544877_m1) and 

CD31 (Hs00169777_m1). Data were collected and analysed on the LightCycler® 

480 Real-Time PCR System (Roche); each sample was analysed in duplicate. 

The Livak method (2-ΔCT) and Fold Change (|stimulatedΔCT/controlΔCT|) were 

used to quantify absolute and relative expressions of each gene between 

electrostimulated and control samples, using GAPDH as an endogenous 

reference. 

Immunocytofluorescence 

Cells were fixed with 10% formalin for 15 minutes, permeabilized, blocked in 

10% normal horse serum for 2 hours, and incubated for 1 hour at room 

temperature with primary antibodies against Sca1-like protein (1:100; Abcam), 

Cx43 (1:100; Sigma), sarcomeric α-actinin (1:100; Sigma), GATA4 (1:50; 

R&D), MEF2 (1:25, Santa Cruz Biotech), SERCA2 (1:50; Santa Cruz Biotech), 

CD31 (1:10; Abcam). Secondary antibodies conjugated with Cy2 and Cy3 

(1:200; Jackson ImmunoResearch), and actin fibers were stained with Phalloidin 

Alexa 568 (1:40; Invitrogen). Nuclei were counterstained with Hoechst 33342 

(1:104; Sigma); images were acquired with an Axio Observer Z1 inverted 

microscope (Zeiss). 

Statistics 

Relative fold expressions of CMPCs were compared using Student’s T-test, and 

the statistical difference was determined for the samples from 5 and 10 separate 
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experiments of 7 and 14 days, respectively. The results are presented as 

mean±SEM. P values < 0.05 were considered significant. All analyses were 

performed with SPSS (21 version, SPSS, Inc.). 
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3. Mechanical!Conditioning!

Later"on,"a"mechanical"stimulation"protocol"was"designed"for"a"monolayer"cell"

culture" application." The" goal" was" to" physically" stimulate" the" cells" in" a"

physiological"manner" and" to" analyse" the" effects" derived" from" it," but" also" the"

role"of"the"patterned"culture"surface"on"the"cells"with"and"without"stimulation."

The"results"obtained"from"the"mechanostimulation"on"ATDPCs"are"included"in"a"

manuscript"in"preparation."

To" carry" out" mechanical" stimulation" on" cultured" cells," a" new" device" was"

designed" in" collaboration" with" the" Universitat" Politècnica" de" Catalunya." This"

device" was" recently" patented" (WO" 2013185818" A1)" and" its" description" and"

results"are"also"contained"in"the"third"manuscript."
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"

The"cardiac"environment"is"characterized"by"an"unavoidable"contractility,"which"

hinders" cell" implantation." In" addition," cardiac" cells" adjust" their" performance"

according" to" the" mechanical" stimuli" received." Hence," the" hypothesis" is" that"

mechanical"conditioning"of"therapeutic"cells"could"improve"cell"retention"in"the"

myocardium"and"enhance"their"cardiovascular"potential."

Cardiac"and"subcutaneous"ATDPCs"were"mechanically"stimulated"for"7"days"at"

10%" stretching" in" three" different" patterned" surfaces" (vertical," horizontal" and"

smooth)." Gene" and" protein" expression" analyses" were" carried" out" for" each"

condition"and"cell"type."

Gene"analysis"revealed"that"mechanostimulated"cardiac"ATDPCs" increased"the"

expression" of" cardiac" transcription" factor" (GATA?4" and" Tbx5)" and" structural"

genes" (cTnI" and" α?actinin)" after" 7" days" of" receiving" mechanical" stimuli" and"

depending" on" the" culture" surface." Additionally," the" gene" expression" was"

evidenced"at"the"protein"level"through"immunostainings."

Mechanical" stimulation" on" progenitor" cells" affected" early" and" late" cardiac"

markers" strongly" related" with" the" cardiac" contraction." It" is" plausible" that"
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mechanical" conditioning" acts" on" transcription" factors" that" activate" the"

downstream"expression"of"contractile"proteins"to"adapt"their"phenotype"to"the"

stretching"environment."

To" conclude," mechanical" preconditioning" of" cardiac" ATDPCs" enhances" the"

expression" of" early" and" late" cardiac" genes," intensely" related"with" the" cardiac"

sarcomere," and" this" gene" modulation" is" also" dependent" on" the" patterned"

surface."
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Abstract 

Background: The cardiac tissue is an unfriendly environment for the 

implantation of therapeutic cells due to its unavoidable contractility. Cardiac 

cells respond to mechanical stimuli and adjust their performance accordingly. It 

is also known that mechanical stimulation of tissue-engineered constructs 

improves their organization and contraction force. Therefore, we hypothesize 

that the mechanical conditioning of therapeutic cells could improve their 

retention and cardiovascular potential, to help in cardiac tissue restoration. 

Methods: Cardiac and subcutaneous adipose tissue-derived progenitor cells 

(ATDPCs) were mechanically stretched for 7 days at 1 Hz in three different 

surfaces (vertical, horizontal and smooth). Gene and protein analysis were 

carried out for each cell type in every condition. 

Results: A device was designed and validated to effectively apply mechanical 

stretching to a monolayer cell culture protocol. Mechanically stimulated cardiac 

ATDPCs increased the expression of cardiac transcription factor (GATA-4 and 

Tbx5) and structural genes (cTnI and α-actinin) after 7 days of mechanical 

stimulation. Thus, it seems that mechanical conditioning acts on transcription 

factors to further activate the expression of downstream contractile proteins in 

order to adapt their phenotype to the stretching environment. This gene 

modulation was different depending on the pattern surface. 
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Conclusions: Mechanical pre-conditioning of cardiac ATDPCs enhances the 

expression of early and late cardiac genes related with the cardiac sarcomere, 

and this gene modulation is also dependent on the patterned surface.  
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Introduction 

Cardiovascular diseases are the most common causes of mortality and morbidity 

globally. Despite striking therapeutic advances achieved in the past two decades, 

still too often the sequelae of myocardial infarction (MI) are large scars that lead 

to heart failure. Endogenous cardiomyocyte renewal is insufficient to 

compensate the massive myocyte loss after MI, thus cell therapy or tissue 

engineering to enhance heart regeneration or to support cardiac repair are 

attractive therapeutic alternatives. 

Cardiac tissue engineering requires an appropriate structural cell 

organization, which mimics the aligned fibrillar structure of the extracellular 

matrix (ECM). The ECM offers important cues for the survival, function and 

orientation of cardiomyocytes. Regarding cell alignment, nanoscale patterns 

(e.g. gratings, fibres, pits, columns or grains) produced by lithography or 

fabrication techniques have been used to study the effect of surface patterning on 

cell adhesion and orientation (1). Different techniques and methods are currently 

developing new surfaces, such as electrospun aligned nanofibres (2), 3D-sharp-

tip nanotopographies (3), or laser structuring processes (4). It has been 

demonstrated that cell orientation is determined by the given surface topography, 

yet cells followed the specified direction and aligned along the pattern. Thus, 

patterned substrates mimic more accurately the natural conditions that control 

the functional and structural properties of cardiac cells (5). 
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The heart is a mechanically-active organ that dynamically senses its own 

milieu. This environment is fluctuating on a beat-by-beat basis, with additional 

modulation by respiratory activity, posture changes, physical activity, and 

further overlaid due to physiological (e.g. pregnancy, endurance training) or 

pathological circumstances (e.g. pressure or volume overload). The heart is not a 

simple pump, yet it detects changes in mechanical demands and adjusts its 

performance via heart rate and stroke volume. The regulatory processes are 

encoded intramyocardially and maintained. Nevertheless, the mechanisms 

underlying cardiac mechanosensitivity are poorly understood (6). 

It is well known that mechanical stretch improves contractility (7), enables 

growth factors secretion and calcium handling in cardiac myocytes, and alters 

extracellular matrix synthesis in cardiac fibroblasts (8). Generally, mechanical 

tension promotes heart muscle survival, cell alignment, elongation, hypertrophy, 

and differentiation (9). Whether mechanical preconditioning at physiological 

ranges display cardiac and/or endothelial differentiation in progenitor cells is 

incompletely characterized. 

Accordingly, in this study, we investigated the combined effect of 

mechanical conditioning and the patterned surface on cardiac adipose-derived 

progenitor cells (ATDPCs). We hypothesized that mechanical conditioning may 

lead to an enhanced cardiovascular phenotype of cardiac ATDPCs, that will 

likely follow the topography of the culture surface. 
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Methods 

Human ATDPCs isolation and culture 

Human ATDPCs were isolated from cardiac (cardiac ATDPCs) and 

subcutaneous (sub ATDPCs) adipose tissues obtained from patients undergoing 

cardiac surgery. Informed consent was obtained from all patients, the study 

protocol was approved by the local Ethics Committee (Germans Trias i Pujol 

University Hospital Ethics Committee), and it conformed to the principles of the 

Declaration of Helsinki. Tissues were obtained from a total of 37 patients 

(cardiac adipose tissue samples) and 6 patients (subcutaneous adipose tissue 

samples). Cells isolated from each tissue source were pooled and used for 

experiments. Subcutaneous ATDPCs were used as control cells. 

Adipose tissue biopsy samples were harvested and processed as described 

previously (10). Briefly, samples were rinsed with PBS and cut into small 

pieces, and visible blood vessels were removed; next, cells were isolated by 

collagenase II (Gibco) digestion. Adhered cells were grown in α-MEM (Sigma) 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco), 1 mM L-glutamine (Gibco), 

and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco), and cultured under standard culture 

conditions (37°C and 5% CO2).  

Cell support and mechanical stimulator design  

The design of the cells support, according to desired requirements and 

specifications resulted, after several iterations and improvements, in the piece 
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shown in Figure 1A, which corresponds to one of the figures of the patent 

application (PCT/EP 2012/061224). 

The central segment containing the pool has the thinnest section of the whole 

structure, then concentrating the highest deformation. The chosen polymer was 

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning Corp.), which is a 

two-compound polymer characterized by an elastic modulus in the range 1.3 

MPa to 3 MPa depending on the preparation temperature.  

The cell supports prototypes have been built using poly(methyl methacrylate) 

(PMMA) moulds for single pieces or up to six pieces. Both have five parts cut 

by laser from 5 mm PMMA sheets. The lower parts of both moulds host 

embedded magnets that help locating the magnets in the PDMS pieces while 

curing. The six pieces mould can host pattern casts to transfer vertical or 

horizontal line patterns to the bottom of the pools where the cells grow. They 

help to the cell alignment. These line patterns are transferred from a master 

block (an interferometric optical filter) that has 1 µm wide lines to an 

intermediate mould made in high resolution resin (Affinis Microsystem). 

The magnets were selected to fit into the structure and to provide the needed 

forces. The selected models for being embedded into the PDMS cell support was 

the 6x2x4 mm3 nickel plated neodymium magnet from Supermagnete (model Q-

06-04-02-HN). The selected model for the external driving magnets (2 of them 

are placed on each side) were the 10x10x5 mm3 nickel plated neodymium 

magnets, also from Supermagnete (model Q-10-10-05-N). The inner transversal 
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slots next to the pool are intended to host the electrodes for electrical stimulation 

or simultaneous electromechanical stimulation. 

In the current prototype, up to six culture plates can be placed in a support 

made with laser cut PMMA and printed circuit board technology (FR7) that 

holds the fixed magnets, the circuits that allow connecting the electrical 

stimulation signals to the electrodes and even an electrical impedance 

spectroscopy measurement system (not used in the current protocols). The 6 

driving electrodes are mounted in an aluminium bar, which is moved by a linear 

servomotor (LM 2070-040-11) from Faulhaber. 

The motor is driven by a MCLM-3006-S motor controller, also from 

Faulhaber, which is operated through a RS-232 port from a Labview application. 

Through the user interface, the frequency of the mechanical stimulation, its duty 

cycle, the number of pulses and the pulse amplitude (magnet excursion) can be 

programmed. Initially, a 1Hz square waveform with 50% duty cycle is chosen. 

The rise and fall times of the waveform are programmed in the motor controller 

to be of 100 ms, then imitating roughly the shape of the pressure cycle in the 

heart (11). 

Mechanical stimulation validation: deformation and force measurement methods 

To evaluate the deformation and its uniformity along the structure, photographic 

images were taken in the relaxed and in the maximum strain position for a given 

force. The measurements were made with the distance measurement tool of 
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Matlab ImgTool utility display, and the corners of the pool were manually 

identified. 

To assess the exerted force and the cycle shape we have assumed that the 

central part of the cell support follows the Hooks law (deformation proportional 

to the force) and have measured the force by attaching a magnet like the ones 

embedded into the cell support to the sensing lever of a force transducer (WPI-

Fort25). The set-up has been aligned respect to the mobile magnet, positioning 

the magnet in the same location it is when the cell support is placed in the 

mechanical stimulator (Fig. 1B).  

Cell culture with mechanical conditioning 

Concisely, 3×104 cells were seeded on each PDMS construct one day before the 

beginning of the stimulation. The PDMS construct had 3 different patterned 

surfaces: perpendicular to the stretching force (vertical pattern), parallel to the 

stretching force (horizontal pattern), and without a pattern (smooth surface). The 

mechanostimulation protocol consisted in: ~5% stretching at 1 Hz for 7 days. 

This was conducted a minimum of 4 times (with at least 3 replicates each) for 

the in vitro experimentation (gene and protein analysis). Non-stimulated cells 

were used as a control for mechanical conditioning, while subcutaneous 

ATDPCs were used as a control for cardiac ATDPCs. Immunostainings were 

performed on the cells attached to the PDMS construct and fixed with formalin 

10% at day 7. Gene analyses were carried out after the trypsinization of the cells 

attached to the PDMS construct for both control and stimulated groups. 
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Quantitative real-time PCR 

Total RNA was isolated from cardiac and subcutaneous ATDPCs using the 

AllPrep RNA/Protein Kit (Qiagen). cDNA was synthesized using random 

hexamers (Qiagen) and the iScript™ One-Step RT-PCR Kit (BioRad 

Laboratories) according to the manufacturer's protocol. cDNA was preamplified 

with the TaqMan® PreAmp Master Mix Kit (Applied Biosystems) and then 

diluted 1:5 with RNAse-free water. 

Real-time PCR amplifications were performed with 2.5 µL cDNA in a final 

volume of 10 µL, containing 5 µL TaqMan 2× Universal PCR Master Mix, 2 µL 

RNAse-free water, and 0.5 µL FAM-labeled primer/probe (Applied 

Biosystems), including glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) 

(Hs99999905_m1), T-box transcription factor (Tbx5) (Hs00361155_m1), 

myocyte-specific enhancer factor 2A (MEF2A) (Hs01050409_m1), GATA-

binding protein 4 (GATA-4) (Hs00171403_m1), α-actinin (Hs00241650_m1), 

cardiac Troponin I (cTnI) (Hs00165957_m1), connexin43 (Cx43) 

(Hs00748445_s1), sarco/endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+-ATPase (SERCA2) 

(Hs00544877_m1), and β-myosin heavy chain 7 (β-MyHC) (Hs00165276_m1). 

The following cardiac markers were evaluated: transcription factors (Tbx5, 

MEF2A, GATA-4), structural genes (α-actinin, cTnI, β-MyHC), and calcium-

handling related genes (Cx43, SERCA2). 

Data were collected and examined on the Light Cycler® 480 Real-Time PCR 
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System (Roche); each sample was analyzed in duplicate. The Livak method was 

used to quantify the absolute (2-ΔΔCT) and relative (2-ΔCT) expression of each gene 

between mechanically conditioned and control samples, using GAPDH as an 

endogenous reference. 

Immunocytofluorescence 

Cells attached to the PDMS construct were fixed with 10% formalin, 

permeabilized, blocked in 10% normal horse serum for 1h, and incubated for 1h 

at room temperature with primary antibodies raised against Cx43 (6.4 µg/mL; 

Sigma), sarcomeric α-actinin (11.5 µg/mL ascites fluid; Sigma), GATA-4 (4 

µg/mL; R&D), MEF2 (4 µg/mL; Santa Cruz), and SERCA2 (4 µg/mL; Santa 

Cruz). Secondary antibodies were conjugated with Cy2 and Cy3 (7.5 µg/mL; 

Jackson ImmunoResearch), and actin fibers (actinF) were stained with 

Phalloidin Alexa 568 (0.161 µM; Invitrogen). Nuclei were counterstained with 

DAPI (0.1 µg/mL; Sigma). Images were acquired with the Axio Observer Z1 

inverted microscope (Zeiss). 

Statistical analysis 

Relative fold changes of cardiac ATDPCs gene expressions were evaluated 

through paired samples Student’s T- test, and the statistical difference was 

determined for the samples from a minimum of 4 independent experiments in 

every surface pattern. All the results are presented as the mean ± SEM. *P < 

0.05 was considered statistically significant and #P < 0.10 with a clear tendency. 
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Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics software (version 21, 

IBM SPSS Inc.). 

Results 

Mechanical Stimulation Validation 

The dimensions of the final structure (in mm) are specified in Figure 1C. The 

pool that hosts the cell monolayer has a surface of 1cm x 1cm and a depth of 1 

mm. The bottom of the pool is a transparent film of 0.5 mm that allows 

microscope observation and can be patterned. The pool area has a cross-section 

of 8 mm2, which needs a force of 0.104 N (10,6 gf) to provide a strain of 1% and 

of 1,04 N (106 gf) to provide a strain of 10%, considering that PDMS has been 

cured at room temperature and has a young modulus of 1.3 MPa, close to 

physiological levels (12). 

Strain measurements were made with the Matlab ImgTool utility display. As 

an example, when applying a force of 35 g a deformation of ∼10% in both 

longitudinal sides and a negligible deformation in the transversal borders of the 

pool were obtained (Fig. 1D). 

As an example of force measurement, the resulting voltage obtained with the 

Fort25 sensor, with a bridge power supply of 10 V, acquired with a digital 

oscilloscope without any amplification is shown in Fig. 1E. The measurement 

corresponds to a force of 20g, which would result in a deformation slightly 
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higher than 5%. The force can be modulated by regulating the moving magnet 

excursion and, if needed, by adding more magnets to the moving structure. 

Gene expression analysis 

After 7 days of mechanical conditioning in different patterned surfaces (vertical, 

horizontal or smooth), cells were harvested and proceed to RNA isolation for 

their gene expression analysis. Mechanical stretching modulated gene expression 

in cardiac and subcutaneous ATDPCs, being strongly dependent on the patterned 

surface (Table 1). 

Cardiac ATDPCs showed significant increase in gene expression of a cardiac 

transcription factors and structural genes after 7 days of stimulation. GATA-4 

increased ∼3-folds in vertical patterned surfaces after the stimulation (#P = 

0.068), and Tbx5 was ∼1.4-fold higher in mechanically stimulated cardiac 

ATDPCs cultured in horizontal patterned surfaces (#P = 0.065). Additionally, 

structural genes such as cTnI and α-actinin were significantly enhanced after 

cardiac ATDPCs conditioning in horizontal (*P = 0.044) and smooth (*P = 

0.001) surfaces, respectively.  

After mechanostimulation, subcutaneous ATDPCs augmented ∼2-folds Tbx5 

gene expression in vertical patterned surfaces (*P = 0.007); while SERCA2 

expression was ∼1.5-fold upregulated in horizontal patterned surfaces (#P = 

0.079) (Supplementary Table 1). 
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Protein expression analysis 

This gene modulation was translated at protein level, and the protein expression 

of main cardiac markers in non-conditioned controls and mechanically 

stimulated ATDPCs for every patterned surface is shown in Figure 2. Cx43 was 

distributed throughout the cytoplasm, but especially at the plasma membrane and 

at the poles to form gap junctions in both cell lines and all patterns and 

conditions (Fig. 2 upper rows of each panel). MEF2 and GATA-4 are nuclear 

markers, while SERCA2 and α-actinin were observed in the cytoplasm without 

mature sarcomere organization (Fig. 2 middle and lower rows of each panel). 

GATA-4 protein expression was detected only in the nuclei of cardiac ATDPCs, 

not in subcutaneous ATDPCs (Fig. 2 lower rows of each panel). 

The comparison of the cell distribution between the three patterns evidenced 

a certain degree of cell alignment according to the patterned direction; and the 

random distribution of cells and cell monolayers on smooth surfaces, mainly 

dictated for the cell density. 
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Discussion 

It is already known that cells respond to mechanical forces by activating specific 

genes and signalling pathways that allow them to adapt to their physical 

environment. Thus, the rationale of this study was to evaluate the potential of 

mechanical stimulation within physiological range applied on therapeutic cells 

for cardiac regeneration purposes. 

In the first part of this study we developed a novel custom-made 

mechanostimulation device. Here, mechanical stimulation was applied to a 

monolayer cell culture in a non-invasive mode, achieving similar goals as other 

stretching devices, yet with the advantage of keeping the sterile barrier intact. 

Additionally, three different surfaces were designed and analysed to compare the 

effect of the topography on cell cultures. The mechanical conditioning applied to 

the cells and the patterned surfaces were intended to mimic the heart contraction 

in a physiological manner. 

Cardiac ATDPCs are an attractive cell source for cardiac cell therapy; they 

may be easily obtained, constitutively express main cardiac genes, and 

differentiate to both cardiac and endothelial lineages when implanted over the 

infarcted murine myocardium (10, 13). Our strategy was to use the biophysical 

stimulation to induce cell transdifferentiation toward the cardiovascular lineage. 

Firstly, a modulation of gene expression was achieved in cardiac ATDPCs in all 

three surfaces when mechanical stimulation was applied for 7 days. We 

previously reported the effect of electrical stimulation on ATDPCs seeded on 
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perpendicular surfaces to minimize the electric field gradient across the cell (14), 

and the modulation obtained was only observed in early markers. This could 

indicate that electrical stimuli were less decisive than mechanical conditioning, 

and moreover, the patterned surface had a huge influence in cardiac gene 

modulation in the experimentation. Herein, gene expression of mechanically 

conditioned cells was also different depending on the surfaces. Indeed, cardiac 

ATDPCs early transcription factors were upregulated in vertical and horizontal 

patterned surfaces, while structural genes were increased in horizontal and 

smooth surfaces. None of the surfaces were raised as the optimal for cardiac 

ATDPCs conditioning, but the pattern is relevant and benefits the cell culture 

respect to the non-patterned surface. 

Mechanical conditioning increased the expression of transcription factors 

(GATA-4 and Tbx5) and structural genes (cTnI and α-actinin) in cardiac 

ATDPCs, while electrical stimulation did not augment late markers, such as 

structural genes. GATA-4 is one of the earliest cardiac transcription factors 

involved in heart development and early cardiac differentiation (15). GATA-

binding motifs are present in enhancer regions of cardiac genes, such as 

sarcomeric proteins, cardiac-specific enzymes, ANP and BNP, among others 

(16). Direct physical interaction between MEF2 and GATA-4 was demonstrated 

and indicates that MEF2 proteins are GATA co-activators in cardiac myogenesis 

(17). Tbx5 is crucial for proper cardiovascular development and synergistically 

interacts with GATA-4 and Nkx2.5 transcription factors (18). Mutations in Tbx5 

gene have been associated with congenital heart diseases and arrhythmias in 
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humans. Interestingly, Tbx5 has been combined with GATA-4, Hand2 and 

MEF2C for direct reprogramming of fibroblasts into cardiomyocytes (19). 

Alexander and Bruneau described that increased levels of cardiac transcription 

factors could induce further cardiac differentiation of treated cells (20). 

On the other hand, cTnI and α-actinin are structural proteins located in the 

sarcomere and responsible of cell alignment. cTnI is the inhibitory subunit of the 

troponin trimeric complex (cardiac troponin C, cardiac troponin T and cTnI), 

binds to actin thin myofilaments to hold the actin-tropomyosin complex in place, 

and regulates the muscle contraction (21). α-actinin proteins are cytoskeletal 

proteins that cross-link actin filaments and can be classified in 4 isoforms: non-

muscular (1 and 4) and muscular (2 and 3). α-actinin has relevant roles important 

for cytoskeleton organization and muscle contraction (22). 

It has been described that passive mechanical pre-conditioning enables 

electrophysiological cell coupling to myocardium in vivo after epicardial 

transplantation (23). Hence, the acquired phenotype will support a better 

survival and adaptability of therapeutic cells in the infarcted myocardium. 

Despite these results, further integration of the implanted graft into the host 

tissue is crucial to maintain long-term benefits and it should be tested on 

mechanically preconditioned cells in an in vivo model of myocardial infarction 

before translation to the clinic. 

To conclude, mechanical stimulation on patterned surfaces seems to mimic 

cardiac structural topography and enhance the expression of main cardiac 

markers, to render a fitting candidate for cardiac regenerative purposes, 
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previously adapted to the hostile cardiac environment. 
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Figure Legends and Tables 

Figure 1. Mechanical stimulator design, characterization and validation. A) 

3D view of the cells support. Two lateral structures, containing an embedded 

magnet each, pull a thinner central segment, which contains a pool that hosts the 

cell monolayer. B) Fort25 force transducer with a magnet attached to the sensor 

and aligned with he moving magnet (left) and detail of the magnet attached to 

the force sensor lever (right). C) Dimensions (in mm) of the cells support. The 

central segment containing the pool has the thinnest section of the whole 

structure, concentrating the highest deformation. D) Longitudinal and transversal 

measurements (in pixels) of the inner borders of the pool showing a ∼10% 

elongation of the longitudinal borders. E) Capture of the output differential 

voltage of the Fort25 sensor. The sensor sensitivity is 3 mV/g, being the 

recorded force in this case 20g. Right figure shows a zoom of the rise time, 

which has been set to be 100 ms to roughly imitate the ventricular pressure 

waveform. The small oscillations are the residual of the 50 Hz interference from 

the mains supply.  

Figure 2. Protein expression profile of subcutaneous and cardiac ATDPCs 

after mechanical stimulation for each surface pattern. Protein expression in 

cardiac and subcutaneous ATDPCs on vertical (first panel), horizontal (second 

panel) and smooth (third panel) patterned surfaces. Phalloidin staining (actin F, 

red) and Cx43 expression (green), SERCA2 (red) and MEF2 (green), and 

sarcomeric α-actinin (red) and GATA-4 (green) expression in control (first and 

third columns) and mechanostimulated (second and fourth columns) 
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subcutaneous (left) and cardiac (right) ATDPCs. Nuclei were counterstained 

with DAPI (blue, A-D, I, J, M-P, U, V, Y-AB, AG, AH). Scale bars = 50 µm. 

Table 1. Cardiac markers relative expression for each surface condition in 

cardiac ATDPCs culture. Relative (2-ΔCT) and fold (MS/Con) expressions of 

cardiomyogenic genes, analyzed in duplicate, between mechanically conditioned 

and control samples. Values were normalized to GAPDH expression and are 

shown as mean ± SEM for at least 4 independent experiments. *P < 0.05 

(significant) and #P < 0.1 (trend). 

Supplementary Table 1. Cardiac markers relative expression for each 

surface condition in subcutaneous ATDPCs culture. Relative (2-ΔCT) and fold 

(MS/Con) expressions of cardiomyogenic genes, analyzed in duplicate, between 

mechanically conditioned and control samples. Values were normalized to 

GAPDH expression and are shown as mean ± SEM for at least 4 independent 

experiments. *P < 0.05 (significant) and #P < 0.1 (trend). 
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Figure 1 
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Figure 2

 



 

 

Table 1. Cardiac markers relative expression for each condition in cardiac ATDPCs culture. 

 
 

Relative (2-ΔCT) and fold (MS/Con) expression of each gene, analyzed in duplicate, between mechanically conditioned and control samples, using 

GAPDH as an endogenous reference for at least 4 independent experiments. *P < 0.05 (significant) and #P < 0.1 (trend). 

 Sample Tbx5 MEF2A GATA-4 α-actinin Cx43 SERCA2 β-MyHC cTnI 

V
er

tic
al

 cardiac ATDPCs Con 0.003 ± 0.001 0.089 ± 0.018 0.428 ± 0.196 2.445 ± 1.089 0.705 ± 0.253 0.397 ± 0.237 0.095 ± 0.049 0.693 ± 0.555 

cardiac ATDPCs MS  0.004 ± 0.002 0.169 ± 0.089 1.209 ± 0.378 2.326 ± 1.109 1.371 ± 0.949 0.551 ± 0.413 0.181 ± 0.114 0.964 ± 0.620 

Ratio cardiac ATDPCs  1.430 1.901 2.822 0.951 1.945 1.386 1.912 1.391 
P-value Con vs MS 0.653 0.410 #0.068 0.753 0.517 0.756 0.443 0.940 

H
or

iz
on

ta
l cardiac ATDPCs Con  0.004 ± 0.000 0.031 ± 0.007 0.030 ± 0.005 0.180 ± 0.011 0.150 ± 0.043 0.046 ± 0.007 7.8·10-6±5.4·10-6 5.1·10-6±2·10-6 

cardiac ATDPCs MS 0.005 ± 0.000 0.033 ± 0.002 0.035 ± 0.003 0.286 ± 0.064 0.139 ± 0.042 0.063 ± 0.005 1.8·10-5±1.5·10-5 1.4·10-5±1.9·10-6 

Ratio cardiac ATDPCs  1.405 1.067 1.179 1.587 0.926 1.384 2.320 2.672 

P-value Con vs MS #0.065 0.854 0.397 0.181 0.865 0.110 0.419 *0.044 

Sm
oo

th
 

cardiac ATDPCs Con 0.001 ± 0.000 0.029 ± 0.007 0.050 ± 0.008 0.213 ± 0.010 0.228 ± 0.100 0.091 ± 0.015 1.7·10-5±1.6·10-5 7.6·10-6±5.1·10-6 

cardiac ATDPCs MS 0.001 ± 0.000 0.045 ± 0.014 0.067 ± 0.013 0.362 ± 0.018 0.262 ± 0.101 0.127 ± 0.019 2·10-5±1.5·10-5 1.2·10-5±1.2·10-5 

Ratio cardiac ATDPCs  1.716 1.537 1.326 0.891 1.151 1.390 1.182 1.547 

P-value Con vs MS 0.217 0.404 0.312 **0.001 0.817 0.198 0.848 0.662 



 

 

Supplementary Table 1. Cardiac markers relative expression for each condition in subcutaneous ATDPCs culture. 

 
 

Relative (2-ΔCT) and fold (MS/Con) expression of each gene, analyzed in duplicate, between mechanically conditioned and control samples, using 

GAPDH as an endogenous reference for at least 4 independent experiments. *P < 0.05 (significant) and #P < 0.1 (trend). 

 

 Sample Tbx5 MEF2A GATA-4 α-actinin Cx43 SERCA2 β-MyHC 

V
er

tic
al

 sub ATDPCs Con 0.002 ± 0.001 0.045 ± 0.012 0.004 ± 0.003 0.819 ± 0.088 0.454 ± 0.112 0.148 ± 0.037 0.007 ± 0.007 

sub ATDPCs MS 0.004 ± 0.001 0.054 ± 0.016 0.020 ± 0.012 0.910 ± 0.189 0.693 ± 0.315 0.163 ± 0.041 0.030 ± 0.029 

Ratio sub ATDPCs 2,053 1,204 5,678 1,111 1,528 1,098 4,167 
P-value Con vs MS *0.007 0.656 0.266 0.655 0.504 0.804 0.471 

H
or

iz
on

ta
l sub ATDPCs Con 0.003 ± 0.001 0.030 ± 0.008 5.40·10-6 ± 3.60·10-6 0.518 ± 0.135 0.592 ± 0.187 0.093 ± 0.019 5.22·10-5 ± 4.31·10-5 

sub ATDPCs MS 0.004 ± 0.001 0.049 ± 0.014 8.61·10-5 ± 5.72·10-5 0.812 ± 0.119 0.846 ± 0.341 0.145 ± 0.015 7.07·10-6 ± 4.19·10-6 

Ratio sub ATDPCs 1,269 1,622 15,948 1,569 1,429 1,554 3,372 

P-value Con vs MS 0.390 0.304 0.206 0.154 0.538 #0.079 0.239 

Sm
oo

th
 sub ATDPCs Con 0.003 ± 0.000 0.030 ± 0.005 0.004 ± 0.004 0.652 ± 0.143 0.487 ± 0.094 0.130 ± 0.023 7.07·10-6 ± 4.19·10-6 

sub ATDPCs MS 0.004 ± 0.000 0.049 ± 0.011 0.003 ± 0.003 0.710 ± 0.187 0.493 ± 0.095 0.147 ± 0.027 2.38·10-5 ± 1.78·10-5 

Ratio sub ATDPCs 1,332 1,661 0,871 1,090 1,012 1,130 1,207 
P-value Con vs MS 0.379 0.141 0.926 0.808 0.967 0.637 0.737 
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4. Electro*Mechanical0Conditioning0

Finally,# both# electrical# and# mechanical# protocols# were# synchronized# and#

combined# to# be# further# applied# on# cardiac# and# subcutaneous# ATDPCs.#

Moreover,# electroBmechanically# conditioned# cells# were# implanted# on# the#

murine#model# of#myocardial# infarction# to# evaluate# their# cardiac# regeneration#

effect.# To# conduct# electroBmechanical# conditioning#on# cultured# cells,#we#used#

the#mechanostimulation#device#previously#presented#(WO#2013185818#A1);#yet#

it#has#an#electrical#stimulation#module#incorporated.#

Part# of# the# results# was# collected# in# the# Laboratory# for# Stem# Cells# and# Tissue#

Engineering,# at# Columbia#University# in# the# City# of# New# York,# during#my# 2014#

stay.#The#results#obtained#from#the#electroBmechanical#conditioning#on#ATDPCs#

and#their#further#implantation#on#the#murine#model#of#MI#are#submitted#in#the#

international#peerBreviewed#European)Journal)of)Heart)Failure.#
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“Electro<mechanical/Conditioning/of/Adult/Progenitor/Cells/Drives/Recovery/of/

Cardiac/Function/After/Myocardial/Infarction”!

A.!LluciàVValldeperas1,*,!C.!SolerVBotija1,*,!C.!GálvezVMontón1,!S.!Roura1,!C.!PratV
Vidal1,! I.! PereaVGil1,! B.! Sanchez2,3,! R.! Bragos3,! G.! VunjakVNovakovic4! and! A.!
BayesVGenis1,5,6.!
 
1ICREC!Research!Programme,!Health!Science!Research!Institute!Germans!Trias!i!
Pujol,!Badalona,!Spain!
2 Department! of! Neurology,! Division! of! Neuromuscular! Diseases,! Beth! Israel!
Deaconess!Medical!Center,!Harvard!Medical!School,!Boston,!USA!
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Columbia!University,!10032!New!York,!USA!!
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6Department! of! Medicine,! Universitat! Autònoma! de! Barcelona,! Barcelona,!
Spain!
*!Both!authors!contributed!equally!to!this!study.!

It!is!known!that!cardiac!cells!are!subjected!to!mechanical!and!electrical!forces,!

which! regulate! gene! expression! and! cellular! function.! Consequently,! our!

hypothesis!is!that!in!vitro!electromechanical!preconditioning!could!help!further!

integration! of! therapeutic! cells! into! the! myocardium.! The! goals! of! this! work!

were:! to! study! the! viability! of! a! tissue! engineered! construct;! and! to! examine!

the!in!vitro!and!in!vivo!effect!of!stimulated!cardiac!ATDPCs!constructs.!

Cardiac!ATDPCs!were!stimulated!at!2!ms!pulses!of!50!mV/cm!at!1!Hz!and!10%!

stretching! during! 7! days;! next,! cells!were! harvested,! labelled,! embedded! in! a!

fibrin! hydrogel,! and! implanted! over! the! infarcted! area! of! the! murine! heart.!

Echocardiography,!gene!and!protein!analyses!were!also!carried!out.!

Electromechanically! stimulated! ATDPCs! augmented! the! expression! of! main!

cardiac! genes! in! vitro! (Tbx5,! GATAV4,! βVMyHC,! Cx43! and! SERCA2).! At! in! vivo!

level,!cardiac!function!increased!by!5%!V!12%!relative!to!nonVstimulated!control!
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cells!treated!animals!and!nonVtreated!animals,!respectively.!Vascularization!and!

functional! integration!with! the! recipient! blood! supply! resulted! in! augmented!

vessel!density!in!border!region!of!the!scar.!Finally,!conditioned!cells!expressed!

main! cardiac! markers,! and! also! scarce! migration! into! the! murine! ischaemic!

myocardium.!

Then,! synchronous! electromechanical! preconditioning! arises! as! a! hopeful!

therapeutic!strategy!to!cardiac!regeneration!after!myocardial!infarction.!
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Abstract 

Aim: Cardiac cells are subjected to mechanical and electrical forces, which 

regulate gene expression and cellular function. Therefore, in vitro 

electromechanical stimuli could benefit further integration of therapeutic cells 

into the myocardium. Our goals were: 1) to study the viability of a tissue 

engineered construct with cardiac adipose tissue-derived progenitor cells 

(cardiac ATDPCs); and 2) to examine the effect of electromechanically 

stimulated cardiac ATDPCs within a myocardial infarction (MI) model in mice.  

Methods and Results: Cardiac ATDPCs were electromechanically stimulated at 

2 ms pulses of 50 mV/cm at 1 Hz and 10% stretching during 7 days. The cells 

were harvested, labeled, embedded in a fibrin hydrogel, and implanted over the 

infarcted area of the murine heart. 39 animals were randomly distributed and 

sacrificed at 21 days: without cells and with stimulated or non-stimulated cells. 

Echocardiography, gene and protein analyses were also carried out. 

Physiologically stimulated ATDPCs showed increased expression of cardiac 

transcription factors, structural genes and calcium handling genes. 21 days post-

implantation, cardiac function (measured as left ventricle ejection fraction 

between pre-sacrifice and post-MI (ΔLVEFsacrifice-MI)) increased by 5% - 12% 

relative to unstimulated cells and non-treated animals, respectively. 

Vascularization and integration with the host blood supply of constructs with 

stimulated cells resulted in increased vessel density in the infarct border region. 
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Trained cells within the implanted fibrin patch expressed main cardiac markers, 

and migrated into the underlying ischemic myocardium.  

Conclusion: synchronous electro-mechanical conditioning prior to cell delivery 

emerges as a promising therapeutic strategy to heart repair after myocardial 

infarction. 

 

 

Keywords: biophysical stimulation, cardiac ATDPCs, tissue engineering, 

cardiac regeneration, electro-mechanical conditioning, myocardial infarction. 
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Introduction 

Cardiovascular diseases remain the most common cause of mortality worldwide. 

Myocardial infarction (MI) leads to irreversible sequelae of events leading to 

impaired heart function and in some cases to shorter life span [1]. Heart 

transplantation, a valid therapeutic option for patients with terminally failing 

heart, is hampered by the low number of donor organs [2], while mechanical 

ventricular assist devices are mostly used as a bridge to transplant [3]. With the 

first clinical trial, cardiac tissue engineering is now emerging as a new 

therapeutic modality [4]. Most cardiac tissue engineering approaches combine 

cells with biomaterials in a three-dimensional (3D) context [5]. 

In the developing and adult heart, cardiac cells are constantly subjected to 

cyclic loading induced by electrical signals. Mechanical stretch improves 

contractility [6], facilitates secretion of growth factors and calcium handling in 

cardiomyocytes, and modifies extracellular matrix synthesis in cardiac 

fibroblasts [7]. In general, mechanical stretch seems to improve heart muscle 

survival, cell alignment, elongation, hypertrophy, and differentiation [8]. The 

associated electrical signals are crucial for synchronized contraction of cardiac 

muscle, enhancing impulse propagation, ultrastructural organization, cell 

elongation and alignment; and the formation of functional gap junctions [8-11]. 

Accordingly, synchronous application of electrical and mechanical stimuli has 

the potential to benefit engineered cardiac construct properties. Nevertheless, 

electro-mechanical conditioning remains a relatively unexploited technology, 
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and the efforts are more focused on engineered heart tissues suitable for disease 

modeling than on cell therapy purposes [12, 13]. We recently optimized an 

electro-mechanical stimulation protocol for engineering heart muscle constructs 

from neonatal rat heart cells, achieving a positive force-frequency relationship 

[13]. 

The optimal cell lineage for cardiac regeneration is yet to be defined. Our 

group has characterized a population of human adipose tissue-derived progenitor 

cells of cardiac origin (cardiac ATDPCs). Cardiac ATDPCs reside in the 

epicardial fat and display cardiac and endothelial differentiation potential, as 

well as beneficial histopathological and functional effects, both when injected as 

a cell solution into the infarct border zone [14] and when introduced within a 

fibrin patch [15]. Here we investigated electro-mechanical conditioning of 

cardiac ATDPCs before encapsulation in a fibrin scaffold that was implanted 

onto ischemic myocardium of infarcted mice to boost cardiac function. 
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Methods 

Human ATDPCs isolation and culture 

Human ATDPCs were isolated from cardiac (cardiac ATDPCs) and 

subcutaneous (subcutaneous ATDPCs) adipose tissues obtained from patients 

undergoing cardiac surgery, under a protocol approved by the Germans Trias i 

Pujol University Hospital Ethics Committee. Informed consent was obtained 

from all patients, and the study protocol conformed to the principles of the 

Declaration of Helsinki. Tissues were obtained from a total of 11 patients 

(cardiac adipose tissue) and 6 patients (subcutaneous adipose tissue). The cells 

isolated from each tissue source were pooled and used for experiments. 

Subcutaneous ATDPCs were used as control cells for cardiac ATDPCs in vitro 

experimentation. 

Electro-mechanical stimulation device 

The custom-made electro-mechanical stimulation unit is an improvement of the 

electrical stimulation set-up already described [9]. This one consisted in a 

combination of a monophasic programmable electrical device, a printed circuit 

board that facilitated the robust connection of the electrodes, and a 

biocompatible polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning 

Corp.) silicone construct designed to provide structural support to cells, 

electrodes and magnets (Fig. 1A,B). The disposable stimulation silicone 

accommodates a cell culture pool in a flexible area (1cm×1cm×2mm) and holds 
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two electrodes built with platinum wire wrapped around a 

Polytetrafluoroethylene core, placed at two opposing sides of the flexible area 

creating an electric field to induce electrical stimulation. To provide a 

mechanical stimulation simultaneously and synchronously with the electrical 

one, two neodymium magnets (Supermagnete, Gottmadingen, Germany) were 

embedded in the PDMS constructs (Fig. 1A,B). The use of magnets enables the 

performance of non-invasive mechanical stimulation. Two additional magnets 

are placed outside the culture plates. One of them is static and fixes one end of 

the silicone construct and the second one pulls the other end following a 

programmable pattern thanks to a computer-controlled linear motor (LM 2070-

040-11 + MCLM3006S Faulhaber, Schönaich, Germany). The device has six 

parallel channels to provide stimulation to up to six culture plates and permits 

the combination of both electrical and mechanical stimulation either 

independently or synchronously. Pulse amplitudes, durations and periods, delay 

between electrical and mechanical pulses and mechanical pulse shape are 

programmable through a LabView (National Instruments) custom application 

(Fig. 1C). 

Animal studies 

The animal study protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal Care and 

Use Committee and complied with guidelines concerning the use of animals in 

research and teaching, as defined by the Guide for the Care and Use of 

Laboratory Animals (NIH Publication No. 80-23). All procedures were 
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performed in accordance with both the national and European legislation 

(Spanish Royal Decree RD 53/2013 and EU Directive 2010/63/EU) for the 

protection of animals used for research experimentation. 

Experimental groups 

The study was performed on 39 female SCID mice (11-15 weeks old and 

weighing 20-25 g; Charles River Laboratories) using cardiac ATDPCs. Cells 

were labeled prior to fibrin patch inclusion using the PKH26 Red Fluorescent 

Cell Linker Kit for General Cell Membrane Labelling (Sigma) following 

manufacturer’s protocol. Mice were distributed randomly into the following 

groups: MI alone (MI) (n =8), MI with cell-free fibrin implants (MI+Fibrin) (n = 

6), MI with implantation of fibrin loaded with naïve -control- cardiac ATDPCs 

(MI+Con) (n = 8), and MI with implantation of fibrin loaded with electro-

mechanically conditioned (EMC) cardiac ATDPCs (MI+EMC) (n = 5). Sham 

groups that lacked MI and underwent implantation of control fibrin-cell patches 

(Sham+Con) (n = 7) and EMC fibrin-cell patches (Sham+EMC) (n=5) served as 

control groups. The global mortality in the experiment was only 7.14%. 

Quantitative real-time PCR 

Total RNA was isolated from cardiac and subcutaneous ATDPCs using the 

AllPrep RNA/Protein Kit (Qiagen). cDNA was synthesized using random 

hexamers (Qiagen) and the iScript™ One-Step RT-PCR Kit (BioRad 

Laboratories) according to the manufacturer's protocol. cDNA was preamplified 
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with the TaqMan® PreAmp Master Mix Kit (Applied Biosystems) and then 

diluted 1:5 with RNAse-free water. 

Real-time PCR amplifications were performed with 2.5 µL cDNA in a final 

volume of 10 µL, containing 5 µL TaqMan 2× Universal PCR Master Mix, 2 µL 

RNAse-free water, and 0.5 µL FAM-labeled primer/probe (Applied 

Biosystems). 

Immunofluorescence 

Cells attached to the PDMS construct were fixed with 10% formalin, 

permeabilized, blocked in 10% normal horse serum for 1h, and incubated for 1h 

at room temperature with primary antibodies raised against Cx43 (6.4 µg/mL; 

Sigma), sarcomeric α-actinin (11.5 µg/mL ascites fluid; Sigma), GATA-4 (4 

µg/mL; R&D), MEF2 (4 µg/mL; Santa Cruz), and SERCA2 (4 µg/mL; Santa 

Cruz). Secondary antibodies were conjugated with Cy2 and Cy3 (7.5 µg/mL; 

Jackson ImmunoResearch), and actin fibers (actinF) were stained with 

Phalloidin Alexa 568 (0.161 µM; Invitrogen). Nuclei were counterstained with 

DAPI (0.1 µg/mL; Sigma). Images were acquired with the Axio Observer Z1 

inverted microscope (Zeiss). 

Further immunoanalyses were performed on cryosections using specific 

monoclonal antibodies against Cx43 (Sigma), sarcomeric α-actinin (Sigma), 

GATA-4 (R&D), MEF2 (Santa Cruz), SERCA2 (Santa Cruz), cTnI (10 µg/mL; 

Abcam), phospho-histone 3 (PH3) (1 µg/mL; Cell Signaling), CD31 (4 µg/mL; 
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Abcam), SMA (1:50 ascites fluid; Sigma) and vimentin (10 µg/mL; Abcam). 

The vessel area was assessed in sections stained with biotinylated GSLI B4 

isolectin (10 µg/mL; Vector Labs). Secondary antibodies conjugated with Cy2 

and Cy3 (Jackson ImmunoResearch). Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI 

(Sigma). Images were captured under a laser confocal microscope (Axio-

Observer Z1, Zeiss). Quantitative histological measurements were made using 

ImageJ analysis software (NIH). 

Analysis of cardiac function 

Cardiac function was assessed by echocardiography using an 18- to 38-MHz 

linear-array transducer with a digital ultrasound system (Vevo 2100 Imaging 

System, Visual Sonics). Measurements were made at baseline, 2 days post-MI, 

and 21 days after surgery (pre-sacrifice) for all 39 animals. The investigators 

were blinded to the treatment groups. Standard parasternal short-axis views were 

obtained in B-Mode and M-Mode. Functional parameters were measured, 

including left ventricle (LV) fractional shortening (LVFS), LV ejection fraction 

(LVEF), LV anterior wall thickness (LVAWT), LV posterior wall thickness 

(LVPWT), LV end-diastolic dimension (LVEDD), and LV end-systolic 

dimension (LVESD). 

Statistical analyses 

Relative fold changes of cardiac and subcutaneous ATDPCs gene expressions 

were compared using Student’s t-test, and the statistical difference was 
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determined for the samples from 6 separate experiments. Vessel density was 

assessed using one-way ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc analysis for multiple 

comparisons. Greenhouse-Geisser analysis was used for LVEF repeated 

measures (baseline and post-MI) to confirm homogeneity of surgical procedure. 

Paired samples t-test was also used to compare differences between baseline and 

pre-sacrifice echocardiographic parameters in each experimental group. The 

LVEF differentials (ΔLVEF) between pre-sacrifice and baseline were evaluated 

using one-way ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc analysis for multiple comparisons. 

All the results are presented as the mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05 was considered 

statistically significant. Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics 

software (version 21, IBM SPSS Inc.). 

Results  

Electro-mechanical conditioning 

Electrical and mechanical conditionings were first applied individually in order 

to optimize each protocol. Electrical conditioning was based on a previous 

publication in which alternating current 2-ms monophasic square-wave pulses of 

50 mV/cm at 1 Hz were found optimal [9]. Synchronous mechanical 

conditioning was performed with an ad-hoc custom magnet-driven system (see 

Methods) operated at a frequency of 1 Hz and a strain of 10% for 7 days (Fig. 1, 

Supplementary Movie). Briefly, 3×104 cells were seeded on the silicone surface 

subjected to stimulation, with changes of culture medium twice a week. 
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Unstimulated cells were used as a control for electro-mechanical conditioning. 

Subcutaneous ATDPCs were used as a control for cardiac ATDPCs. 

Physiological conditioning promotes expression of cardiac genes and proteins 

Electro-mechanical conditioning modulated gene expression in both cell types, 

with cardiac ATDPCs showing a stronger upregulation of cardiac genes (Fig. 

2A). In cardiac ATDPCs, Tbx5 (#P = 0.081), GATA-4 (*P = 0.050), and Cx43 

(*P = 0.025) increased ∼2-fold compared to subcutaneous ATDPCs, in response 

to electro-mechanical conditioning. Additionally, significant and higher 

increases were also observed on key structural and calcium-related genes, such 

as β-MyHC (5-fold, *P=0.000) and SERCA2 (2.8-fold, #P=0.076) in cardiac 

ATDPCs EMC samples compared to controls. 

The protein expression of main cardiac markers in non-conditioned controls 

and EMC ATDPCs is shown in Figure 2B-M. Cx43 was mostly distributed in 

the cytoplasm and at the plasma membrane to allow cell connections through 

gap junctions (Fig. 2B-E). MEF2 was expressed in the nuclei, and SERCA2 and 

α-actinin were observed in the cytoplasm without mature sarcomere 

organization nor synchronous beating (Fig. 2F-M). GATA-4 protein expression 

was detected only in the nuclei of control and EMC cardiac ATDPCs (Fig. 

2J,K). 
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Viability and migration of physiologically trained cardiac ATDPCs in 3D fibrin 

gel 

Cardiac ATDPCs were labeled with PKH26 and cultured in vitro in a 3D fibrin 

gel to assess cell tracking and viability prior to in vivo implantation. After 21 

days of in vitro culture, the fibrin patch maintained its initial morphology and 

size (Fig. 3A), and the cells retained the PKH26 labeling (Fig. 3B). Importantly, 

~84% of cells (green fluorescence) remained viable (Fig. 3C). 

The engineered fibrin construct was implanted over the infarcted area in the 

murine model of acute MI (Fig. 3D) and over healthy myocardium (sham 

animals). After 21 days, the physiologically engineered construct (MI+EMC) 

was nicely attached to the myocardium and almost indiscernible through 

macroscopic observation (Fig. 3D-E). Construct’s adaptation to the murine 

myocardium surface is shown in different heart cross-sections of MI+EMC 

animals (Fig. 3E and Supplementary Fig. 1). 

Cell migration to underlying ischemic myocardium was observed only 

occasionally in both control and EMC cardiac ATDPCs fibrin constructs (Fig. 

4A,I). De novo expression of cTnI was identified in some of the implanted cells 

(Fig. 4A). Cardiac ATDPCs within the fibrin patch also contained Cx43, 

GATA-4, SERCA2, MEF2, and α-actinin (Fig. 4A-E), suggesting that the 

cardiomyogenic lineage gained in vitro persisted in vivo. Additional proof of cell 

phenotype is the absence of PH3, associated with proliferation, from cardiac 

ATDPCs (data not shown). 
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Remarkably, cell migration between the host tissue and the engineered 

construct was observed in all treated groups, and was most obvious in animals in 

which a cell-free fibrin hydrogel was implanted (Supplementary Fig. 2). 

Analysis of the colonized spindle-shaped cell population observed in the fibrin 

patch was positive for vimentin and smooth muscle actin (SMA), suggesting the 

presence of fibroblasts and myofibroblasts (Fig. 4F-K and Supplementary 

Fig.2). 

Neovascularization of engineered fibrin constructs and underlying myocardium 

Fluorescence microscopy demonstrated neovascularization of the fibrin patches 

in all groups (Fig. 5A-F and Supplementary Fig.1). Remarkably, colocalization 

of the GSLI B4 isolectin endothelial marker and PKH26 within the fibrin 

construct and the underlying scar suggests that EMC cardiac ATDPCs were 

integrated into vascular structures (Fig. 5A,B). Moreover, we also observed 

vessel connections between the murine myocardium and the engineered fibrin 

construct (Fig. 5C,F). Refined histological analysis confirmed the presence of 

erythrocytes inside the vessels within the fibrin construct (Fig. 5D,E), 

demonstrating the functionality and interconnectivity of these construct 

neovessels with host tissue circulation (Fig. 5F). SMA was also abundant around 

scar vessels and engineered fibrin construct neovessels (Fig. 4I-K and 

Supplementary Fig. 2). 

Vessel density was measured in the border zone of the infarcted tissue. 

Isolectin staining showed ~14% greater vessel density in the subjacent 
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myocardium that received fibrin patches loaded with both control and EMC 

cardiac ATDPCs than from MI controls (P=0.007 and P=0.03 for MI+Con and 

MI+EMC versus MI, respectively) (Fig. 5G). A trend of increase in infarct 

border zone neovascularization was also observed in the MI+Fibrin group, 

suggesting that fibrin alone may have angiogenic potential in the ischemic 

myocardium, an effect that was significantly enhanced when the construct was 

embedded with cardiac ATDPCs. 

Implantation of a physiologically conditioned engineered 3D patch prevents 

ventricular remodeling and drives cardiac function recovery post-MI 

Echocardiographic analyses were conducted to determine whether EMC cardiac 

ATDPCs exerted a beneficial effect on the restoration of cardiac function after 

MI (Fig. 6). Statistical analysis confirmed a similar reduction in cardiac function 

assessed by left ventricle ejection fraction (LVEF) in all infarct groups (P=0.14). 

Significant adverse remodeling assessed by increased ventricular diameters (left 

ventricle end diastolic diameter and left ventricle end systolic diameter) and 

depressed function (LVEF and left ventricle shortening fraction) was observed 

in MI and MI+Fibrin groups; no such ventricular remodeling was present in the 

MI+Con and MI+EMC groups (Table 1). The difference in left ventricle 

ejection fraction (ΔLVEFsacrifice-baseline) between the baseline and pre-sacrifice 

values was calculated (Table 2). Remarkably, 80% of MI+EMC animals 

presented a ΔLVEFsacrifice-baseline ≥ -5%, which is considered clinically relevant. In 

contrast, only 0% (MI), 33% (MI+Fibrin) and 50% (MI+Con) of the animals not 
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treated with EMC cells presented clinically relevant ΔLVEFsacrifice-baseline (≥ -5%). 

The LVEF trend among the studied groups is shown in Figure 6A. Assessment 

of ΔLVEFsacrifice-MI (pre-sacrifice – post-MI) in MI+EMC animals showed mean 

values 5%, 11%, and 12% higher than those observed for MI+Con, MI+Fibrin 

and MI, respectively (Fig. 6A). 

Discussion  

Cardiac cells are normally subjected to electrical and mechanical forces that 

regulate gene expression and cellular function. The synchronously applied 

electro-mechanical conditioning used here was intended to mimic the native 

cardiac milieu. Both electrical [9] and mechanical protocols were optimized to 

comply with physiological conditions. 

Cardiac and subcutaneous ATDPCs have been described as attractive cell 

sources for cardiac cell therapy. Indeed, cardiac ATDPCs constitutively express 

main cardiac genes (GATA-4, α-actinin, cTnI, Cx43, and SERCA2) and exhibit 

both cardiomyogenic and endothelial lineage potential when implanted over the 

infarcted murine myocardium [14, 15]. Previously, we explored the effect of 

electrostimulation alone on cardiac ATDPCs. Relative to EMC cardiac 

ATDPCs, electrostimulated cardiac ATDPCs exhibited similar expression 

patterns for the modulation of cardiac transcription factors, but notably lower 

levels for structural genes [9]. In fact, EMC cardiac ATDPCs exhibit elevated 

expression of structural and calcium-handling related genes (α-actinin, β-MyHC 

and SERCA2), along with decreased expression of MEF2A compared with 
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electrostimulation alone. This comparison suggests that electrical stimulation on 

cardiac ATDPCs induces early cardiac markers [9], while electro-mechanical 

stimulation affects both early and late cardiac markers, also detected at the 

protein level. Moreover, lack of a proliferation marker, such as PH3, and the 

cTnI expression detected in vivo support a more committed cardiomyocyte-like 

differentiation when EMC cells are embedded in a fibrin patch, which is then 

implanted in the murine myocardium. 

Although individual electrical or mechanical cellular conditioning has been 

tested previously in vivo [6, 16, 17], this work is the first to combine electrical 

and mechanical conditioning simultaneously for mesenchymal cells, and use 

them for therapeutic purposes. Indeed, simultaneous electrical and mechanical 

stimulation have previously only been analyzed in vitro [11, 13, 18], and this 

report is the first to study its beneficial effects at the in vivo physiological level. 

Previous in vitro studies reported improved functional properties and increased 

SERCA2 and cardiac Troponin T expression after delayed electro-mechanical 

stimulation [11]; efficient cardiac differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells 

when 5-azacytidine and electro-mechanical stimulation were applied [18]; and 

functional maturation of engineered heart muscle with a positive force-frequency 

relationship after electro-mechanical stimulation at 4 Hz [13]. 

Furthermore, the engineered fibrin construct increased vessel density in the 

myocardium adjacent to the scar (border region), and this effect was 

significantly enhanced by the presence of cardiac ATDPCs [15]. Implanted 
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EMC cardiac ATDPCs promoted the sprouting of blood vessels in the 

underlying myocardium and within the construct. Bayes-Genis et al postulated 

that cardiac ATDPCs might have a paracrine effect, promoting local 

vascularization by secreting pro-angiogenic factors under hypoxic conditions 

[14], and this vasculogenic potential persisted after the electro-mechanical 

conditioning. Hoke et al previously pointed out three putative mechanisms of 

action for adipose stem cells: myocyte regeneration, neovascularization and 

paracrine activity. These mechanisms may act cooperatively [19] to prevent 

ventricular remodeling after MI, an achievement that is crucial to clinical 

success. 

Even though there is no improvement on cardiac ATDPCs vasculogenic 

potential after electro-mechanical stimulation, their capacity to improve mice 

cardiac function was demonstrated. Mice treated with cell-enriched engineered 

fibrin constructs (MI+Con and MI+EMC) exhibited a frank increase in 

contractile parameters compared with untreated (MI) or cell-free fibrin 

constructs (MI+Fibrin) upon sacrifice. However, ventricular remodeling and 

cardiac function were best with EMC cardiac ATDPCs fibrin constructs. Only 

1×105 EMC cardiac ATDPCs induced an 8% improvement of cardiac function. 

Functional results reported previously [15, 20-23] used 2- to 15-fold more cells 

than we used, and achieved smaller or comparable improvements. A plausible 

justification for this enhanced cardiac function in cell-treated animals is that 

trained cardiac ATDPCs prevented LV dilation. Indeed, the global functional 

benefits of the 3D construct may not be restricted to local infarct size reduction, 
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but may also have distant far-reaching effects on the infarct border zone, as well 

as on non-infarcted tissue [21, 24]. Taken together, the significant benefits 

achieved by this very low cell dose (1×105 EMC cardiac ATDPCs) may have a 

translation to the clinic. It is calculated that humans would need 1010-11 cells for 

sufficient engraftment [25], being a prohibitive number for routine cell therapy. 

Then, the use of EMC cells has the potential to drastically reduce the cell dose, 

supporting bench to bedside transition. 

Host murine cells migrated to the fibrin patch regardless of the presence of 

embedded cardiac ATDPCs. The migratory cells were stained with antibodies 

raised against vimentin and SMA to demonstrate the migration of fibroblasts and 

myofibroblasts to the fibrin constructs. Prior description of the enhancement of 

fibroblast migration by fibrinogen, especially during healing processes [26], 

supports this observation. 

The ad-hoc design of the electro-mechanical stimulator, which uses 3.5-cm 

cell culture plates, limits the number of cells used for implantation and it is one 

of our study limitations. A scaled-up device would allow implantation of greater 

number of cells needed for myocardial regeneration for large mammalian hearts, 

although our physiological conditioning data support beneficial effects with 

significantly fewer cells. The final time-point here was 21 days, comparable with 

other publications [27]. However, some recommend longer follow-up times 

arguing that mid-term data should be interpreted cautiously, yet some 

differences were no longer significant afterwards [28]. Finally, in this report we 
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did not aim to obtain beating cells, such as neonatal cardiomyocytes or 

embryonic stem cells-derived cardiomyocytes. Indeed, we worked with adult 

progenitor cells, whose cardiovascular potential has already been described [14, 

29, 30]. Adult progenitor cells are easily obtained and their clinical translation 

has no ethical concerns. Collectively, our study presents a more committed 

phenotype of adult progenitor cells towards the cardiovascular lineage, with 

enhanced potential, and improved cardiac function when implanted on the 

murine model of MI. Therefore, EMC cells could be suitable for clinical 

application, yet no ethical concerns apply and benefits on pre-clinical models 

have been shown. 

To conclude, we report a new protocol for synchronous electro-mechanical 

conditioning of adipose derived mesenchymal cells from heart tissue, and the 

use of conditioned cells in an engineered 3D fibrin patch for treating infarcted 

myocardium in a murine model. This study provides evidence that electro-

mechanically conditioned ATDPCs maintain their cardiomyogenic potential 

within the in vivo environment, migrate to the murine myocardium and scar, 

improve cardiac function after MI, and increase vessel density. We propose that 

the synchronous electro-mechanical conditioning of ATDPCs prior to delivery 

onto infarcted heart emerges as a promising therapeutic strategy to recover 

cardiac function after MI. 
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Figure Legends  

Fig. 1. Electro-mechanical stimulator. (A) SolidWorks design of the printed 

circuit board used to perform electro-mechanical conditioning on six 3.5-cm 

culture plates (on the left), and detail of a PDMS silicone substrate (on the right). 

(B) Electro-mechanical stimulator (left) and side view magnification (right). (C) 

Diagram showing the stimulation regime applied to the cultured cells: electrical 

(blue) and mechanical (red) stimulations. Pulse durations and periods, delay 

between electrical and mechanical pulses, and mechanical pulse shape are 

programmable through a LabView custom application. 

Fig. 2. Gene and protein analyses after electro-mechanical conditioning of 

ATDPCs. (A) Real-time PCR of main cardiac genes in cardiac and 

subcutaneous ATDPCs. Relative expression of cardiomyogenic markers in EMC 

vs non-conditioned controls is shown for cardiac and subcutaneous ATDPCs. 

Values were normalized to GAPDH expression and are shown as mean ± SEM 

for six independent experiments. #P < 0.1 (trend) and *P < 0.05 (significance) vs 

the subcutaneous ATDPC group. (B-M) Protein expression in cardiac and 

subcutaneous ATDPCs on a vertical patterned surface, perpendicular to the 

electric field (E) and stretching (Force, F), as shown on the superior drawing. 

Phalloidin staining (actin F, red) and Cx43 expression (green), SERCA2 (red) 

and MEF2 (green), and sarcomeric α-actinin (red) and GATA-4 (green) 

expression in control (B, D, F, H, J, L) and EMC (C, E, G, I, K, M) cardiac (left) 
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and subcutaneous (right) ATDPCs. Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (blue, 

B-E, L, M). Scale bars = 50 µm. 

Fig. 3. Macroscopic evaluation of the 3D engineered construct with cardiac 

ATDPCs cultured for 21 days prior to in vivo grafting. (A) Bright field image 

composition of the cellular fibrin patch under standard culture conditions. (B) 

PKH26 cell labeling (red) of cardiac ATDPCs in the fibrin patch and 

magnification of the core region (B’). (C) Representative image showing cell 

viability (green cells: alive; red cells: dead) in a fibrin patch loaded with cardiac 

ATDPCs, as performed by the Live/Dead assay. Magnification of a construct 

border zone with an abundance of viable cells (green) (C’). (D) Representative 

photograph of an excised heart from a post-infarction animal (visible ligation) 21 

days after the cellular fibrin construct implantation (asterisk). (E) Representative 

image of Masson’s trichromic staining of heart cross-section from a MI+EMC 

treated animal and its magnification (E’). Scale bars = 1 mm (A-E) and 20 µm 

(B’, C’). 

Fig. 4. Migration and differentiation of electro-mechanically conditioned 

cardiac ATDPCs in a mouse model of MI. Immunofluorescence analysis of 

heart cross-sections at 21 days for cTnI (green) and Cx43 (grey) (A-C), GATA-4 

(grey) and cTnI (green) (C), SERCA2 (grey) and MEF2 (green) (D), sarcomeric 

α-actinin (grey) and CD31 (green) (E), vimentin (grey) and cTnI (green) (F-H), 

and SMA (grey) and cTnI (green) (I-K). Cardiac ATDPCs were labeled with 

PKH26 (red fluorescence) and nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (blue). 
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Circles indicate the migration of cardiac ATDPCs into murine tissue. 

Arrowheads show representative expressions of the protein of interest in each 

panel. Fibrin = F, Myocardium = M, Scar = S. Scale bars = 20 µm. 

Fig. 5. Vascular analysis. (A-C) GSLI B4 isolectin staining (green) showing 

vessel-like structures within the fibrin construct loaded with cardiac ATDPCs 

(red) at 21 days post-infarction, as well as in the myocardium-fibrin interphase 

(A) and the scar (B). An isolectin-positive vessel (green) connects the murine 

myocardium stained with cTnI (red) and the fibrin patch (C). Nuclei were 

counterstained with DAPI (blue). White arrowheads indicate vessels and 

microvessels. Scale bars = 20 µm. (D-F) MI+EMC heart cross-sections stained 

with light green Masson’s trichromic (D), Gallego’s modified trichromic (E), 

and Movat’s pentachromic stainings (F). Functional vessels with erythrocytes 

are observed in the fibrin construct and connecting the myocardium with the 

fibrin gel. Scale bars = 20 µm. (G) Histogram showing the vessel density 

expressed as the percentage of the area occupied by isolectin-positive cells in 

control (MI, MI+Fibrin) and cardiac ATDPC-treated (MI+Con, MI+EMC) 

groups. Sham-operated animals are also present. Values are mean ± SEM. 

*P&<&0.05. All animals were included in the analysis (n=39). (H) Representative 

GSLI B4 isolectin staining in MI (upper) and MI+EMC (lower) animal heart 

cross-sections displaying vessel density qualitative differences. Scale bars = 20 

µm.  
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Fig. 6. Functional analysis. (A) Left ventricle ejection fraction (LVEF) 

assessed by echocardiography at baseline, 2 days post-MI, and at 21 days (pre-

sacrifice), in the parasternal short-axis view, relative to their LVEF value at 

baseline. Mean values ± SEM. All animals were included in the analysis (n=39). 

(B) Representative M-mode echocardiograms of a control MI animal showing 

left ventricle anterior wall absence of motility (left), and an MI+Con (centre) and 

an MI+EMC (right) treated animals exhibiting left ventricle anterior wall 

motility recovery before sacrifice (please see Table 1 for more data). 
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Supplementary Movie. Electro-Mechanical device stimulating ATDPCs. 

Supplementary Fig. 1. Histological stainings of MI+EMC heart cross-

sections. Light green Masson’s trichromic (A, D), Gallego’s modified 

trichromic (B, E), and Movat’s pentachromic (C, F) stainings of whole heart 

cross-sections (upper panels) and magnified fibrin-myocardium interphase 

showing the vascular structures inside (lower panels). Arrowheads indicate 

vessels within the fibrin construct. Scale bars = 1 mm (A-C) and 20 µm (D-F). 

Supplementary Fig. 2. Immunohistochemistry to assess cell migration from 

the myocardium to the fibrin patch. Immunofluorescent staining of heart 

cross-sections in MI+Fibrin animals for cTnI (green), vimentin (grey, upper 

panels), and SMA (grey, lower panels) in the myocardium-fibrin interphase (A, 

C) and inside the fibrin patch (B, D). Nuclei were counterstained with DAPI 

(blue). Fibrin = F, Myocardium = M. Scale bars = 20 µm. 
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Tables 

Table 1. Cardiac function parameters. Values are shown as mean ± SEM. 

LVAWTd, left ventricle anterior wall thickness diastole; LVAWTs left ventricle 

anterior wall thickness systole; LVPWTd, left ventricle posterior wall thickness 

diastole; LVPWTs, left ventricle posterior wall thickness systole; LVEDD, left 

ventricle end-diastolic dimension; LVESD, left ventricle end-systolic dimension; 

LVFS, left ventricle fractional shortening; LVEF, left ventricle ejection fraction. 

Table 2. Left ventricle ejection fraction calculated as differentials between 

values at pre-sacrifice (21 days post-operation) and baseline. Values are 

shown as the differentials in percentage ± SEM. LVEF, left ventricle ejection 

fraction; P values are referred to MI group. 
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Supplementary Material 

Human ATDPCs isolation and culture 

Adipose tissue biopsy samples were harvested and processed as described 

previously1. Briefly, samples were rinsed with PBS and cut into small pieces, 

and visible blood vessels were removed; next, cells were isolated by collagenase 

II (Gibco) digestion. Adhered cells were grown in α-MEM (Sigma) 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco), 1 mM L-glutamine (Gibco), 

and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco), and cultured under standard conditions 

(37°C and 5% CO2).  

Cell culture with electro-mechanical conditioning 

Concisely, 3×104 cells were seeded on each PDMS construct one day before the 

beginning of the stimulation. The conditioning lasted 7 days and unstimulated 

cells were used as a control for electro-mechanical conditioning, while 

subcutaneous ATDPCs were used as a control for cardiac ATDPCs. The electro-

mechanical conditioning protocol consisted in: alternating current 2-ms 

monophasic square-wave pulses of 50 mV/cm at 1 Hz and 10% stretching for 7 

days. This was conducted 6 times (with at least 3 replicates each) for the in vitro 

experimentation (gene and protein analyses) and 7 days was the endpoint. 

Immunostainings were performed on the cells attached to the PDMS construct 

and fixed with formalin 10% at day 7. Gene analyses were carried out after the 
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trypsinization of the cells attached to the PDMS construct for both control and 

stimulated groups (n=6). 

For the animal studies, cardiac ATDPCs were harvested from stimulated or 

unstimulated PDMS constructs after 7 days, the fibrin patch was immediately 

produced and kept under standard culture conditions for less than 24 hours 

before it was implanted. Briefly, 1×105 cells were mixed with 8 µL of fibrinogen 

solution (70-110 mg/mL), followed by the addition of 8 µL of thrombin solution 

(500 UI/mL) for jellification (Tissucol duo; Baxter). The area of the fibrin patch 

is ~7mm2 and ~1mm height. This was carried out 11 times (with 6-12 replicates 

each) for the whole in vivo experimentation (n=39 animals) and 21 days was the 

endpoint. Echocardiographic measurements were acquired at baseline (2 days 

before the surgery), post-MI (2 days after the surgery) and at pre-sacrifice (21 

days after the surgery) for all animals. 

MI model and fibrin-cell patch delivery 

Briefly, mice were anesthetized with a mixture of O2/isoflurane (2%) (Baxter), 

intubated, and mechanically ventilated (90 breaths/min, 0.1 mL tidal volume) 

using a SAR830/AP small animal ventilator (CWE, Inc.). An anterior 

thoracotomy was performed and the proximal left anterior descending (LAD) 

coronary artery was occluded using a 7-0 silk suture. Sham animals were 

operated in the same manner with no occlusion of the LAD coronary artery 

before implantation of the fibrin-cell patches. To generate the adhesive 

construct, Tissucol solution (8 µL) with 1×105 cells or culture medium was 
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mixed with 8 µL of thrombin solution for jellification (Tissucol duo; Baxter). 

Fibrin patches with or without cardiac ATDPCs were implanted using Glubran® 

surgical glue (Cardiolink), which fulfils the required safety and compatibility 

standards for use in experimental animals and humans, to seal the edge of the 

patch to the myocardium. The animals were sacrificed 21 days after the 

operation. Using cardioplegic solution, hearts were arrested in diastole and then 

excised, fixed in 10% formalin solution (Sigma), cryopreserved in 30% sucrose 

in PBS, embedded in OCT (Sakura Finetek Europe B.V.), and snap-frozen in 

liquid nitrogen-cooled isopentane for histological analysis. 

Quantitative real-time PCR 

The following cardiac markers were evaluated: transcription factors (Tbx5, 

MEF2A, GATA-4), structural genes (α-actinin, cTnI, β-MyHC), and calcium-

handling related genes (Cx43, SERCA2). 

FAM-labeled probes (Applied Biosystems): glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase (GAPDH) (Hs99999905_m1), T-box transcription factor (Tbx5) 

(Hs00361155_m1), myocyte-specific enhancer factor 2A (MEF2A) 

(Hs01050409_m1), GATA-binding protein 4 (GATA-4) (Hs00171403_m1), α-

actinin (Hs00241650_m1), cardiac Troponin I (cTnI) (Hs00165957_m1), 

connexin43 (Cx43) (Hs00748445_s1), sarco/endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+-

ATPase (SERCA2) (Hs00544877_m1), and β-myosin heavy chain 7 (β-MyHC) 

(Hs00165276_m1). 
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Data were collected and analyzed in duplicate on the Light Cycler® 480 Real-

Time PCR System (Roche). The Livak method was used to quantify the absolute 

(2-ΔΔCT) and relative (2-ΔCT) expression of each gene between electro-

mechanically conditioned and control samples, using GAPDH as an endogenous 

reference. 

Cell viability analysis 

To determine cell viability in the fibrin patches, the LIVE/DEAD® 

viability/cytotoxicity kit (Invitrogen) was used according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions. Fibrin patches loaded with 1×105 cells were cultured for 3 weeks 

under standard culture conditions, and then washed in PBS prior to staining. The 

stained patch constructs were analyzed and quantified using the confocal 

microscope (Axio-Observer Z1, Zeiss), and Maximum Projection Intensity plus 

Tiles-stitching image post-processing were applied (Zen Blue software, Zeiss).  

Histology 

Eight serial cryosections per sample were stained with light green Masson’s 

trichromic (Collagen: green; Myocardial fibers: red; Nuclei: black or brown; 

Cytoplasm: pink), Gallego’s modified trichromic (Collagen: blue; Myocardium: 

yellow-pink; Elastic fibers: purple; Nuclei: fuchsia) and Movat’s pentachromic 

(Nuclei: black; Collagen: yellow; Ground substance: blue; Muscle: purple; 

Elastic fibers: brownish grey) staining from all groups. 
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Supplementary Figure 1 
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Supplementary Figure 2 
 

 

 



 

Table 1. Cardiac function parameters. 

 

 

Values are shown as mean ± SEM. LVAWTd: left ventricle anterior wall thickness diastole; LVAWTs: left ventricle anterior wall thickness systole; LVPWTd: left ventricle 
posterior wall thickness diastole; LVPWTs: left ventricle posterior wall thickness systole; LVEDD: left ventricle end-diastolic dimension; LVESD: left ventricle end-systolic 
dimension; LVFS: left ventricle fractional shortening; LVEF: left ventricle ejection fraction. 

 

 

  



Table 2. Left ventricle ejection fraction calculated as differentials between values at 21 days post-operation and baseline. 

 

 
∆LVEF (%) P values 

MI -15±8  

MI+Fibrin -11±8 0.56 

MI+Con -3±8 0.23 

MI+EMC 0±7 0.03* 

 

 

Values are shown as the differentials in percentage ± SEM. LVEF: left ventricle ejection fraction; P values are referred to MI group.  
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The!burden!of!CVDs,! still! the! leading! cause!of! death!worldwide,! continues! to!

rise,!while!the!treatments!persist!limited.!The!heart!transplantation!is!the!only!

definitive!therapy,!but!the!donor!shortage!makes!it! insufficient.!Consequently,!

new! methods! and! cells! for! regenerating! damaged! myocardium! are! urgently!

needed.! Over! the! past! decades,! new! approaches! have! been! explored! using!

combinations!of!cells,!biomaterials,!growth!factors,!and!bioengineered!cardiac!

tissues.!The!aim!of!cell!and!tissue!based!therapies!is!to!improve!heart!function!

by! either! regenerating! the! damaged! tissue! or! promoting! vascularization,! or!

both.!

The! optimal! cell! lineage! for! cardiac! regeneration! therapies! remains! evasive,!

but! important! advances! have! been!obtained! in! this! field.! Firstly,! huge! efforts!

are!based!on!heart!modelling!at! in! vitro! level! (GodierGFurnémont!et!al,! 2015)!

working! with! cardiomyocytes! obtained! from! neonatal! rat! hearts,! muscle!

biopsies,! or! pluripotent! stem! cells! differentiation,! among! others.! The! goal! of!

heart! modelling! is! dual:! drug! screening! and! regenerative! therapy.! The! main!

drawback! is! that! some! preGestablished! conditions! for! cardiomyocytes!

physiological! culture! are! not! efficiently! translated! to! other! cell! types! or!

engineered!tissues,!mainly!due!to!their! intrinsic!contractile!capacity.!Secondly,!

at! present! cardiomyocytes! are! not! a! feasible! cell! population! for! cardiac! cell!

therapies,!yet!their!production!from!ESCs!and!implantation!are!accompanied!by!

ethical!concerns!(Nature!Editorial,!2011;!Ishii,!2015)!and!arrhythmogenic!events!

(Chong!et!al,!2014)!because!of!cardiomyocyte! immature!phenotype! (Zhang!et!

al,!2009),! respectively,! in!most!of! the!current!strategies.!Thus,!competent!cell!

populations!or!new!maturation!strategies!are!required.!

Regarding!alternative! cell! populations,! adult! stem!cells! are!well! accepted!and!

currently! used! for! therapeutic! purposes.! Furthermore,! some! differentiation!

strategies! proved! their! capacity! to! efficiently! differentiate! toward! the!

cardiovascular! lineage! in!vitro! (Fukuda,!2001;!Fukuhara!et!al,!2003).!Our!work!
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has!been!conducted!with!ATDPCs,!a!population!characterized!by!easy!isolation!

and! expansion,! high! availability,! multipotency! and! low! immune! response.!

Additionally,! cardiac! ATDPCs! express! key! cardiac!markers! at! basal! conditions!

and! their! implantation! on! rodent! models! of! myocardial! infarction! proved!

cardiac!and!endothelial!lineage!differentiations!in!vivo!(BayesGGenis!et!al,!2010;!

Bagó!et!al,!2013),!crucial!aspects!for!myocardium!restoration!after!injury.!Thus,!

cardiac! ATDPCs! have! been! described! as! an! appropriate! cell! population! for!

cardiac!regeneration.!

Unfortunately,!most!of!cardiodifferentiation!protocols!routinely!tested!in!vitro!

are!not!clinically!accepted,!yet!some!require!the!use!of!demethylation!agents,!

such!as!5Gazacytidine!(Fukuda,!2001),!or!neonatal!rat!cardiomyocytes!coGculture!

(Fukuhara! et! al,! 2003).! Thus,! research! groups! are! working! on! innocuous!

methodologies! capable! to! achieve! a! cardiac! preGcommitment,! to! further!

complete! their! differentiation! in! the!myocardium,! in! order! to! reduce! fibrosis!

and! restore! muscle! function.! These! methodologies! are! mostly! based! on!

biophysical!stimuli!similar!to!those!present!in!the!cardiac!milieu.!

The!heart!is!a!mechanically!active!organ,!whose!cells!are!subjected!to!electrical!

and!mechanical!stimuli!during!the!embryo!development!and!adulthood!(Figure!

11).!On!one!hand,!direct!current!signals!are!thought!to!mediate!cell!migration!

during!primitive!streak!formation!and!left–right!asymmetry!(Levin,!2003);!while!

pulsatile! signals! have! been! associated! with! cardiac! syncytium! development,!

and! are! critical! for! heart!muscle! synchronous! contractions! (Ypey!et! al,! 1979).!

On! the! other! hand,!mechanical! signals! regulate! gene! and! protein! expression!

(Chicurel!et!al,!1998),!but!also!activate!several!mechanotransduction!pathways!

that! affect! heart! organization! (Matsuda!et! al,! 2005;! Yamane!et! al,! 2007)! and!

ECM!synthesis!(Gupta!et!al,!2006).!Cardiomyocytes!maturation!is!regulated!by!

mechanical! loading! (blood! flow,! blood! pressure! and! cell! contractions;! Figure!

11),! hypertrophy! and! apoptosis! (Lindsey! et! al,! 2014);! moreover,! mechanical!
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stimuli! play! an! important! role! in! electrical! maturation! of! cardiomyocytes!

(Nuccitelli,!1992).!

!

According!to!this,!an!increasing!number!of!strategies!of! in!vitro!engineering!of!

cardiac! tissues! are! based! on! biological! principles,! incorporating! biochemical,!

electrical! and! mechanical! stimuli,! to! recapitulate! some! of! the! key!

developmental! events.! Indeed,! in! our! project! we! have! been! working! with!

electrical!and!mechanical!signals!at!a!physiological!range.!Results!reported!with!

biophysical! stimulation! showed! interesting! results! for! cardiomyocytes!

maturation!and!cardiac!differentiation,!explained!as!follows.!

1. Electrical!Conditioning!

Endogenous!electric! fields!are!present! in!developing!and!regenerating!tissues,!

either!in!the!extracellular!space!or!in!the!cytoplasm!(Jaffe!and!Nuccitelli,!1977;!

Robinson,!1985),!playing!a!key!role!in!in!vivo!cardiomyogenesis!(An!et!al,!1996).!

Despite!a!long!history!of!electric!fields!applied!in!the!clinic!for!muscle!tissues!in!

vivo,!electrical!stimulation!has!become!a!formidable!tool!for!regulating!muscle!

cell! behavior! in! vitro.! Indeed,! electrical! stimulation! aims! to! simulate! the!

electrical! environment!of! electroactive! cells,! such!as! cardiomyocytes,! through!

the!regulation!of!cellGcell!and!cellGextracellular!matrix! interactions! (Ahadian!et!

!
 

Figure! 11.! Biophysical!
stimuli! driving!
cardiomyocyte!
maturation:! in! a!
complex! environment,!
a! cardiomyocyte! is!
exposed! to! electrical,!
mechanical,! and!
biochemical! stimuli,!
and! to! cell–cell! and!
cellGmatrix!
interactions.! Image!
from!Parsa!et!al,!2015. 
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al,!2013).!Thus,!electrical!stimulation!has!been!widely!used!and!was!one!of!the!

first! strategies! adopted! to! mimic! cardiac! physiology,! and! also! for! cell! preG

commitment!toward!the!cardiac! lineage.!The!first!use!of!electrical!stimulation!

was! in! 1942,! when! it! was! proposed! to! replace! the! nervous! stimulation! in!

denervated! skeletal! muscles! to! preserve! muscle! tissue! functions.! Gutmann!

described! how! electrical! stimulation!maintained! and! improved! the!mass! and!

contractility! of! denervated! muscle! tissues! (Gutmann! and! Guttmann,! 1942).!

Afterwards,!Vunjak–Novakovic!and!colleagues!pioneered!the!use!of!bioreactors!

delivering! electrical! signals! to! direct! cell! maturation! and! assembly! into!

functional! tissue! units,! characterized! by! improved! morphology,! striated!

ultrastructure,! contractile! function,! and! the! expression! of! molecular! markers!

(Radisic! et! al,! 2004a).! Furthermore,! electrical! stimulation! also! promoted!

fibroblast!conversion!to!multinucleated!myotubesGlike!structures!(Genovese!et!

al,! 2008),! or! the! differentiation! of! mouse! embryonic! stem! cells! toward! the!

cardiac! lineage! (Zimmermann,! 2011;! Serena! et! al,! 2009).! Exogenous! electric!

field! induced! the! alteration! of! the! intracellular! influx! of! ions! (Djamgoz! et! al,!

2001;!Trollinger!et!al,!2002),!the!relocalization!of!lipids!and!proteins!within!the!

plasma! membrane! (Zhao! et! al,! 2002),! and! morphological! changes! (e.g.,!

elongation,! alignment,! cell! growth)! (Au! et! al,! 2007).! Summing! up,! electrical!

stimulation!was!shown!to!affect!cell!behaviours,!such!as!alignment!(Wehrle!et!

al,!1994),!metabolic!activity!(Connor!et!al,!2001),!cardiac!genes!expression!and!

protein!synthesis!(Brevet!et!al,!1976),!cardiac!differentiation!(SternGStraeter!et!

al,! 2005),! and! electrical! coupling! for! improved! contractility! and! function!

(Radisic!et!al,!2004a;!Nunes!et!al,!2013).!

In!our!work!with!nonGbeating!cells,!such!as!cardiac!ATDPCs!(LluciàGValldeperas!

et! al,! 2013)! and! CMPCs! (LluciàGValldeperas! et! al,! 2014),! the! publications!

reported! an! upregulation! of! cardiac! transcription! factors! and! more! cell!

alignment! when! cells! were! subjected! to! electrical! stimulation.! MEF2A! and!

GATAG4! are! the! earliest! cardiac! transcription! factors! involved! in! heart!
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development!and!early!cardiac!differentiation!(Heikinheimo!et!al,!1994).!MEF2!

is! a!MADSGbox! transcription! factor! involved! in! cardiac! conduction,! ventricular!

cardiac! myofibril! formation,! vascular! development,! and! muscle! cell!

differentiation.!Concerning!this!last!function,!MEF2!regulates!the!differentiation!

of! cardiomyoblasts! into! cardiomyocytes! (Karamboulas! et! al,! 2006).! Instead,!

GATAG4! is! a! zincGfinger! transcription! factor! essential! for! proper! endodermal!

differentiation! and! ventral! morphogenesis.! MEF2A! and! GATAG4! are! coG

activators! and! their! overexpression! is! associated! with! direct!

transdifferentiation! of! adult! cell! types! into! functional! cardiomyocytes!

(Alexander! and! Bruneau,! 2010),! yet! their! downstream! targets! include!

sarcomeric!proteins,!cardiacGspecific!enzymes,!atrial!natriuretic!peptide! (ANP),!

brain! natriuretic! peptide! (BNP),! desmin! or! atrial! natriuretic! factor! (ANF)!

(Pikkarainen! et! al,! 2004;! Morin! et! al,! 2000).! MEF2! proteins! are! recruited! by!

GATAG4!transcription!factors!to!activate!cardiac!promoters!(Morin!et!al,!2000).!

Action! potentials! and! calcium! handling! are! directly! related! to! contraction;!

hence,! the! generation! of! a! synchronously! contracting! construct! requires!

intercellular! communication,! crucial! for! stem! cell! differentiation! and!

cardiomyocyte! maturation! (Pietronave! et! al,! 2014).! Consequently,! several!

groups! applied! electrical! cues! to! endorse! intercellular! communication! and!

cardiomyocyte! maturation! (Nunes! et! al,! 2013;! Chan! et! al,! 2013).! One! study!

reported! that!mouse! ESCs! at! different! stages! of! differentiation! had! different!

responses! to! electrical! stimulation! and! that! the! point! and! amplitude! in! the!

differentiation!process!that!electrical!stimulation!was!applied!did!enhance!final!

cell! responses! (Chen! et! al,! 2008).! In! mature! cardiac! tissue,! electrical! signal!

activation! is! regulated! by! ion! exchange! between! the! intraG! and! extracellular!

spaces!via!voltageGgated!ion!channels!(sodium!channels!(Nav1.5)!or!potassium!

channels! (Kir1.2,! Kv4.2)),! and! the! conduction! of! these! signals! is! propagated!

through!gap!junctions.!
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More! examples! of! cell! conditioning! after! electric! field! stimulation! are! cell!

alignment!and!elongation,!which!should!be!taken!into!account!if!the!goal!is!to!

obtain! cardiac! tissue.! Electrical! stimulation! is! thought! to! facilitate! cell!

connections!and!allow!electrical!signal!propagation,!apart!from!minimizing!the!

electric! field! gradient! across! the! cell! (Tandon! et! al,! 2009b).! The! effect! of!

electrical!stimuli!on!muscle!cell!alignment!and!differentiation! is!crucial! for!the!

fabrication! of! functional! muscle! myofibers.! For! instance,! Hirt! et! al!

demonstrated!that!cardiomyocytes!derived!from!iPS!cells!cultured!within!fibrinG

Matrigel®! composite! constructs! and! electrically! stimulated,! improved! cell!

alignment! and! organization! within! the! constructs,! suggesting! improved!

structural! and! functional! properties! after! continuous! electrical! pacing! of!

engineered! tissues! (Hirt! et! al,! 2014).! Moreover,! cell! alignment! is! critical! for!

myotubes! growth! in! vitro,! yet! unoriented! cells! do!not! grow!beyond! a! certain!

length!even!at!very!high!cell!densities!(Vandenburgh!and!Karlisch,!1989).!Even!

though,!microgrooved!surfaces!have!been!used!to!provide!the!topological!cue!

for! cell! alignment,! their! success! strongly! depen! on! the! cell! population! and!

thickness.! As! an! example,! the! cells! were! not! able! to! recognize! the!

microgrooved! methacrylated! gelatin! hydrogel! because! of! their! excessive!

growth,! and! then! they! did! not! align! to! the! patterned! surface! (Hosseini!et! al,!

2012).! However,! electrical! stimuli! has! an! advantage! over! commonly! used!

topological! cues! because! it! is! able! to! propagate! through! thick! muscle! cell!

structures!or!myofibers!due!to!their! intrinsic!electrophysiological!conductivity,!

and!therefore!it!can!induce!cell!alignment!(Ahadian!et!al,!2013).!

The! importance!of!electrical! stimulation! in! stem!cells!differentiation!has!been!

already!demonstrated! (Pietronave!et!al,! 2014;! Serena!et!al,! 2009;!Chen!et!al,!

2008);! and! it! is! hypothesized! that! in! vitro! reactive! oxygen! species! (ROS)!

resulting!from!electrical!stimulation!are!involved!in!cardiodifferentiation!(Sauer!

and!Wartenberg,! 2005;!Gassmann!et! al,! 1996;! Sauer!et! al,! 1999).! To! deep! in!

this! hypothesis,! Serena! and! colleagues! constructed! a! customGmade! electrical!
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stimulation! bioreactor! to! evaluate! the! role! of! intracellular! ROS! on!

differentiation! of! hESCs! into! cardiomyocytes.! Results! demonstrated! that! ROS!

production! is! due! to! the! electrical! stimulation! and! it! is! not! caused! by!

electrochemical! species! generated! at! the! electrodes.! Apart! from! intracellular!

endogenous! ROS! production! by! electrical! stimulation,! electrical! stimuli! also!

activated!the!ROS!signalling!pathway.!Thus,!the!method!of!electrical!stimulation!

and! the! biological! parameters!may! influence! cell! differentiation! through! ROS!

pathway!(Serena!et!al,!2009).!

To! summarize,! MEF2A! and! GATAG4! cardiac! transcription! factors! were!

upregulated!among!the!rest!of!the!cardiac!genes!in!cardiac!ATDPCs!and!CMPCs!

under!a!14Gday!electrical!stimulation!(LluciàGValldeperas!et!al,!2013!and!2014).!

It!has!been!shown!that!the!transduction!of!MEF2,!GATAG4!and!Tbx5!rapidly!and!

efficiently! reprogrammed! mouse! fibroblasts! into! cardiomyocyteGlike! cells!

without!reverting!to!a!cardiac!progenitor!cell!state!(Ieda!et!al,!2010).!Thus,!the!

upregulation!of!GATAG4!and!MEF2!could!also!induce!the!cardiodifferentiation!of!

cardiac!ATDPCs.!The!plausible!mechanism!is!that!GATAG4!opens!the!chromatin!

structure!in!cardiac!loci!(Cirillo!et!al,!2002)!to!allow!MEF2!and!Tbx5!binding!to!

their!specific!targets!and!the!activation!of!the!cardiac!program.!Moreover,!cells!

also!responded!to!electrical!signals!through!their!alignment!and!elongation,!to!

achieve! a! better! structured! phenotype,! which! indicates! certain! degree! of!

maturation.!Taken!together,!it!suggests!that!electrical!stimulation!applied!on!a!

nonGbeating!adult!cell!population!mostly!acts!on!early!cardiac!markers!and!cell!

phenotype,!which!could!later!result!in!a!further!cascade!of!downstream!cardiac!

proteins! to! favour! cardiac! commitment! and! cell! response! to! the! electric!

environment.!

!

!
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2. Mechanical!Conditioning!

In! the! early! 80’s,! the! pioneer! Vandenburgh! applied! mechanical! stretch! on!

skeletal! muscle! cells! and! reported! the! important! role! of! mechanical! force! in!

morphogenesis! of! skeletal! muscle,! especially! concerning! orientation! and!

elongation! (Vandenburgh,! 1982;! Vandenburgh! et! al,! 1988).! Afterwards,!

Eschenhagen! and! Zimmermann! established! a! new! approach! to! form! wellG

aligned! cardiac! myocytes! tissues! using! auxotonic! (passive)! loading!

(Eschenhagen!et!al,!1997),!which!later!evolved!to!a!more!sophisticated!system!

to! choose! between! auxotonic,! isometric! or! isotonic! contractions! (Liaw! and!

Zimmermann,! 2015).! Furthermore,! Carrier! and! collaborators!were! the! first! to!

use! perfusion! by! medium! mixing! as! a! biophysical! stimulus! to! enhance! the!

expression! of! cardiacGspecific! proteins! and! to! improve! the! ultrastructural!

organization!(Carrier!et!al,!1999).!Then,!Radisic!used!media!perfusion!to!obtain!

thick,! compact! and! contractile! cardiac! constructs,! with! higher! cell! viability!

(Radisic!et!al,!2004b).!

Overall,! mechanical! stretch! improves! heart! muscle! survival,! cell! alignment,!

elongation,! hypertrophy,! and! differentiation! (Rangarajan! et! al,! 2014);! apart!

from! helping! in! secretion! of! growth! factors! and! calcium! handling! in!

cardiomyocytes,! and! modifying! extracellular! matrix! synthesis! in! cardiac!

fibroblasts! (Lu! et! al,2013).! Several! groups! have! confirmed! that! mechanical!

stretch! in! combination! with! specialized! differentiation! medium! resulted! in!

enhanced!cardiogenesis!in!ESCs!(Tulloch!et!al,!2011),!human!iPS!cells!(Feric!and!

Radisic,!2015)!and!MSCs!(Bhang!et!al,!2010).!

Our! results! obtained! from! mechanical! stretch! on! ATDPCs! revealed! a! gene!

expression! modulation! strongly! dependent! on! the! surface! pattern.! ATDPCs!

increased!cardiac! transcription! factors,!but!also! structural!proteins,! and! these!

results!were!slightly!different!among!the!surfaces!tested.!It! is!well!known!that!
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the!cardiac!muscle! is!a!wellGorganized!structure,!and! it! could!explain! the!high!

influence!of!the!pattern!surface!on!the!gene!expression.!

Cardiac!ATPDCs!augmented!the!expression!of!GATAG4,!Tbx5,!cTnI!and!αGactinin!

after! being! submitted! to! mechanical! stretching.! This! modulation! compared!

with! the! one! derived! from! the! electrical! stimulation! (LluciàGValldeperas!et! al,!

2013)!evidenced!the!wide!scope!of!mechanical! signals,!yet! they!also! interfere!

on! late! cardiac! markers.! Indeed,! electrical! stimuli! enhanced! cardiac!

transcription! factors!hoping!that! it!would!reach! further! transdifferentiation!to!

the! cardiac! phenotype.! However,! mechanical! stimuli! also! modulated! the!

expression! of! key! structural! proteins! in! cardiomyocytes,! such! as! atrial!

natriuretic!factor!and!sarcomeric!αGactin!(Fink!et!al,!2000).!

As!explained!before,!MEF2A!and!GATAG4!are!coGactivators!associated!with!the!

differentiation! of! adult! cell! types! into! functional! cardiomyocytes! (Alexander!

and!Bruneau,! 2010),! crucial! to! guide! cardiac! differentiation.! In! the! same! line,!

Tbx5! is! crucial! for!proper! cardiovascular!development,! and!mutations! in!Tbx5!

gene! have! been! associated! with! various! congenital! heart! diseases! and!

arrhythmias! in! humans! (Zhang! et! al,! 2015).! Tbx5! is! involved! in! heart!

development!and!synergistically!interacts!with!GATAG4!and!Nkx2.5!transcription!

factors.! Because! of! its! role! in! cardiac! development,! Tbx5! has! been! combined!

with! other! genes! (GATAG4,! Hand2! and! MEF2C)! for! direct! reprogramming! of!

fibroblasts!into!cardiomyocytes!(Nam!et!al,!2014).!

On! the! other! hand,! cTnI! and! αGactinin! are! structural! proteins! located! in! the!

sarcomere.!The!sarcomere!is!composed!of!thick!filaments!(type!II!myosin),!thin!

filaments!(actin)!and!several!proteins!interacting!with!them!(Figure!12).!cTnI!is!

the! inhibitory! subunit! of! the! troponin! trimeric! complex! (cardiac! troponin! C!

(cTnC),! cardiac! troponin! T! (cTnT)! and! cTnI),! which! regulates! the! muscle!

contraction,! and! binds! to! actin! in! thin! myofilaments! to! hold! the! actinG

tropomyosin! complex! in! place.! Sarcomere! regulatory! processes! through! the!
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troponin!complex! involve!not!only! the!reception!of!Ca2+!by!cTnC,!but!also!the!

transduction!of!this!CaGbinding!signal!by!cTnI!and!cTnT.!cTnI!phosphorylation!by!

adrenergic! signalling! cascades! promotes! or! reduce! cardiac! contractility,! i.e.! it!

regulates!cardiac!output!to!venous!return!and!myocyte!dynamics!to!heart!rate.!

Thus,! Solaro! et! al! proposed! that! a! homeostatic! balance! in! cTnI!

phosphorylations! may! control! cardiac! function,! and! it! could! also! involve!

modifications!of!intramolecular!interactions!in!cTnI!(Solaro!et!al,!2008).!

αGactinin! is!a!ubiquitously!conserved!cytoskeletal!protein!that!crossGlinks!actin!

filaments.! It! belongs! to! the!highly! conserved! spectrin! superfamily,!which! also!

contains! the! spectrins! and!dystrophin.! The!αGactinin!proteins! can!be! grouped!

into:! muscle! (calcium! insensitive)! and! nonGmuscle! cytoskeletal! (calcium!

sensitive)! isoforms.! NonGmuscle! isoforms! (1! and! 4)! are! found! along! the! actin!

filaments! and! commonly! associated!with! focal! contacts! and! stress! fibbers.! By!

contrast,!skeletal,!cardiac,!and!smooth!muscle!isoforms!(2!and!3)!are!localized!

at!the!ZGdisk!and!analogous!dense!bodies!to!stabilize!the!contractile!apparatus.!

α! Gactinin! has! multiple! roles! in! the! cell:! it! associates! with! cytoskeletal! and!

signalling!molecules,!cytoplasmic!domains!of!transmembrane!receptors!and!ion!

channels,!and!it!also!serves!as!a!scaffold!to!connect!the!cytoskeleton!to!various!

signalling! pathways;! all! of! great! structural! and! regulatory! importance! for!

cytoskeleton!organization!and!muscle!contraction!(Sjöblom!et!al,!2008).!
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!

Figure!12.!Cardiac!sarcomere!structure.!From!Maron,!2012.!

It! has! been! described! that! the! stretching! of! a! collagenGcoated! substratum!

before! cell! seeding! entailed! ECM! alterations,!which! resulted! in! increased! cell!

proliferation,! myotube! orientation,! and! longitudinal! myotube! growth!

(Vandenburgh! and! Karlisch,! 1989).! In! our! experiments,! cell! alignment! and!

orientation!was!directly!related!with!the!patterned!surface,!but!not!emphasized!

by! the! mechanical! stretch,! as! observed! after! electrical! stimulation.! Several!

groups! reported! cell! alignment! after!mechanostimulation! in! a! nonGpatterned!

surface,!but!we!achieved!this! just!with!the!patterned!surface!and!without!the!

mechanical! signal.! Vandenburg! et! al! observed! myotubes! parallel! to! the!

direction! of! movement! after! 96! hours! of! continuous! substratum! stretching!

(Vandenburgh! and! Karlisch,! 1989).! Zimmermann! and! colleagues! described! a!

more! longitudinal! orientation! in! mechanically! stretched! circular! engineered!

heart! tissues! (Zimmermann! et! al,! 2002b).! Cyclic! stretch! on! vascular! smooth!

muscle!cells!also!promoted!cell!alignment! (Mantella!et!al,!2015).!Remarkably,!

Guan! and! collaborators! reported! increased! degree! of! cell! alignment! when!
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increasing! the! stretching! strain,! which! also! induced! augmented! cardiac! gene!

expression!(GATAG4,!Nkx2.5!and!MEF2C)!(Guan!et!al,!2011).!

The!detail!of!obtaining!cell!alignment!is!extremely!important!for!wellGorganized!

tissues,! such! as! the! cardiac! muscle.! In! vitro! experimentation! reported! that!

continued!myotube!elongation!is!associated!with!cell!orientation!and!myogenic!

cell! densities! (Vandenburgh! and! Karlisch,! 1989).! Cardiac! tissue! engineering!

strategies! try! to! reproduce! as! many! as! cardiac! physiological! conditions! as!

possible,! and! solving! cell! alignment! with! just! a! patterned! surface! is! a! great!

achievement.! Rossi! et! al! reported! that! subconfluent! endothelial! cells! aligned!

according! to! the! direction! of! the! groove! surface! and! deposited! fibrillinG

containing!microfibrils!in!that!same!direction!(Rossi!et!al,!2009).!Thus,!a!surface!

pattern! could! help! in!myocardium!ultrastructure! and! cell! alignment! analyses,!

which! at! the! sam! time! could! further! assist! in! the! design! of! an! engineered!

construct!and!its!surface!to!guide!ECM!deposition.!

Hence,! the! enhanced! gene! expression! of! early! and! late! cardiac! markers!

combined! with! a! cardiacGlike! patterned! surface! could! be! a! preGconditioning!

strategy!to!obtain!more!committed!cells!to!the!cardiac!phenotype.!Indeed,!the!

upregulation! of! structural! cardiac! markers! is! a! stepGforward! in! the!

differentiation!status!of!nonGbeating!adult!progenitor!cells.!

!
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3. Electromechanical!Conditioning!

In!the!last!decade,!the!bioreactor!technology!used!in!cardiac!tissue!engineering!

evolved! from! very! simple! apparatus,! such! as! spinner! flask/rotating! vessel,! to!

more! complex! systems,! such! as! perfusion! bioreactors! and! dynamic! loading!

chambers.!With! simple! devices,! just! a! few! variables!were! controlled,! such! as!

nutrient!and!gas!distribution;!however,!more!sophisticated!bioreactors!allowed!

a! better! control! of! several! physical! stimuli! (unidirectional! or! biaxial! cyclic!

deformation,! compression,! stretch,! perfusion,! electrical! force,! etc)! to! support!

cell! differentiation! to! the! cardiac! phenotype! (Govoni! et! al,! 2013).! Hence,!

several!strategies!are!currently!being!tested,!mostly!based!on!the!coordinated!

electromechanical!coupling!of!cardiac!cells.!

The!combination!of!both!electrical!and!mechanical!signals!to!achieve!a!better!

cardiac!milieu!was! the! logic!next! step! to! take!after! considering! the!beneficial!

effects!on!cardiac!differentiation!reported!by!individual!electrical!or!mechanical!

stimulations.! Thus,! the! differentiation! and! maturation! of! cardiomyocytes,!

which! is! characterized! by! the! presence! of! tight,! functional! gap! junctions,!

integrin! binding,! and! intracellular! tension,! require! both! mechanical! and!

electrical!stimuli!for!proper!physiological!development!(Stoppel!et!al,!2015).!

It! has! been! proved! that! mechanical! stimulation! increased! cardiac! cells!

maturation! and! contraction! via! hypertrophic! pathways,! while! electrical!

signalling! led! to! enhanced! cell–cell! coupling! and! improved! calcium! handling.!

This! strategy! joining! both! electrical! and!mechanical! stimuli!was! pioneered! by!

Feng! et! al! in! 2005,! who! presented! the! first! bioreactor! system! where! rat!

cardiomyocytes! seeded! on! collagenGcoated! silicon!membranes! were! cultured!

under!electromechanical!stimulation!for!4!days!(Feng!et!al,!2005).!Afterwards,!

Barash! used! a! customGmade! electrical! stimulator! integrated! into! a! perfusion!

bioreactor!with!the!purpose!of!producing!thick!and!functional!cardiac!patches.!

They!applied!both!electrical!stimulation!and!a!homogeneous!fluid!flow!regime!
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to! rat! ventricular! cardiomyocytes,! and! reported! cell! elongation! and! striation,!

and! enhanced! Cx43! expression! (Barash! et! al,! 2010).! One! year! later,! Kensah!

presented!a!multimodal!bioreactor!for!mechanical!stimulation,!electric!pacing,!

perfusion! (medium! exchange! and/or! controlled! addition! of! pharmacologically!

active! agents),! and! realGtime!direct!measurement!of! contraction! forces!under!

continuous!sterile!culture!conditions!(Kensah!et!al,!2011).!In!2012,!Maidhof!and!

collaborators! proposed! a! bioreactor! to! deliver! simultaneous! culture! medium!

perfusion!and!electrical!stimulation!to!not!fixed!engineered!cardiac!constructs.!

Neonatal! rat! cardiomyocytes! seeded! onto! channeled! microporous! scaffolds!

were! stimulated! for! 8! days! and! investigators! observed! improved! seeding!

efficiency,! homogeneous! cell! distribution,! enhancement! of! cardiac! protein!

expression!and!better!cell!morphology!and!tissue!organization! (Maidhof!et!al,!

2012).! Finally,! GodierGFurnémont! and! collaborators! recently! optimized! an!

electromechanical! stimulation! protocol! matching! physiological! features! to!

achieve! functional!maturation!of!engineered!heart!muscle!constructs.!Despite!

evidence! of! structural! and! molecular! maturation,! a! positive! forceGfrequency!

relationship,! a! guarantee!of!mature!mammalian! ventricular!myocardium,!was!

not!observed!in!tissue!engineered!heart!muscle.!Thus,!they!submitted!neonatal!

rat!heart!cells!engineered!constructs!to!simultaneous!electric! field!stimulation!

and! auxotonic! contractions,! and! reported! a! positive! forceGfrequency!

relationship,!improved!calcium!storage!and!release!capacity!of!the!sarcoplasmic!

reticulum,!and!enhanced!TGtubulation.!They!concluded!that!electroGmechanical!

stimulation!at!a!physiological! frequency!supported! functional!maturation,!and!

the! acquired! positive! forceGfrequency! relationship! was! crucial! for! their!

applicability!in!cardiovascular!research!(GodierGFurnémont!et!al,!2015).!

Summarizing,! electroGmechanical! stimulation! was! the! natural! milestone! in!

cardiac! tissue! engineering,! even! though! it! is! still! an! unexploited! field! of!

physiological!conditionings.!Up!to!date,!it!has!been!used!as!a!cardiac!construct!

maturation! strategy,! though! it! also! reported! improved! functional! properties,!
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better!ultrastructure!organization,!and!enhanced!cardiac!potential!at!gene!and!

protein!levels.!

The! electromechanical! conditioning! applied! on! cardiac! ATDPCs! revealed! an!

increased! expression! of! cardiac! transcription! factors! (Tbx5! and! GATAG4),!

structural! genes! (βGMyHC)! and! calcium! handling! genes! (Cx43! and! SERCA2).!

These!results!reflect!the!synergy!of!both!electrical!and!mechanical!stimuli!to!act!

at!different!stages!of!cardiac!differentiation.!In!detail,!electrical!stimulation!on!

cardiac!ATDPCs! increased!early!markers,! such!as! cardiac! transcription! factors;!

while!mechanical! stimulation!upregulated! early! and! late!markers,! like! cardiac!

transcription! factors! and! structural! proteins.! However,! electromechanical!

stimulation!enhanced!the!expression!of!the!3!main!groups!of!cardiac!markers:!

cardiac! transcription! factors,! structural! genes! and! calciumGhandling! related!

genes.! Thus,! simultaneous! electrical! and! mechanical! stimulation! on! a! nonG

contractile! cell! population! gives! betterGequipped! cells! for! the! hostile! cardiac!

environment.!

As!previously!mentioned,!cardiac!transcription!factors,!such!as!MEF2A,!GATAG4!

or! Tbx5,! are! involved! in! cardiac! development! and! regulate! the! expression! of!

downstream!cardiac!genes!crucial!for!cardiac!differentiation.!cTnI,!αGactinin!and!

βGMyHC! are! sarcomere! proteins! implicated! in! cardiac! contraction! and! late!

markers! in! cardiac! differentiation,! especially! when! organized! in! a! sarcomeric!

pattern.! And! Cx43! and! SERCA2! are! proteins! involved! in! the! calcium! handling!

needed!for!electromechanical!coupling.!

!βGMyHC!is!a!structural!protein!primarily!expressed!in!the!heart,!specifically!it!is!

the! major! protein! comprising! the! thick! filament! (Colegrave! and! Peckham,!

2014).!βGMyHC!is!composed!of!two!heavy!chains!and!four!light!chains,!of!which!

two!are! essential,! and! two!are! regulatory.! It! is! expressed! in! cardiac! and! slow!

skeletal!muscle.!βGMyHC!belongs! to! the! type! II!myosin!group!and! its!head! (or!

crossbridge)!interacts!with!the!actin!filament!to!generate!the!mechanical!force!
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needed!for!muscle!contraction!(Colegrave!and!Peckham,!2014).!Mutations!in!βG

cardiac!myosin!heavy!chain!gene!(MYH7)!tend!to!appear!in!functional!hotspots!

and! cause! both! cardiac! and! skeletal! muscle! diseases,! such! as! hypertrophic!

cardiomyopathy!(Buvoli!et!al,!2008;!Cuda!et!al,!1997),!dilated!cardiomyopathy!

(McNally! et! al,! 2013),! endocardial! fibroelastosis! (Kamisago! et! al,! 2006),! left!

ventricular!noncompaction!(Hoedemaekers!et!al,!2013)!and!Ebstein’s!anomaly!

(van!Engelen!et!al,!2013).!

On!the!other!hand,!Cx43!are!transmembrane!proteins!that!oligomerize!to!form!

gap! junctions! between! neighbouring! cells! (Morel! and! Kwak,! 2012),! because!

single!cells!must!be!coupled!to!function!as!a!pluricellular!unique!complex.!Gap!

junctions! provide! the! pathway! for! intercellular! current! flow,! contributing! to!

electrical! signal! transference! and! to! enable! coordinated! action! potential!

propagation!and!cell! contraction! (Delmar!et!al,! 2004;!Nakashima!et!al,! 2014).!

Cx43! have! a! rapid! turnover! through! synthesis! and! degradation,! with! a! short!

halfGlife!of!1!G!5!h;!consequently,!their!dynamic!turnover!could!be!a!modulator!

of! intercellular! coupling! and! impulse! propagation.! ! In! addition,! adherens!

junctions! are! responsible! of! the! maintenance! of! mechanical! coupling! at! the!

intercalated! disks,! but! they! also! play! an! important! role! in! gap! junction!

formation!and!assembly!(Inoue!et!al,!2004).!Hence,! increased!Cx43!expression!

and!their!plasma!membrane!localization!are!directly!related!to!the!electric!field!

stimulation,! suggesting! cell! adjustment! to! the! electrical! environment.!

Interestingly,!electrical!stimulation!has!been!described!to!induce!the!assembly!

of! contractile! proteins! and! gap! junctions! to! further! enable! heart! cell!

functionality!(Park!et!al,!2014).!Besides,!Smyth!and!collaborators!observed!that!

Cx43! functional! localization! at! the! cell! membrane! was! more! efficient! after!

biphasic!than!monophasic!electrical!stimulation!(Smyth!et!al,!2010).!

The! contraction! and! relaxation! of! cardiac! muscle! is! associated! with! Calcium!

(Ca
2+
)!movements!through!the!sarcoplasmic!reticular!membrane!(Shareef!et!al,!
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2014)!and! the!most!effective!mechanism!of!Ca
2+
!homeostasis! is! its! reGstorage!

into! the! sarcoplasmic! reticulum!by! the! SERCA2!ATPase! (Periasamy! and!Huke,!

2001).!SERCA2! is!a!Ca
2+
!ATPase! found! in! the!sarcoendoplasmic!reticulum!with!

seven! isoforms! in! mammalian! cells:! the! predominant! subtype! in! nonGmuscle!

cells! is! SERCA2b,! in! skeletal!muscle! SERCA1a! and! in! cardiac!muscle! SERCA2a.!

Their!activity!is!regulated!by!the![ATP]/[ADP]!ratio,!phosphates,!pH,![Ca
2+
],!and!

the! regulatory! proteins! (calsequestrin,! phospholamban! and! sarcolipin)!

(ContrerasGFerrat! et! al,! 2014).! Ca2+! recycling! through! the! sarcoplasmic!

reticulum! is! key! for! efficient! relaxation! of! the! cardiac! muscle;! but! its! failure!

results! in! severe! impairment! of! myocardial! relaxation! and! the! consequent!

alteration!of!the!“beatGtoGbeat”!heart!rhythm!and!contractile!function!(Shareef!

et!al,!2014).!It!has!been!shown!that!increased!expression!of!SERCA2a!improves!

cardiac!function!in!preGclinical!animal!models!of!HF!and!has!a!beneficial!impact!

on! arrhythmias! and! remodelling! (Hulot! et! al,! 2012).! Over! the! past! decade,!

several! drugs! have! been! tested! and! were! shown! to! modulate! SERCA2!

expression!and!function.!

After! obtaining! these! promising! results,! the! natural! following! step!was! to! try!

these! conditioned! cells! on! an! in! vivo! environment,! i.e.! a! preGclinical! model,!

never! carried! out! before.! Thus,! 10
5
! electromechanically! conditioned! (EMC)!

cardiac!ATDPCs!were!embedded!in!a!fibrin!gel!and!implanted!over!the!infarcted!

myocardium! in! the! murine! model! of! MI.! At! sacrifice,! cell! treated! animals!

exhibited!improved!contractile!parameters!with!only!10
5
!cells,!2G!to!15Gfold!less!

than!other!studies,!and!may!have!a!translation!to!the!clinic!drastically!reducing!

the! cell! dose! (currently! estimated! in! 10
10G11!

cells)! and! supporting! bench! to!

bedside!transition.!Indeed,!the!cardiac!function!increased!an!8%!in!EMC!treated!

animals,!which!means!an!augment!of!5%!G!12%!relative!to!animals!treated!with!

nonGconditioned!cells!and!nonGtreated!animals,!respectively.!
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Moreover,! increased! vascularization! in! the! border! region! of! the! scar! was!

observed! in! animals! treated! with! ATDPCs,! possibly! due! to! both! fibrin! and!

cardiac! ATDPCs! angiogenic! properties! (Bagó! et! al,! 2013).! Remarkably,! EMC!

cardiac!ATDPCs!also!promoted!the!sprouting!of!blood!vessels!in!the!underlying!

myocardium! and! within! the! construct,! in! which! erythrocytes! were! present;!

proving! then! the! functional! vascularisation! and! integration! with! the! blood!

supply! of! the! host.! Cardiac! ATDPCs! angiogenic! properties! were! already!

described! and! explained! through! their! paracrine! secretion! of! proGangiogenic!

factors! under! hypoxic! conditions! (BayesGGenis! et! al,! 2010).! In! the! same! line,!

adipose!stem!cells!acted!through!three!mechanisms!of!action!to!help!in!tissue!

restoration:!myocyte!regeneration,!neovascularization!and!paracrine!activity,!as!

Hoke!and!collaborators!pointed!out!(Hoke!et!al,!2009).!

Trained! cells! within! the! implanted! fibrin! patch! conserved! the! cardiac! lineage!

committed! phenotype! acquired! after! the! in! vitro! electromechanical!

conditioning!and!expressed!cTnI,!GATAG4,!αGsarcomeric!actinin,!MEF2A,!SERCA2!

and! Cx43.! Therefore,! the! absence! of! a! proliferation! marker,! such! as!

phosphohistone!3!(PH3),!and!the!slight!cTnI!protein!expression!detected!in!vivo!

support! a!more! committed! cardiomyocyteGlike! differentiation! of! EMC! cardiac!

ATDPCs!embedded!in!a!fibrin!patch!and!implanted!in!the!murine!myocardium.!

Interestingly,! scarce!migration! into! the! underlying! ischemic! myocardium! was!

observed!for!cellGtreated!animals.!

Summing! up,! combined! electrical! and! mechanical! stimulation! adapts!

therapeutic! cells! for! the! hostile! cardiac! environment,! improving! their!

cardiovascular! potential! in! vitro! and! in! vivo,! increasing! key! cardiac! markers!

expression,! promoting! tissue! vascularization! and! integration,! and! improving!

cardiac!function.!Thus,!synchronous!electromechanical!conditioning!prior!to!cell!

implantation! emerges! as! an! encouraging! therapeutic! strategy! to! heart!

restoration!after!myocardial!infarction.!
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In! this! project! we! reported! 3! different! protocols! of! physical! conditioning! of!

therapeutic! cells:! electrical,!mechanical! and! electromechanical.! Each! of! them!

adapted! to! our! cell! population! of! interest:! cardiac! ATDPCs.! Cardiac! ATDPCs!

improved! their! cardiovascular! potential! after! each! conditioning.! Individual!

electrical! and! mechanical! stimulation! increased! different! cardiac! markers;!

being!synergistically!improved!the!combination!of!both.!

The! new! protocol! for! synchronous! electromechanical! conditioning! of! cardiac!

ATDPCs! in!vitro! remarkably! increased!the!gene!expression!of!a!bigger!number!

of! cardiac! markers,! elucidating! a! synergistic! effect! of! both! electrical! and!

mechanical! stimuli.! These! trained! cells! with! a! favourable! cardiac! phenotype!

were! then! embedded! in! a! fibrin! gel! to! obtain! an! engineered! 3D! patch.! The!

implantation! of! a! fibrin! construct! on! the! infarcted! myocardium! in! a! murine!

model! evidenced! that! EMC! cardiac! ATDPCs! maintained! their! cardiomyogenic!

potential! within! the! in! vivo! environment,! but! also! improved! cardiac! function!

and!increased!vessel!density!with!a!minimum!cell!dose.!!

Therefore,!the!synchronous!electromechanical!conditioning!of!ATDPCs!prior!to!

delivery! onto! infarcted! heart! emerges! as! a! promising! therapeutic! strategy! to!

recover!cardiac!function!after!MI.!
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The!conclusions!derived!from!this!thesis!project!are:!

!

1. A! new! device! for! ad#hoc! electrical! and! mechanical! stimulation,!

individually!or!synchronously,!has!been!developed!in!collaboration!

with!the!Electronic!and!Biomedical!Instrumentation!Group!from!the!

Universitat!Politècnica!de!Barcelona.!This!device!has!been!patented!

(WO!2013185818!A1)!including!some!results!obtained!in!this!thesis.!

2. Protocols! for! electrical,! mechanical! and! electromechanical!

conditioning! on! cardiac! ATDPCs! culture! were! designed! and!

optimized!with!the!aim!to!mimic!the!cardiac!environment.!

3. Electrical!stimulation!on!cardiac!ATDPCs!and!CMPCs!causes!changes!

in! cell! phenotype! and! genetic! machinery! valuable! for! cardiac!

regeneration!strategies.!

• Electrical! stimulation! on! cardiac! ATDPCs! and! CMPCs! enhances! the!

expression!of!cardiac!transcription!factors!(MEF2A!and!GATAG4)!crucial!

for!cardiac!differentiation.!

• Electrical! conditioning! promotes! cardiac! ATDPCs! elongation! and!

subcutaneous!ATDPCs!shortening.!

• Electrical! stimulation! endorses! cell! alignment! to! the! surface! pattern,!

compared!with!nonGstimulated!cells.!

• Electrical! conditioning! is! a! good! strategy! to! train! cell! cultures! in! a!

pseudophysiological!cardiac!milieu.!

!
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4. Mechanical! stimulation! on! cardiac! ATDPCs! upregulates! cardiac!

transcription! factors! and! structural! genes! expression,! strongly!

dependent!on!the!patterned!surface.!

• Mechanical! stimulation! upregulates! early! (GATAG4! and! Tbx5)! and! late!

(αGactinin!and!cTnI)!cardiac!markers.!

• Gene! expression! modulation! is! strongly! dependent! on! the! patterned!

surface.!

• Cell!cultures!align!according!to! the!surface!pattern!and!this!alignment!

does!not!improve!after!mechanical!stretching.!

• The! enhanced! gene! expression! of! early! and! late! cardiac! markers!

combined! with! a! cardiacGlike! patterned! surface! could! be! a! preG

conditioning! strategy! to! obtain! cells! more! committed! to! the! cardiac!

phenotype.!

5. In!vitro!electromechanical!stimulation!on!cardiac!ATDPCs!increased!

expression!of!main!cardiac!genes;!and!when!embedded! in!a! fibrin!

hydrogel! and! implanted! on! the! murine! model! of! MI! resulted! in!

increased!vessel!density!and!improved!cardiac!function.!

• In!vitro!electromechanical!stimulation!preGcommits!the!cell!population!

against! the! hostile! cardiac! milieu! through! increased! expression! of!

cardiac! transcription! factors! (Tbx5! and! GATAG4),! structural! genes! (βG

MyHC)! and,! most! importantly,! calcium! handling! genes! (Cx43! and!

SERCA2),! never! observed! in! cardiac! ATDPCs! submitted! to! individual!

electrical!or!mechanical!conditioning.!

• Cardiac!ATDPCs! fibrin!constructs! increase!vessel!density! in! the!border!

region! of! the! infarcted! myocardium! and! promote! the! sprouting! of!

functional! blood! vessels! within! the! construct! in! the!murine!model! of!

MI,!evidenced!by!the!presence!of!erythrocytes!inside!the!vessels.!
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• Only!105! implanted!EMC!cardiac!ATDPCs!prevent! left!ventricle!dilation!

and! improve! cardiac! function! on! the! murine! model! of! myocardial!

infarction.!

• Synchronous!electromechanical!conditioning!of!cardiac!ATDPCs!prior!to!

delivery! onto! infarcted! myocardium! emerges! as! a! promising!

therapeutic!strategy!to!recover!cardiac!function!after!MI.!
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